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Preface
Rijkswaterstaat welcomes you at the 22nd annual meeting of the Netherlands Centre for River
Studies (NCR-days). The venue of the NCR days is the Honigcomplex in Nijmegen, along the River
Waal, an inspiring location for a river congress. Managing the River Waal, as well as the other Rhine
branches and the River Meuse, is one of the main tasks of Rijkswaterstaat and we notice that this
management is changing. The reason is diverse: the river is used more and more intensively, the
users have conflicting demands, large river interventions have recently been completed and new
ones are already foreseen. The impact of all these demands and interventions have large
consequences on the functioning of the river system and the way we need to manage this.
Meanwhile the climate is changing, which reflects in a rising sea level (the downstream boundary
of our rivers), changing discharges (the upstream boundary of our rivers) and more and longer
periods of low discharges. The consequences of climate change for the lay out of the river are yet
unknown, but they will not leave the river unaffected. That is why we have chosen the theme of
these NCR days to be: Managing changing rivers.
rivers We have put an exciting and interesting program
together around this theme, focusing on the main tasks of Rijkswaterstaat: water safety, clean and
healthy water, fast and safe waterborne transport, and water availability. Keynotes will be given by
Katja Portegies, Director at Rijkswaterstaat WVL, Professor Frans Klijn of Deltares/TU Delft,
Professor Chris Spray of Dundee University and Milou Wolters, Strategic Advisor of Rijkswaterstaat.
From their own perspective, they will reflect on the central theme ‘Managing changing rivers’.
In the program, we have 27 oral presentations and 27 poster presentations organized around the
subthemes related to Governance and Threats for Proper Management; Inland Shipping;
Hydrodynamics and Water Availability; Water Safety and Flood Risk; Clean Water and Ecology;
Sediment Management and River Morphology. On Friday, we have an excursion on the River Waal
(a returning and popular event in previous NCR-days), to set the scene for the afternoon sessions.
Traditionally on Thursday there is a nice dinner with an exciting pub quiz on river-trivia.
The organization of the NCR days 2020 is grateful for the contributions of Bert Voortman, Max
Schropp, David Kroekenstoel, Rico Tönis, Retze Talma and Koen Berends. Also the help of PINO
(especially Marsha Wolfkamp), an event agency, is gratefully acknowledged.
We truly hope that you enjoy the presentations, the river related discussions and the social
interactions during the NCR days 2020!
Matthijs Boersema
Evelien van Eijsbergen
Jan Gert Rinsema
Ralph Schielen
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Programme
Day 1: Thursday

Registration and coffee

9.30-9.45

Opening and announcements

9.45-10.10

Welcome by Katja Portegies (Director Safety & Water, Rijkswaterstaat WVL)

10.10-11.00

Key-note Frans Klijn (Specialist Adaptive Delta planning, Deltares and Professor at the Faculty of Technology,
Policy and Management, TU Delft)

11.00-11.30

Break + Posters

11.30-11.45
11.45-12.00
12.00-12.15
12.15-12.30

Session 1:
Governance &
Threats for Proper
Management

9.00-9.30

Future river management plan: Towards a fully integrated and functional river system
Saskia van Vuren (Rijkswaterstaat)
Building with Nature in river areas: from ideas to practice
Maria Barciela-Rial (HAN)
Quick Scan Sustainable river bed management
Hermjan Barneveld (HKV Lijn in Water)
Establishing Stakeholder Readiness for Innovation Adoption
Heleen Vreugdehil (Deltares)

Poster Pitch (3)

12.45-13.45

Lunch and Poster Market

13.45-14.00
14.00-14.15
14.15-14.30

Session 2:
Sediment
management and
measures

12.30-12.45

Sediment Nourishments for Degradational Engineered Rivers
Matthew Czapiga (TU Delft)
Measures to counteract bed degradation in the Loire river- estuary
Anna Kosters (Deltares/TU Delft)
Experimental study on bed-material transport over entrance sills at
longitudinal training walls
Annemarie van Os (TU Delft)

Poster Pitch (8)

15.00-15.30

Break and Poster Market

15.30-16.15

Key-note Chris Spray (Senior Research Fellow and Emeritus Professor Geography & Environmental Science,
Dundee University, UK)

16.15-16.30
16.30-16.45

16.45-17.00

17.00-17.15

Session 3:
Clean water and ecology

14.30-15.00

Heat tolerance in two invasive amphipods is modulated by water oxygenation
Wilco Verberk (Radboud University)
Assessing the Potentially Occurring Fractions of Native and Alien Freshwater Mussels
in Shore Channels along Longitudinal Training Dams in the river Waal
Natasha Flores (Radboud University)
Age of floodplain system affects sensitive rheophilic fish communities: a
study of 30 years of floodplain management
Twan Stoffers (WUR)
Effects of longitudinal training dams on macroinvertebrate assemblages in the river
Waal
Frank Collas (Radboud University)

17.15-17.30

Poster pitch (4)

17.30-19.00

Drinks and poster market

18.00-18.30

Tour around Honig Complex (optional)

18.30

Restaurant open

19.00

Start dinner and pub-quiz

NCR Boards meeting (Torenkamer)
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Day 2: Friday
Breakfast excursion Waalkade, see additional information

10.30-11.00

Registration and coffee

11.00-11.15

Opening and announcements

11.15-12.00

Key-note Milou Wolters (Strategic Advisor for Navigation and Waterways, Rijkswaterstaat WVL)
Session 4:
inland
shipping

8.30-10.30

12.00-12.15

12.15-12.30

14.0014.15

13.3013.45

Geological framework for explaining
sedimentological variability underneath river dikes in the Rhine-Meuse
delta: control to piping susceptibility
Timotheus Winkels (Utrecht University)

13.4514.00

A coupled hydro-stability model for a
sensitivity analysis on dike stability
Teun van Woerkom (Utrecht University)

14.0014.15

Poster pitch (4)

14.3015.00

Break and Poster Market

15.0015.15

15.1515.30

15.3015.45

Session 6A:
Hydrodynamics and Water
availability
Torenkamer

14.1514.30

15.4516.00

14.1514.30

Quantifying drought impacts using
machine learning in operational water management
Niko Wanders (Utrecht University)

15.0015.15

Wetland restoration impact on
streamflow in the Rhine River basin
Jos de Bijl (Bureau Stroming BV)

15.1515.30

Synthetic discharge time series for
river models
Bas Gradussen (Witteveen + Bos)

15.3015.45

Peak attenuation on the river Meuse
Jurjen de Jong (Deltares)

15.4516.00

16.00-16.30

Wrap-up, closing and awards

16.30-17.30

Drinks
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Session 5B:
Sediment management and
data analysis
Bouillon

13.4514.00

A perspective on the future of asset
management for flood protection
FAIR
Bart Vonk (Rijkswaterstaat)

Obtaining suspended sediment
concentration in the water column
from existing boat observations
Eveline van der Deijl (Deltares)
River morphodynamic metrics derived from satellite images
Joep Rawee (University of Twente)

Bed level change in the Upper
Rhine Delta between 1926-2018
Claudia Ylla Arbós (TU Delft)

Poster pitch (7)

Session 6B:
Sediment management and river
morphology
Bouillon

13.3013.45

Towards a climate resilient inland waterway network
Jurjen de Jong (Deltares)

Lunch and Poster Market

Session 5A:
Water safety and flood risk
Torenkamer

12.30-13.30

A framework for the impact assessment of low discharges on the performance
of inland waterway transport
Frederik Vinke (TU Delft)

Relating scour hole development to
subsurface heterogeneity of the Rhine- Meuse delta.
Bas Knaake (Utrecht University)
Erosion processes and retreat prediction of re-naturalized banks in
regulated navigable rivers.
Duro Gonzalo (TU Delft)
Expanding wetlands: a comprehensive look to the morphological evolution of the Mara Wetland, Tanzania
Fransesco Bregoli (Radboud University)
The growth process of river dunes
Suleyman Naqshband (WUR)

Posters list
Governance
#

Title and Author

Pitch session 1

13 Feb 12.30 – 12.45

1

Open science for collaborative exploration of fluvial futures - Oliver Schmitz (Utrecht University)

2

Never a dull moment: governance of dike reinforcement and river widening in the project Meandering Meuse Petra van den Brand (Project Meandering Meuse)

Sediment management and morphology
#

Title and Author

Pitch session 2
13 Feb 14.30 – 15.00
A sediment budget for the Rhine-Meuse estuary:importance of dredging and the North Sea sediment flux 3
Jana Cox (Utrecht University)
4
Biogeomorphic evolution of lower Mississippi River islands: 1965-2015 - Paul Hudson (Leiden University)
5

Research on the effects of vegetation on suspended sediment transport - Jiaqi Liu (IHE Delft)

6

Effects of navigation on sediment distribution at river bifurcations - Henk Eerden (Rijkswaterstaat)

7

Quantifying alluvial cover, sediment transport, and associated bed elevation change over fixed layers- Sianna White (TU Delft)

8

Superimposed bedforms in the Rhine-Meuse delta - Judith Poelman (WUR)

9

The initial morphological impact of the longitudinal dams - Pepijn van Denderen (University of Twente)

10

Determining morphological stability of tidally influenced bifurcations- Anya Iwantoro (Utrecht University)

Pitch session 5B

14 Feb 14.15 – 14.30

11

Accessing changes in the Zambezi River after dam construction and the impacts on the delta - Lara Camiro (IHE Delft)

12

The effect of a constant hydraulic roughness on the migration of mid-channel bars - Anouk Bomers (University of Twente)

13

Modelling the effect of reservoir flushing on aquatic habitats - Manisha Panthi (IHE Delft)

14

Hydrodynamic and sediment transport assessment using 2D numerical modelling of an Amazonian river confluence in Peru Julio Isaac Montenegro Gambini (KU Leuven)

15

Towards a model for river dune dynamics under high and low discharges - Like Lokin (University of Twente)

16

Modelling the morphological effects of longitudinal dams in the Midden-Waal - Amgad Omer (Deltares)

17

How much does the geometry of river channels depend on initial and boundary conditions? - Sandesh Paudel (IHE Delft)

18

RiverLab – the numerical experimental facility for river research - Aukje Spruit (Deltares)

Clean Water & Ecology
#

Title and Author

Pitch session 3

13 Feb 17.15 – 17.30

19

Habitat suitability of the rivers Rhine and Meuse for the regionally extinct thick shelled river mussel - Frank Collas (Radboud
University)

20

ePiE: a spatially distributed model to assess exposure to pharmaceuticals in European fresh waters - Francesco Bregoli
(Radboud University)

Hydraulics
#

Title and Author

Pitch session 3

13 Feb 17.15 – 17.30

21

Flow bifurcation at a longitudinal training dam: a field study - Timo de Ruijsscher (WUR)

22

Assessment of secondary flow using physical and numerical modeling approaches in an Amazonian meander bend Magaly Cusipuma Ayuque (national University of San Marcos)

23

Preliminary setting of an analytical model for the estimation of bedload through submerged vegetation José Antonio Bonilla Porras (University of Trento)

Water safety
#

Title and Author

Pitch session 5A

14 Feb 14.15 – 14.30

24

Balancing the scales in the piping process - Willem Jan Dirkx (Utrecht University)

25
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Using expert opinion to quantify the uncertainty in the discharge distribution at the Pannerdense Kop Sander Steenblik (University of Twente)

27

A systematic error in the water balance of the Dutch river Rhine - Jetze-Jan Twijnstra (University of Twente/HKV)
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Keynote speakers
Katja Portegies (Director Safety and Water, Rijkswaterstaat WVL, the Netherlands)
Connecting through knowledge and meet future challenges
Katja Portegies studied chemistry at Leiden University and started her
career at Rijkswaterstaat West-Nederland-Zuid focusing on water quality.
After serval positions at the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water
Management, she worked on policy decisions at the Staff Delta
Commissioner, and later at Arcadis. In March 2019 she was appointed as
Director Safety and Water, Rijkswaterstaat WVL. As director she is
responsible for knowledge development together with universities,
institutes and commercial companies concerning all water management
issues.
Katja will speak about the relationship between knowledge suppliers and Rijkswaterstaat, and the
importance of knowledge development for river management. She will focus on the cooperation
between universities, institutes, commercial companies and Rijkswaterstaat, to meet future
challenges related to climate change, river usage and nature development.

Frans Klijn (Specialist Adaptive Delta Planning, Deltares and Professor at the Faculty of Technology,
Policy and Management, TU Delft, the Netherlands)
The Future of our Large Rivers: do we acknowledge the carrying capacity of the geo-ecosystem?
Frans Klijn is specialist in Adaptive Delta Planning, and working at Deltares
since 1996. Since 2015 he holds a professorship at the Faculty of
Technology, Policy and Management. In the 1990s, Frans played an
important role in the societal debate on the management of the large
Dutch rivers, regarding nature rehabilitation and flood protection
measures, which culminated in the Room for the Rivers program. In his
current research, Frans primarily focuses on comprehensive flood risk
management and role of sustainability in long-term planning.
His presentation focuses on the river as a natural system, as well as on functional demands from
our society. And where they are at odds, because the demands exceed the carrying capacity of the
system. Both floods and drought will be addressed, and the challenges and opportunities their
development implies for adapting the system.

5

Chris Spray MBE, FRSA (Senior Research Fellow and Emeritus Professor Geography & Environmental
Science, Dundee University, UK)
Managing rivers for multiple benefits – challenges and opportunities for ecological improvements and
river restoration at the catchment scale
Chris is currently a Senior Research Fellow, and holds an Emeritus
professorship in Water Science & Policy at Dundee University’s Centre for
Water Law, Policy & Science under the auspices of UNESCO. He has about
30 years of practical experience of integrated water resource management
from a number of distinct perspectives – including river basin management
and planning, environmental policy and regulation, Ecosystem Approach
delivery, water science, river and catchment restoration.
Chris will speak about challenges and opportunities in river restoration and
catchment management, particularly from an ecological perspective. Using
examples of policy and practice from Scotland, he will explore the need to develop a robust science
evidence base to underpin emerging ideas on building with nature and natural flood management
at a catchment scale
Milou Wolters (Strategic Advisor for Navigation and Waterways, Rijkswaterstaat WVL)
Navigating changing rivers, what is the challenge?
Milou is a strategic advisor for Navigation and Waterways in the
Netherlands. She studied Hydraulic Engineering at the TU Delft
with a specialization in Ports and Waterways. She has been
working in several functions at Rijkswaterstaat, most of them
related to navigation and waterways. Currently she focuses
mainly on strategic questions. Besides working for
Rijkswaterstaat, Milou was a part-time teacher Ports and
Waterways at the TU Delft 2009-2013. Currently she is the vicepresident of the Dutch department of the Permanent
International Association of Navigation Congresses (PIANC).
Milou will speak about the actual challenges in navigation and waterways based on her
broad experience.
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Session 1: Governance & Threats for Proper Management
Oral Presentations

7

Future river management plans in the Netherlands: towards
an integrated and functional river system
Saskia van Vurena*, Bert Voortmana, Evelien van Eijsbergena en Yvo Snoeka
a Rijkswaterstaat,

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management PO Box 2232, 3500 GE Utrecht,
the Netherlands

Keywords - river management plans, integrated approach, bed level change, climate change

Introduction

cooperation with other governmental and
regional partners in the riverine area.
Engineering firms, research institutes and
universities will be asked to fulfill a role in
plan development and development of
required knowledge.

The functional performance of the river Rhine and
Meuse in the Netherlands is subjected to a number
of changes, such as ongoing large-scale
morphological changes and climate change. This,
in combination with growing user-demands puts
further pressure on the functional performance of
Dutch river systems.

And also a system-oriented approach
In addition to the ambition to develop an
integrated approach, the IRM program also
has the ambition to work in a system-oriented
way with a focus on physical processes
within the riverine systems. To ensure a
multi-functional river system, a systemoriented approach takes into account
uncertain system-related trends, such as the
hydraulic and morphological response of the
system, as well as the impact of interventions
on the physical behavior of the river systems.

To ensure for now and in the coming future a well
performing multi-functional river system, new river
management
plans
are
currently
under
construction, including a revision of present river
management strategies and policy. The new plans
focusses on an integrated approach, tackling the
negative consequences of large-scale bed level
changes, setting goals for discharge and storage
capacity, and limiting the impacts of climate
change.

An integrated approach

The physical performance, and along with
that the functional performance of the river
Rhine and Meuse is subjected to a number
of changes, such as ongoing large-scale
morphological changes and climate change.
It is expected that river functions will be faced
with further pressure in the future. This is
primarily due to sea level rise and changes in
discharge behavior with both more extreme
and frequent low and high river discharges
due to climate change. Moreover, the
behavior of the rivers themselves puts more
pressure on the functional performance of
the river system. As a result of natural
processes and human interventions from the
past, the rivers’ morphology adapts. The
morphological changes are unequal in
magnitude and size per river branch and also
within a river branch. In general: the main
channel bed erodes in the upstream parts of
the rivers. In the more downstream located
parts sediment deposition takes place. The
floodplains elevate caused by sediment
deposition. The bed level trends provide
problems for all river functions (see Figure 1).
These problems are reinforced by climate
change and socio-economic development.

The Netherlands face major challenges in the river
area in terms of water safety, shipping, freshwater
availability, water quality, nature conservation and
development, recreation and creating a safe and
attractive living and business climate. New flood
safety standards, low water issues, facilitation of
shipping, sustainable fresh water supply and good
ecological water quality and nature, even during
prolonged periods of drought, are challenges that
can interact with each other positively and
negatively. Therefore, the challenges should be
addressed from an integrated perspective,
focusing on more synergy and benefits. That is
why there is a shift from a sectoral approach
starting from just one function towards a fully
integrated and functional approach in which
challenges are jointly considered and tackled in an
integrated manner in order to be able to act
adaptively and create added value.
With the Integrated River Management Program
(IRM), the Minister of Transport, Public Works and
Water Management wants to implement
interventions in the river and the riverbed, which
are needed now and in the coming decades to
sustainably maintain the functions of the river,
considering the interventions in a more coherent
way. By doing so, the Ministry works in close
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Figure 1. Changes in river conditions induced by large scale
bed level development in the Dutch rivers (courtesy of Carina
Verbeek).

cultural history, regional economy and
energy transition. Material that is released by
increasing the space in the river bed can be
used as a valuable material. For example,
when reinforcing the dikes, maintaining the
river bed or on the materials market (which
may offer opportunities for self-realization).
Dike reinforcements can be carried out
faster, cheaper and in a more sustainable
manner if area-specific material can be used.
This is certainly attractive if the material
released from river widening in combination
with dike reinforcement can ensure a
balanced soil balance. Finally, sufficient
flood conveyance capacity is also important
for flexible river management activities.
Performing river management in a not-toostrict way provides opportunities to organize
maintenance more effectively (less effort,
lower costs) and makes the river system
more robust and adaptable to uncertain
climate change developments.

Controlling the unequal river bed developments
can limit a large number of problems. Stopping,
limiting or eliminating bed erosion in the main
channel bed can be achieved with sediment
management or with a new set of river intervention
measures. Sediment management is one of the
means to raise and maintain the river bed at a
certain - yet to be agreed - level. In addition, largescale river widening (not locally, but over a longer,
for instance the entire eroding river stretch) can
also reduce the sediment transport capacity of the
river, thereby limiting or reducing bed erosion. The
material released during river widening can be
used for sediment management. In this way, river
widening not only contributes to the traditional goal
of 'reducing flood levels’, but can also be used to
solve the bed erosion problem and related
challenges. Another manner to deal with bed
erosion is the construction of longitudinal dam
along with secondary flood channels on the
floodplain side of these dams.

Integrated River Management
Program
The goal of the IRM program is to ultimately
jointly map out the challenges for various
river related functions and to tackle the
challenges together in an integral manner (if
there is added value), and considering the
physical behavior of the river system.

A system-oriented approach also means taking
into account the hydraulic behavior of the system.
Discharge and storage capacity is required to
safely accommodate the river water through the
river bed in the event of high floods. Sufficient
riverine area contributes to damping and slowing
down the discharge wave. Creating extra space
can increase the discharge capacity. This can be
used for flood protection purposes, such as limiting
dike reinforcements, solving hydraulic bottlenecks
or preventing an increase in high water levels due
to climate change. In addition, extra discharge
capacity may offer space and flexibility to
accommodate other activities in the riverine area,
like for example, counter-balancing the impact of
nature development on roughness increase and
the increase of flood levels. Flexibility in the
system is also needed to allow spatial area
development. These area developments can
contribute to functional performance of the river
related to nature, recreation, spatial quality,

By designing (system)measures in the IRM
program in a targeted manner, possibilities
arise for “killing several flies with one blow":
intervention measures contributing to
multiple objectives acknowledging the
physical performance of the river system.
The program should result in a policy
framework, a working method and a
implementation program with a set of
(system) measures for the redesign of the
river area until 2050 (tranches, financing,
organization). This should be anchored in a
Program under the Environment Act.
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the Danube waterway (i.e. Hoffmann & Hartl,
2017) and the strategic placement of dredged
sediments to support Horseshoe Island in the
Atchafalaya River (Berkowitz et al., 2014).
There is therefore a need to move forward and
develop BwN solutions for river areas which can
help to attain sustainable river management.
In the present work, new BwN ideas for river
areas, which are currently been discussed in the
Netherlands, are reviewed. Furthermore, it is
addressed how to prioritise and implement
them.

Introduction
Building with Nature (BwN) solutions in urban
and coastal areas have been thoroughly studied
over the last decades (e.g. Brown et al. 2008 ;
de Vriend et al., 2015). Sound examples herein
are the Chinese sponge cities (Liu et al., 2017)
or the Dutch Sand Engine, a mega coastal
nourishment (Stive et al., 2013).
Despite the fact that coastal and urban BwN
projects have proven to be cost-effective and an
ecologically valuable alternative to conventional
engineering (Temmerman et al., 2013), the use
of BwN solutions is not common in river areas
yet. The majority of the BwN interventions in
freshwater systems are limited
to
river
restoration projects. Herein there are many
examples worldwide, such as the Room for the
River program in the
Netherlands,
which
restored floodplains making rivers more resilient
against flooding. The outcome of this program
also concludes that nature based- solutions are
more cost-effective (Bureau Stroming, 2011).
Some of the few examples of BwN projects in
river systems which sediment management are
the systematic backfilling of scour areas
upstream with down-stream dredged sediment

New Building with Nature ideas
Adapting from de Vriend et al. (2015), we define
BwN in river areas as ‘using natural processes
for safeguarding navigation, flood protection,
riverbed erosion and to increase the amount of
natural resources available for mining industry’.
BwN is therefore not limited to river restoration.
Figure 1 shows a sketch of different ideas of
BwN solutions that are being
currently
discussed in the Netherlands and that match
this definition. This ideas are described in
Table 1, where the status of development is
also indicated.

Figure 1. Examples of BwN interventions in river areas
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Table 1. Description and status of the state of the art BwN solutions for river areas
Name

Description

Status

Sediment motor

sediment traps in the floodplain of rivers to create new

idea

sustainable sources of sediment for the ceramic industry
Growing dike

dredged material added in progressive layers to reinforce dikes

idea

Dikes from slurry

storage of dredged material in geotextile to construct dikes

tests done:
Coulet

et

al.,

2014

& Van

Nederkassel et al., 2015
Closed soil balanc e

combine the excavation in the riverside of a dike (to enlarge the

test done in Ooijen Wanssum

dikes

hydraulic section) with the reuse of the excavated material for

(Provincie Limburg, 2015)

dike reinforcement
Eroding

secondary

channel

secondary channels which are flooded and eroded during high

idea

water events increasing the amount of sediment available in
river bed.

Groyne

sediment

nourishment

sand nourishment in between river groynes and natural

idea

transport distributes sediment over river bed, palliating in this
way the bed erosion process

Bioshields

using vegetation for sediment stabilization

Practical examples and manuals
available (e.g. Abernethy, 1999)
Bureau Stroming 2011. Doelmatig beheer van veilige
riviernatuur (In Dutch).
Brown, R., Keath, N., & Wong, T. 2008. Transitioning to
Water Sensitive Cities : Historical, Current and Future
Transition States. International Conference on Urban
Drainage, 1–10.
Coulet, W., Ekkelenkamp, H., & Hunter, T. 2014.
Salhouse spit restoration with dredged sediment in
geotextile tubes (pp. 10–12). Proceedings of the
South Baltic Conference on Dredged Materials in Dike
Construction
de Vriend, H. J., van Koningsveld, M., Aarninkhof, S. G.
J., de Vries, M. B., & Baptist, M. J. 2015. Sustainable
hydraulic engineering through building with nature.
Journal of Hydro-Environm ent Research, 9(2), 159–
171.
Hoffmann, M., & Hartl, T. 2017. Actual development s,
treatment options and future waterway asset
management implementation for the waterway
Danube. Life-Cycle
of Engineering
Systems:
Emphasis on Sustainable Civil Infrastructure - 5th
International Symposium on Life-Cycle Engineering,
IALCCE 2016, 500–507.
Liu, H., Jia, Y., & Niu, C. 2017. “Sponge city” concept
helps solve China’s urban water problems.
Environmental Earth Sciences, 76(14), 473.
Provincie Limburg, 2015. Gebiedsontwikkeling OoijenWanssum (in Dutch).
Stive, M. J. F., de Schipper, M. A., Luijendijk, A. P.,
Aarninkhof, S. G. J., van Gelder-Maas, C., van Thiel
de Vries, J. S. M., Sierd de Vries, Martijn Henriquez ,
Sarah Marx, and Ranasinghe, R. 2013. A New
Alternative to Saving Our Beaches from Sea-Level
Rise: The Sand Engine. Journal of Coastal Research,
29(5): 1001 – 1008.
Temmerman, S., Meire, P., Bouma, T. J., Herman, P. M.
J., Ysebaert, T., & De Vriend, H. J. 2013. Ecosystembased coastal defence in the face of global change.
Nature. Nature Publishing Group.
Van Nederkassel J., Van Zele S., Van Renterghem B.,
Vermeersch T., Quaeyhaegens H. 2015. The use of
engineered sediments for dyke construction in the
flood control area of Vlassenbroek. Terra et Aqua,
Number 138, 5-16.

Concluding discussion
Table 1 shows that the concept of BwN in river
areas is not yet mature. There are many initiatives
for new solutions but the majority are still in the
idea stage. A sound exception is the case of
bioshields, which has already been largely tested
in practice.
Research is needed to develop the initiatives and
determine their impact. This experimentation
should be performed in a coherent and integrated
manner because all the measures described in
Table 1 may interact between each other when
deployed in the same river system. These
interactions should be accounted from the initial
design phase, when combination opportunities
should also be identified. For instance, the material
produced during the construction of an eroding
secondary channel can be reused in the area for
dike reinforcement or construction (i.e. a closed
soil balance dike).
The present work represents the first step on the
way forward to put in practice BwN in river areas
in a coherent manner, supporting sustainable river
management. Herein, the analysis shows that the
implementation methodology must based in two
key points: 1) The new ideas need to be tested; 2)
The evaluation needs to be done in an integrated
manner (i.e. analysing the aggregate effect of the
different measures).
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Introduction

options on the river functions flood risk,
navigation, nature, fresh water supply,
as well as for cables and pipelines, and
infrastructure and MCA;
4. Determine the dimensions of possible
soft and hard measures capable of
mitigating the ongoing erosion and
achieving the objectives of the bed level
option. For this an analytical method was
develop for predicting the equilibrium
morphological impact of measures;
5. Selection and assessment of realistic
combinations of measures, including
MCA

At this moment, bed erosion is one of the most
serious issues that causes problems to several
river functions in both Rhine and Meuse River,
mainly during low discharge. Besides its negative
impact on navigability, it has also severe
consequences for biodiversity and ecosystems in
the floodplains, due to lower ground water levels.
Furthermore it endangers the stability of sluices
and bridges and cables and pipelines might get
exposed. The intake from fresh water during low
flows may be interrupted and finally, the entrance
to harbours (which is often provided by sills)
becomes more difficult. The erosion is mainly
induced by human interferences in the last 200
years. River-normalisation works such as large
scale construction of groynes, bend cut-offs and
large scale extraction of sediment are thought to
be the most important causes. The morphological
response of incision is still ongoing. Within the
programme Integrated River Management (IRM)
the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water
Management is developing policy for sustainable
management of the Rhine and Meuse river bed
for the year 2050. Witteveen+Bos in cooperation
with HKV have been assigned by the Ministry of
Infrastructure & Waterworks to carry out a Quick
Scan on de impact of different river bed levels on
the river functions. The project sketches the
playing field for possible riverbed level options,
the measures required to achieve these options,
the impact thereof on the river functions, the
feasibility and investment and maintenance costs.

In this abstract we focus on the analytical
method and application of the approach to
the Boven-Waal (step 4). The Boven-Waal
is the reach in the Rhine River suffering
most of the ongoing erosion of the river bed.
Analytical model
We developed a model to assess the
morphological
impact
of
widening
measures. The model calculates the change
in equilibrium bed level due to river
widening. The calculated parameters are
the equilibrium change in bed level height
and bed level gradient, according to de
Vriend (2005). Using the method in an
inverse mode enables the assessment of
the dimensions of widening measures for
achieving the required increase of the
equilibrium bed level.

Methodology
General
The project consists of five steps:
1. Data collection and analysis of bed level
trends, climate change and discharge
distribution at the bifurcation points of the
Rhine;
2. Definition of four riverbed level options for
riverbed management, ranging from “Do
nothing” to maintain current level to restoring a
historical level i.e. 10 and 20 years ago;
3. Impact assessment of the river bed level
* Corresponding author
Email address: barneveld@hkv.nl (H.J. Barneveld)
URL: www.hkv.nl (HKV lijn in water)

Figure 1. Flow diagram for the inverse
analytical method
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Application of the analytical method
to the Boven-Waal

Following assumptions are underlying the model:
 A compound cross-section divided into three
parts: main channel, groyne field, and
floodplain for (i) the reference case and (ii)
situation with the intervention (Figure 2).

For the Boven-Waal the ongoing bed
erosion is the main concern for the river
manager. In the Quick Scan we assume
river bed lowering of 60 cm in the year
2050. To counteract this erosion the impact
of nourishments as well as widening
measures large scale groyne lowering and a
string of secondary channels were
investigated. The maximum feasible groyne
lowering of 1.5 m appears to be insufficient
for solving the large erosion. It will cause an
aggradation of ‘only’ 20 cm. Additional
nourishments will thus be required. With a
string of secondary channels having a
cross-section of 3 m deep and 150 m wide,
an equilibrium aggradation of 60 cm can be
achieved. However, as is the case for
groyne lowering, additional nourishments
will be required as the aggradation needs
time to develop (morphological time scale).
Until the moment that the equilibrium bed
level is reached, nourishments are required
so as to reach the desired bed level. For
assessing the volumes and costs of
nourishments and sediment management
(dredging and dumping) an additional
analytical method was developed.
Finally the impacts of the measures for
achieving the bed level options were
qualitatively assessed for the river functions
Flood risk, Navigation, Nature, Fresh water
supply, as well as on the themes feasibility,
flexibility, sustainability and manageability.

Figure 2. Example measure flood plain lowering
 The model uses the dominant or channel
forming discharge Qdom. This constant
discharge results in the same equilibrium
depth and bed slope as the hydrograph
repeated annually (e.g., De Vries 1974,
Jansen et al 1979, Blom et al 2017).
∞

𝑄𝑑𝑜𝑚 = [∫0 𝛽(𝑄) 𝑄𝑛/𝐴 𝑓(𝑄) 𝑑𝑄]

𝐴/𝑛

(1)

β(Q) describes the fraction of total flow
through the main channel. n/A=5/1 in case
Engelund Hansen (n=5) is used and the
equilibrium water depth is considered and 5/3
when considering the equilibrium slope.
 Sediment transport is calculated using the
Engelund-Hansen (EH) or Meyer-Peter-Muller
(MPM) formulas depending on the grain size
of the specific river section.
 Downstream water level is unchanged and
measure is applied for a long reach.
 Only sediment transport in main channel.

Conclusion
The approach provides valuable information
on ongoing trends in the bed level and the
impact on the river functions for different
bed levels. This information can be used to
define policy options on if, where and which
river bed levels are interesting and feasible
to manage. The analytical models gives
insight in the dimensions of (combinations
of) measures to achieve and maintain
different river bed levels.

The model requires the following input:
 Time series of measured discharges
 Yearly average sediment load
 For all river sections:
 Cross-sectional profile including main
channel, groyne section and floodplain.
 Hydraulic roughness
 Grain size D50
 Transport formula
 Longitudinal slope
 Length of section
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With the model the equilibrium morphological
impact of floodplain lowering, secondary
channels, longitudinal dams, groyne lowering and
river bed widening is calculated.
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Additionally, they should be easier to repair
should a collision occur as they are modular
and can be removed and replaced in the
same position, and an added potential
advantage is that it is possible to adjust the
length of the groyne by adding more modular
Xblocs.

Introduction
Pilot projects in water management are initiated to
learn about an innovation and to ready the
innovation for implementation or adoption
(Vreugdenhil, 2010). Many pilots do not extend
beyond the pilot stage. One of the main reasons is
that the social context around the pilot project is
not receptive to the innovation. In this paper we
present a means of assessing the social
receptiveness for a pilot project. This equips pilot
project participants to actively identify barriers and
opportunities and the consequent required actions
should they wish to pursue further expansion and
implementation of the innovation.

In short, owing to its modular nature, a
groyne made of Xstream blocks is potentially
a more flexible infrastructural solution than
the traditional groyne. To test the functioning
of such groynes, a pilot project was initiated
in which three groynes located in the IJssel
River near Kampen are constructed and
monitored from November 2019 to
December
2020.
Besides
accruing
knowledge on the technological functioning
of this innovation, it is necessary to
understand the societal functioning. This is
formulated as a key component of the pilot
study, so that the pilot no longer just focuses
on the technology and its readiness for
adoption, but also on the social system
around it.

In this presentation, we focus on the societal
aspects of the pilot study ‘Flexible Groynes’. We
discuss the deployment of a stakeholder readiness
assessment at the outset of the pilot study and
address the implications of this assessment for
learning both on the technological and societal
aspects of the innovation.

Flexible Groynes - The Pilot Project
In the Netherlands, groynes have been used to
train river flows for over two hundred years and
form a characteristic feature of our river
landscapes. While groynes are undoubtedly
effective in their hydraulic function, they also alter
erosion and deposition patterns of sediment and
are particularly expensive to repair if damaged
through ship collisions. With the advent of threedimensional Xblocs, as applied in coastal
protection, came the idea that in a smaller size, the
blocks could also be used to form river groynes,
potentially ameliorating some of the more negative
effects of traditional groynes. The Xstream blocks
lock into each other, so that a groyne can be built
as one body of similar material, with steeper sides
than the traditional groyne that is usually
composed of layers of geotextile, sand and rubble.
Because the Xstream blocks are porous,
potentially they interfere less with sediment flows,
and so fewer problems with scour holes could
arise. Similarly, their holes could provide niche
habitats for small animals such as juvenile fish.

The pilot project was conducted in an
innovation
team
consisting
of
Rijkswaterstaat, BAM, Van den Herik and
Deltares, functioning within the broader
context of the Self Supporting River System
innovation platform (SSRS, www.ssrs.info ).

The Stakeholder Readiness Level
The original stakeholder readiness level
assessment instrument has five elements,
namely: (i) Added value for developer or enduser, (ii) Level of widespread support, (iii)
Costs of development and implementation,
(iv) Fit with existing internal and external
processes, and (v) Risks involved. The
instrument
was
developed
by
Rijkswaterstaat (see www.rwsinnoveert.nl).
We adjusted it for application in a multi-actor
context within the Flexible Groynes pilot
project case study, as there was more than
one organisation involved. This involved
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specifying the questions more precisely for each
organisation, and subsequently interviewing a
representative from each of the involved
organisations. The interview results were then
analysed as indicated in Figure 1 for presentation
to a broader discussion group, comprising the
interviewees as well as members of the SSRS
innovation platform.

actions. For example, they identified the
following action areas: (i) establishing and
improving the sustainability of the groynes by
reducing the CO2 footprint, and assessing
whether juvenile fish use them as habitat
niches, (ii) mapping potential application
areas and interested parties, (iii) establishing
the degree of fit of the flexible groynes with

Figure 1. Example of representation of outcomes of the SRL
analysis

existing law and regulations and contract
forms, and (iv) improving the investment
commitment.

Results of the discussions included the
acknowledgement by participants that the results
represent a snapshot in time and depend
intrinsically on who is interviewed. The
participants were aware that the application of the
instrument in a multi-actor environment could be
used by some actors to their advantage rather than
for the common good, for instance by withholding
information disadvantageous to them. However,
all participants found the wider scope across the
different organisations interesting and valuable.
This helped in understanding their own and the
other organisation, and in providing a focus of

Concluding Remarks
The
Stakeholder
Readiness
Level
assessment instrument will be administered
again in autumn 2020 in the Pilot Project
Flexible Groynes to track the development
over time of stakeholder receptiveness.
Based on the positive response in this pilot
project, it will also be administered in other
pilot projects in water management. The
ambition is to track how pilot projects
influence the receptiveness of their social
environment over time, and so distill design
criteria for improved adoption of the
innovations tested in the pilot projects.
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Introduction
The World Economic Forum ranked extreme
weather events, natural disasters, and failure
of climate-change mitigation and adaptation in
the top five risks in terms of likelihood as well
as in terms of environmental and socioeconomic impact. Managing and adapting densely
populated fluvial areas to the combined impacts therefore presents a major challenge for
their sustainable development in this century.
Common interventions need to be evaluated
to compensate for changes in discharge or
sea level rise, for example: floodplain lowering, side channel recreation, embankment relocation, roughness lowering, groyne lowering,
or removal of minor embankments. Decisions
for adaptations require an overview of cost and
benefits, and the number of stakeholders involved. For a rational and convincing decisionmaking process it is desired that stakeholders and planning professionals get easy access to source data, model code, intervention
plans and their evaluation. We aim at creating
an interactive environment based on free and
open-source software for the collaborative exploration of the fluvial future.

Figure 1: Jupyer notebook showing an excerpt from
the intervention planning notebook. Users can
interactively position and parameterise
interventions based on spatial input data.

ronment PCRaster (Karssenberg et al., 2010).
We use Jupyter (2020) Notebooks for the
seamless integration of explanatory text, userdefined parameterization of measures, executing RiverScape model code, and interactive visualization of spatial data. The notebooks can
be executed using any standard web-browser.
The Riverscape model, Jupyter Notebooks, input and example data are accessible from a
public Github repository (RiverScape, 2020).

Open-source technology
Our approach is to use open-source tools
to ease the dissemination of the modelling
toolchain. This provides benefits as a) the
model implementation and therefore scientific
reasoning is visible and transparent b) the application of the entire workflow is not hampered by e.g. licensing issues of software
tools used c) the approach can be applied
to other areas as well. We therefore used a
set of open-source models and software packages to create an interactive tool enabling the
exploration of possible futures of fluvial ar- eas
in a quantitative manner. The measures are
planned and evaluated using RiverScape
(Straatsma et al., 2017; Straatsma and Kleinhans, 2018; Straatsma et al., 2019) and implemented in the spatio-temporal modelling envi-

Interactive exploration
Setting up the modelling environment
The modelling environment can be easily created using conda (Anaconda, 2020), a free
Python package manager. We provide an environment file that allows conda to automatically install all requirements required to run
the Jupyter notebooks. Users can subsequently download the Riverscape repository
from GitHub. We exemplified with the Waal
River in the Netherlands.
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land management into the near and far future.
The current tool set is suitable for large alluvial
rivers, but different types of interventions are
required for gravel bed rivers further upstream
and estuaries further downstream. We will apply our approach in workshops for practitioners and educational setting for MSc students
to obtain end-user feedback for further development. With this collaborative environment
stakeholders can jointly explore the future of
the fluvial environment.
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Figure 2: Jupyer notebook showing the evaluation
of a set of measures, here the implementation
costs.

Measures and evaluation
The notebooks provide an interactive working and teaching environment for integral river
management where professionals, stakeholders or scholars can explore different measures
from different disciplinary backgrounds: flood
hazard reduction, biodiversity, and implementation costs. We provide one notebook for intervention planning, where a user can select
and specify different measures. An example
is given in Fig. 1, where the typical workflow
of intervention planning and parameterisation
is provided to the user. The specified measures can then be used as input for the following notebooks. There, impacts of the measures on potential biodiversity changes, implementation costs, and number of land owners
can be evaluated. Fig. 2 shows the exemplary
the output of the implementation costs notebook. The notebooks provide the outputs as
spatial datasets, in tabular form or as interactive graphs.

Discussion and conclusion
The Jupyter Notebooks provide an innovative interactive working and teaching environment that integrate modules from different disciplinary backgrounds. Using free and open
source software we can support a fully transparent decision process. The toolset should
be extended to enlarge the number of components to evaluate on. Two areas that require
integration are the morphological evaluation of
the main channel and the temporal assessment of hydrodynamics, morphodynamics and
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The project Meandering Meuse is a complex and
successful project which can be seen as a prelude
on the new program Integral River Management.
In 2016 in this project the national and regional
authorities decided on an integrated approach for
achieving objectives on high water protection,
increase of spatial quality and using opportunities
for area development (Ministerie van Infrastructuur
en Milieu, 2017). The last years have been a tough
but rewarding period of working towards a so
called preferred alternative for Meandering Meuse.
A lot of investigations and calculations of effects,
costs and effectiveness were needed to support
the choices during this planning process. The
governance and participation process required
also substantial efforts. The intensive cocreation
with the inhabitants and entrepreneurs in the area
has led to high commitment and understanding of
the decision making process. The officials of all
partners were working closely together.

collaboration which also includes the Ministry
of Infrastructure and Water Management, the
provinces of North Brabant and Gelderland,
Rijkswaterstaat (National Water Board),
Natuurmonumenten, the municipalities of
Oss, West Maas&Waal and Wijchen and
waterschap Rivierenland (waterboard) (see
Fig. 2).

Figure 2 Authorities participating in the steering group
Meandering Meuse

This coalition is necessary as the project
Meandering
Meuse
explores
the
combination of dike reinforcement on the
section of Ravenstein-Lith and room for the
river measures and area development
measures on both sides of the river. The
optimum combination of measures requires
a close coordination of the decision making
of these authorities. The partners contribute
to the project budget and will take the
necessary steps in spatial planning and land
purchase.

Figure 1 Birds-eye visualization of the preferred alternative

In December 2019, the authorities united in the
steering group have decided on a package of
measures including dike reinforcement for a
section of 26 km, river side channels and lowered
river banks, reactivation of old meanders including
opportunities for recreation, improved entrance to
the harbor of Oss, realization of riparian woodland
and new and improved bike and walk trails
(Meanderende Maas, 2019).

The exploration of dike reinforcement, river
widening and area development shows that
an integrated approach adds value for
society. The combination is beneficial in
terms of flood safety, sustainability,
integrated area development and support by
stakeholders. The river measures lower the
high water table and thus a lower dike, a
more robust river system and increased flood
safety in areas upstream. The river
measures are combined with improving
shipping routes, recreation and restoring
natural areas. The dike reinforcement in this
integrated approach can be done without
demolition of houses and is more
sustainable, as soil from the area can be
used. The design of the dike conserves and

Waterschap Aa en Maas (local water board) is
leading partner. The project is a cross-boundary
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even improves the spatial quality and rich cultural
heritage and creates new bike trails at the top of
the dike. Altogether, the measures lead to flood
safety and an even more beautiful area which is
economically and ecologically more robust.

The driving force in this project is the urgent
dike reinforcement, with legal standards and
milestones. As the leading partner, the water
board has used this as a secure base for a
broad exploration. The budget for the project
comes from many partners and decisions are
taken jointly in the steering group. Therefore
all participating parties have to look beyond
their own goals and interests. This has been
facilitated by the shared project group and an
independent project manager, working on
behalf of all partners. The officials of all
authorities have been working closely
together to enable the joint decision-making.
This was essential as every authority has its
own regulations, meeting frequency and
habits before any decision can be made
finally. Over the lifetime of the project also
every year elections took place, potentially
resulting in new stakeholders and changes in
policies. Much energy and leadership from
all members was necessary to keep on track
and schedule.

Figure 3 Reinforced dike, vegetation and room for the river in
the old meander Diedensche Uiterdijk

The design approach has been helpful in dealing
with the technical and administrative complexity.
The partners have started from a shared strategic
vision on the area, in which flood prevention and
area development are combined. This vision has
been made specific in an integral spatial design in
cocreation with the partner organizations, the
inhabitants, entrepreneurs and civil society
organizations. In more than 10 Friday afternoons,
over 40 stakeholders have been studying together
with the professionals on the development of the
area in workshops (in Dutch: ‘werkplaatsen’).
Together they have redrawn the map in order to
combine flood prevention with the chances for
nature, recreation and cultural heritage.
Separately,
the
dialogue
with
relevant
stakeholders living near to the dike has taken
place in so called ‘dike tables’ (in Dutch:
’dijktafels’). Furthermore, an overall sounding
board has given advice on the participating
process to the project group (Meanderende Maas,
2019). The stakeholders have highly appreciated
the
attitude
of
the
professionals
and
administrations. The process matches the ideas
on the Environment and Planning Act
(Omgevingswet).
The
highly
committed
inhabitants and entrepreneurs in the intensive
participation process embody and protect value for
society and engage with the authorities to continue
their cross boundary cooperation.

This project shows that combining flood
safety and area development is a powerful
combination. Authorities and stakeholders
together can create a safer, economically
and ecologically stronger area. Let’s
continue to take action together!
More information:
www.meanderendemaas.nl
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Figure 4 Designing in cocreation with inhabitants in workshops
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Introduction

The sediment flux is then doubled to identify
how Seq may vary for the combined effect of
changes in size and magnitude of the
sediment supply.

Degradation of engineered rivers occurs due to
natural and human-induced changes to planform
geometry and boundary controls. Sediment
nourishments are a common measure to mitigate
channel bed degradation in engineered rivers (e.g.
Golz, 2008). However, due to problem complexity,
modeling sediment nourishments numerically
remains a challenge.

Results
Equilibrium conditions in the case of a
mixture of two characteristic grains sizes, D1
and D3, for different values of the volume
fraction content of each grain size are
presented in Figure 1, where the sediment
size distribution of the sediment supply is
represented win term of its geometric mean
diameter Dg,feed. As Dg,feed, the geometric
mean grainsize of the sediment feed,
increases, Seq increases, as expected. It is
interesting to note as Dg,feed coarsens from D1
to D3 the equilibrium slope practically
doubles.

Here we use equilibrium solutions to investigate
the role of magnitude and grain size distribution of
the nourished sediment on equilibrium slope. We
consider the equilibrium profile of a river
transporting mixed grainsize sediment. It can be
argued that in natural systems equilibrium may
never be achieved. However, the comparison
between equilibrium states expresses the longterm trend for either aggradation or degradation. In
particular, an increase in equilibrium slope Seq is
equivalent to net-aggradation, and a reduction of
Seq corresponds to net-degradation.

Methodology
We use the equilibrium solution of Blom et al.
(2017) to study the long-term impact of sediment
nourishments on a schematic river reach whose
characteristic geometry, flow regime, sediment
supply and bed material are loosely based on the
Niederrhein River. In our calculation, the nonuniformity of the bed material is modeled in terms
of two and three grainsize classes with
characteristic diameters D1 < D2 < D3. In the
calculations presented below D1 = 1mm, D2 =
9mm, and D3 = 30mm.

Figure 1: Effect of increased composition of D3 sediment
with a fixed total sediment load on equilibrium slope Seq.

Equilibrium results in case of three
characteristic grain sizes are presented in
Figure 2.

To determine if and how Seq varies with the bed
material grain size distribution, the total sediment
flux is held constant and its grain size distribution
is systematically varied. Equilibrium conditions are
then plotted in a phase space of Seq representing
the possible values. Here we use the Ashida and
Michiue relation (Ashida and Michiue, 1972).

When three characteristic grain sizes are
used to model the sediment size distribution,
each value of Dg,feed corresponds to different
grain size distributions of the sediment
supply, i.e. the geometric mean remains the
same but the volume fraction content of
sediment with grain sizes D1, D2, and D3 may
vary. Consequently, different Seq can be
obtained for each value of Dg,feed (Fig. 2).
A close look at Fig. 2 reveals that for a given
Dg,feed, Seq is steepest when the sediment
supply is a mixture of the finest and the
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coarsest grain sizes (D1 and D3). Seq is mildest
when the sediment supply is composed of
relatively coarse material, D2 and D3.

sediment supply always leads to steeper
Seq, which is true for the case of uniform
sediment and if we repeat the calculations by
assuming equal mobility of the sediment
particles differing in grain size. The results
presented herein clearly show that the
response of rivers transporting mixed size
sediments to changes in sediment load
depends on hiding/exposure effects that
should not be neglected in the calculations.

Thus, in the case of sediment nourishments
specifically designed to reduce/reverse channel
bed
degradation,
adding
material
with
characteristic grain size similar to the
median/mean diameter of the bed sediment may
not optimal.

In regards to sediment nourishments, the
results in Fig 3. suggest that care should be
taken in increasing the sediment supply
because if the mixture is not properly
designed the nourishments may have
potentially detrimental effects, i.e. they
enhance degradation. When sediment
composition is well known, an increase in
Dg,feed (coarse sediment nourishment) can
increase the number of conditions that cause
net-aggradation.
Figure 2: Possible Seq values for a given total flux. The space
is computed by varying the ratios of grainsize-specific sediment
flux.

Conclusions
Equations for the equilibrium conditions of
mixed-grainsize rivers are used to
understand how changes to the grain size
distribution and sediment flux may result in
aggradation. These results are interpreted to
provide guidance regarding implementations
of sediment nourishments to mitigate
channel bed degradation.

In addition, when the bed material is relatively fine,
i.e. it is composed of D1 and D2, a change in grain
size distribution corresponds to minor changes in
Seq. This analysis clearly shows that the volume
fraction content of coarse sediment plays a
relevant control on Seq.
When the total sediment flux Qt is doubled the
phase spaces, grey areas in Figure 3, largely
overlap.

For mixtures with equal means, bimodal (fine
and coarse, D1 & D3) size distributions result
in larger equilibrium slope than those that
contain uniform, grainsizes. The composition
of the largest grainsize is the most important
factor to predict equilibrium slope. Finally,
increasing the sediment load can cause netdegradation if the feed material is too fine.
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Figure 3: Comparison between possible Seq values for total
fluxes Qt and 2Qt. The space is computed by varying the ratios
of grainsize-specific sediment flux.

Fig 3. shows a dashed red line of no-change,
where increasing Qt does not affect Seq.
Above/right of this line, an increase in sediment
supply results in a tendency for the river to
aggrade; below/left of the line an increase in
sediment supply tends to induce channel bed
degradation.
These results disagree with previous work (e.g.
Parker et al. 2007) suggesting that an increase in
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Introduction

years. Among these measures are lowering,
shortening and removal of groynes, re-opening
secondary channels and the construction of a
fixed layer.

Since the middle of the 19th century, the Loire
river in France (see Figure 1) has been characterized by large-scale human interventions
in order to facilitate navigation and port development. These interventions include groyne
construction, cutting off secondary channels,
reclamation of intertidal areas and extensive
dredging activities. Furthermore, large-scale
extraction of sand and gravel has taken place
for construction purposes. These interventions have not only affected bed levels directly,
but have also significantly changed the hydrodynamic and morphodynamic behaviour of
the Loire. One of the major effects of these
changes is ongoing bed degradation in the
river-estuary. Over the last century, bed levels
have lowered up to 4 m (Pérard , 2018).

As of yet, however, the behaviour of the
Loire river-estuary on large temporal and spatial scales, as well as its response to historical and possible future interventions is not
sufficiently understood. In this research, an
idealized, computationally efficient and threedimensional morphodynamic model of the
river-estuary is developed, using the FLOW and
MOR modules of the Delft3D software suite
(Deltares , 2014). With this model, the main
processes influencing the morphology of the
Loire can be investigated and interventions can
be simulated.

Model set-up
Within the morphodynamic model, the system
geometry is represented with one flow-carrying
channel, with elevated floodplains and intertidal areas on both sides. Over the first 50
km from the mouth, the width of the estuary
converges exponentially, after which the width
is kept constant up to the landward boundary
of the model, 115 km upstream of the mouth.
The converging section is called the estuary
in the remainder of this abstract, whereas the
part with constant width is referred to as the
river section.
At the landward boundary, an average annual
discharge hydrograph is prescribed repeatedly, by averaging daily discharge values that
were measured over a period of 150 years.
The water level imposed at the downstream
boundary consists of mean sea level, with tidal
variations due to the M2 and M4 tidal constituents superimposed. Sediment transport
is calculated with the total load formulation of
Engelund-Hansen, using one sand fraction
with D50 = 1.2 mm. Furthermore, a morphological acceleration factor of 60 is used to
speed up morphological development.

Figure 1: the Loire river. The orange rectangle
indicates the study area. Source:
www.hist-geo.com

Under the authority of Voies Navigables de
France, several measures to counteract bed
degradation will be executed in the coming
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Interventions

Conclusion and discussion

With the resulting model, the following 5 interventions that could mitigate the ongoing bed
degradation in the Loire are simulated and
compared to a reference scenario without interventions:
1. Sediment nourishments (SN)
2. Groyne removal (GR)
3. Secondary channel restoration (SC)
4. Fixed layer (FL)
5. No maintenance dredging (NMD)

According to model results, sediment nourishments are an effective solution to counteract
bed degradation in the Loire within 10 years
after the intervention. The removal of all
groynes in the river section is most effective on
larger timescales (order of 100 years). On this
timescale, cessation of maintenance dredging
in the estuary can also be an effective measure to counteract degradation in upstream
direction.

By looking at the difference in bed level after 10
and 100 years of morphological development
between an intervention scenario and the
reference situation, the effectiveness of each
intervention to counteract bed erosion can be
assessed. A positive bed level difference is
indicated as relative sedimentation, whereas
a negative difference indicates relative erosion.

It should be noted that these interventions
have been assessed individually with the
model. In reality, however, a combination of
different measures will be implemented. Additional model simulations show that the effect
of a combination of measures is significantly
smaller than the sum of the effects of these
measures when applied individually.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of a certain
measure can be highly dependent on its specific configuration and dimensions. Hence, a
different set of schematizations of the simulated interventions may lead to a different outcome when comparing their effectiveness to
counteract bed degradation.

Results
Results of the most promising interventions are
shown in Figure 2. When focusing on the development within the first 10 years after the
intervention, SN seem to be most effective in
generating relative sedimentation throughout
the river section. GR leads to relative sedimentation in the upper part of the river section, but
results in relative erosion further downstream.
NMD affects the bed only locally over the first
10 years. For the long-term response of the
system to the interventions, the picture looks
somewhat different. GR now has a relatively
large aggrading effect, while NMD has also
reached considerable sedimentation throughout the river section and in the upper estuary.
The effect of SN shows a smaller increase over
the same period.
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Figure 2: Effect of (a) sediment nourishments, (b) groyne removal and (c) no maintenance dredging on bed levels
in the river-estuary after 10 and 100 years, compared to the reference scenario. Saint-Nazaire is located at the
estuary mouth. The location of the intervention is indicated in red. Note the different scales of the vertical axes.
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Introduction

proposing a semi-empirical relation that could
be implemented as a subgrid structure in
operational models.

In a pilot project in the river Waal, longitudinal
training walls have been built and the groynes
have been removed, see Fig. 1. These training
walls divide the flow in a main navigational
channel and sheltered channel with more
favourable conditions for the fluvial ecosystem
(Collas et al., 2018). Due to the alignment with
the river banks, training walls produce less flow
blockage and resistance at high flows than
perpendicular-oriented
groynes.
This
is
expected to decrease the erosive action on the
river bed that is responsible for large-scale bed
degradation.

Methodology
The discharge distribution between the main
and sheltered channel and the ratio of sill
height to water depth are chosen as key
factors in this study. We investigate the effects
of these factors in flume experiments at the
Environmental Fluid Mechanics Laboratory of
Delft University.
Experimental setup
The experiments are carried out in a shallow
water flume made of glass. This flume is 20 m
long, 3 m width and 20 cm high. The bottom
has been plated with white PVC plates. The
schematized inlet design of the longitudinal
training walls is shown in Fig. 2. This setup
consists of a bifurcation with a sill at the
entrance of the sheltered channel. The main
channel has a width of 1.85 m. The other half
of the flume consists of three areas. Upstream
there is a zero-discharge zone separated by a
wooden plate that forms a schematisation of
the river bank. Then there is an inlet area with
a length of 2.66 m. Downstream of the inlet,
the third zone, is the sheltered channel
separated from the main channel by a wooden
plate that represents the training wall. The
width of the sheltered channel is 1.13 m.
The sill has a height of 51.5 mm, slopes of
1:2.5 and a 27 mm wide crest. The sill at the
entrance is extended over the entire length of
the experimental setup to reduce secondary
flow effects as result of a break in this
geometry.

Figure 1. Longitudinal training wall in the river Waal, the
Netherlands.

For large case implementation of these training
walls, the effects on morphology have to be
understood to prevent excessive dredging
costs. The required amount of dredging
depends on the sediment transport towards the
side channel over the entrance sill. This sill
affects the distribution of discharge and
sediment between the channels. Currently,
operational morphodynamic models cannot
reliably compute this sediment flux.

Experimental conditions
The discharge distribution and the sill height to
water depth ratio have been varied by adapting
the down-stream weir heights, while keeping
the total discharge of 35 m³/s constant. The
difference in high and low weir heights results
in a significant difference in the water depth

We present laboratory experiments to study
the passage of bed sediment at different
discharge distributions between the main and
sheltered channel, and different degrees of
submergence. This will form the basis for
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above the sill. This can be coupled to the
dimensionless ratio of sill height to water
depth. Variation of the weir heights of the main
and sheltered channel results in different
discharge distributions towards the main and
sheltered channel.

they just sink and roll over the bottom. Due to
the submerged weight, the particles will contain
momentum and behave slightly differently than
water. Therefore, some additional point
measurements with ADV are done near the
bed. Assuming sediment particles that reach
the crest do not return, the sediment transport
capacity over the entrance sill is dependent on
the flow at the upstream side of the sill.
Therefore, the locations of the point
measurements are chosen upstream of and
above the sill.

Measurements
Operational morphodynamic models calculate
the flow depth-averaged. The flow near the
bottom is the driving force for bed-load
transport. To develop a semi-empirical relation
of the bed-load transport for operational
models, information on the flow near the
bottom and on the depth-averaged flow are
necessary as well as data to identify the flow
patterns.

Future works
The first laboratory experiments are performed.
We continue our experimental programme after
the deadline for paper submission in January
2020 We expect to present our findings on
bed-material transport over inlet sills at
longitudinal training walls in February 2020.

The flow at mid-depth is assumed to be
representative for the depth-averaged flow.
Point measurements are performed at middepth with Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry (ADV,
Nortek Vectrino) at 25 Hz for 180 seconds. To
gain more insight into the horizontal flow
patterns, flow field measurements are
performed with Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) using floating polypropylene particles of 3
mm diameter. The horizontal flow patterns near
the bed are studied with heavier tracer
particles and Particle Tracking Velocimetry
(PTV). The latter particles have a diameter of 6
mm and a density of 1050 kg/m3. Therefore,
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Figure 2. Top view of the experimental setup where the blue arrow indicates the flow direction. The separation wall represents
the river bank. The separation wall and longitudinal training dam are simplified by a wooden plate with the same height as the
top of the flume. The downstream weirs are replaceable and regulate the discharge distribution and water depths in the main
channel and the sheltered channel, respectively.
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dumping activities, ∆suspended is the bed level
change due to suspended sediment transport
and ∆bedload is the change in bed level due
to bedload transport. This follows from the
calculations of earlier sediment budgets from
Becker (2015) and Frings (2019). Note that
the overall bed level change is assumed to be
equivalent to the net loss or gain of sediment
within the river branches. Dredging volumes
for the EB and BB are reported annual values from the Rijkswaterstaat and Port of Rotterdam databases. For the EB the amount
of suspended and bedload that enter and exit
the system at the upstream and downstream
boundary were used. At the upstream boundary sediment enters through the Lek, Waal and
Maas rivers and at the downstream boundary sediment is imported and exported at the
boundary with the North Sea whilst a small
amount of sediment is discharged through the
Haringvliet sluices. For the BB, the amount
of suspended and bedload comes from previous measurements in the area and information
about the proportion of suspended versus bedload in branches as derived by Frings (2019).

Introduction
Sediment budgets are an important tool that
can be used to summarize the complex sediment dynamics that occur at the fluvial-tidal
transition. Estuaries and deltas form at this
transition and their morphology and hydrodynamic processes are directly decided by the
amount of sediment present. The amount of
sediment present is determined by inflowing
rivers, sediment transported and moved by the
tides and by direct human intervention. Sediment budgets encompass these diverse processes and allow for direct annual comparisons of the net gain or loss of sediment in a
given region. A net loss of sediment leads to a
myriad of problems including increased flood
risk, damage to or loss of ecologically valuable areas and bed level degradation of channels. Here, a sediment budget is created for
the Rhine-Meuse Estuary (RME) located in the
West of the Netherlands for the period 20002018. This budget is also juxtaposed with previous budgets for the area to see how the current sediment budget compares. We also identify two key processes that determine the sediment budget: dredging and the flux of sediment at the North Sea boundary.

Results and discussion

Methodology

The sediment budget calculated from both
methods indicates a strongly negative sediment budget at the estuary scale. Previous
budgets for the RME from 1980-2012 qualify
that the system is indeed losing sediment. The
main reason for this strongly negative budget
is dredging. In the absence of dredging the
system would net gain sediment. When this
budget is compared with previous budgets for
the region (Table 1) it is clear that the sediment
budget for the RME has seen a strong decline
since 2012. The main reason for this trend is
increased dredging volumes particularly in the
port and harbour areas in the mouth area. This
is directly influenced by the flux of sediment at
the North Sea boundary which is poorly understood and differs significantly in their reported
values. In our budget (and in previous budgetS) the North Sea flux is assigned a constant
value, in reality it is changing and has likely increased over time. If a more accurate value
were derived and implemented it is likely that

Two distinct methods were used to create sediment budgets at two different scales. The
first method combines the measured data for
the region concerning dredging and dumping
activities, suspended sediment transport and
bedload transport. The second uses multibeam bathymetric surveys from the Rijkswaterstaat for the RME. The two scales are the
entire estuary scale budget (EB) and budgets
for the invidiual branches (BB). The net sediment budget is calculated as:
∆z = ∆dredging + ∆suspended + ∆bedload

(1)

where∆z is the bed level change, ∆dredging
is the bed level change due to dredging or
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the sediment budget would be far less negative than our estimates.
Table 1: Comparison of this sediment budget with
previous sediment budgets for the RME in
Megatons (Mt).
Time period
1990-2000
1990-2010
2000-2012
2000-2018

This budget
n/a
n/a
-1.6Mt/a
-3.0Mt/a

Frings,2017
n/a
-0.15Mt/a
n/a
n/a

Becker,2015
n/a
n/a
-1.2Mt/a
n/a

Snippen et.al,2005
-0.75Mt/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

An overall negative budget is leading to bed
level degradation in several channels increasing flood risk. This is clearly reflected in the
bed level trends calculated from the bathymetric data. The BB budget shows that the central and northern branches are eroding whilst
the southern branches are experiencing sedimentation. The Oude Maas in particular is experiencing extremely rapid erosion and poses
a management challenge. The erosion trend
in the northern branches is a response to
the high levels of dredging in these branches,
if no dredging were occurring the northern
branches would show net sedimentation. The
southern branches are experiencing sedimentation in response to the closure of the Haringvliet. Even after 50 years the system has
still not reached a new equilibrium.

Conclusions
The biggest obstacle in creating an accurate
sediment budget for the RME is the large ambiguity in the amount of sediment import at the
North Sea boundary. This is vital information
for both creating an accurate budget and for
sediment management strategies in the area.
While there is large uncertainty concerning the
actual volume of loss, it is clear that there is
a net loss of sediment from the RME annually. The clear cause of this negative budget is
dredging, without dredging the system would
net gain sediment. The net loss of sediment is
contrasting with the need for sediment to cope
with the rapidly eroding branches and the need
for sediment to grow with sea level rise.
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Introduction and background

The analysis utilizes lidar DEMs, historic air
photos, and adjacent hydrologic (stage)
data in a GIS framework (Fig.2).
Additionally, changes to island vegetation
were examined by comparison of the
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) calculated from analysis of Landsat
5 and 8 imagery for 1996 with 2014,
respectively (NASA, 2000).

The Lower Mississippi continues to adjust to
human impacts, and channel engineering in
particular. Fluvial islands (vegetated sedimentary
bars > 1 ha) have substantially increased in
number and size over the past five decades (Fig.
1), from 112 in 1965 to 295 by 2015, which can
largely be attributed to groyne (dike) construction.
The average island size is 63 ha. Vegetated
islands store a total of 1.81 billion m 3 of coarse
sediment (Hudson et al., 2019).
Few studies have examined the formation and
evolution of islands along the Lower Mississippi,
although in the context of an intensively
restrained river (revetment and groynes), island
dynamics represent a key mode of geomorphic
adjustment (i.e., Gautier and Grivel, 2006). This
study examines the morphometric evolution of
Lower Mississippi islands over about a fivedecade period (1965 to 2015), in association with
changes in vegetation. The study area extends
from the head of the Lower Mississippi at Cairo,
IL to the downstream-most island at Bonnet Carré
Spillway (~20 km upstream of New Orleans).

Figure 2. Overlay of historic polygons and lidar DEM of
island over modern 2018 Google Earth imagery,
revealing method of extraction of cross-sectional and
longitudinal profiles. Note island polygons are of
vegetated surface and do not include attached
sedimentary bars (~50 km downstream of Baton Rouge,
LA).

Results
Cross-sectional profiles
While each island is somewhat unique and
influenced by local scale factors, there are
clear geomorphic differences between new
islands and older islands. New islands (did
not exist in 1965) do not have appreciable
natural levees and the island high point is at
about flood stage. Older islands that are
stable and larger have formed natural
levees, which are higher than average flood
stage and higher than the adjacent
floodplain surface (Fig. 3).

Figure 1. Cumulative changes to island area along the Lower
Mississippi River between 1950 and 1965 (after Hudson et al.,
2019).

Data and methods
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density vegetation (NDVI 0.3-0.5)
decreased (15.1 km 2 to 8.4 km2). The
increase in vegetation density is attributed
to the time since island formation was
initiated, and a maturation of the island
surface with its geomorphic development.

Figure 3. Cross-sectional topographic profiles of new (left) and
old (right) islands. The new island has formed downstream of
a groyne (wing dike) after 1965 whereas the old island has
existed since about the 1880s. The red polygons delineate the
vegetated (island) surface. Data source: lidar DEM from
LSU.edu.

Longitudinal profiles
The long-profiles of new and old islands reveals
clear geomorphic variation in relation to slope
adjustment (Fig. 4). The slopes (long-profiles) of
new islands are nearly an order of magnitude
higher than old islands, averaging 0.0086 m/m
and 0.0011 m/m, respectively. This is attributed to
downstream extension and accretionary growth of
islands, increasing in length and height at a
higher rate along the downstream flank than
accretion at the head (upstream) of the island.
Figure 5. Change in average NDVI values of islands
between Vicksburg, MS and Red River Landing, LA for
1996 and 2014 (upper), with an example for an island
downstream of Natchez, MS (lower). The 1996 and
2014 images are from Landsat 5 and Landsat 8,
respectively.

Conclusions
A substantial biogeomorphic evolution
occurred to the Lower Mississippi River over
the past five decades, and continues to
unfold. Adjustments occur along an
evolutionary trajectory, suggesting islands
will eventually become accreted to the
floodplain, with implications to flood
management. Interestingly, island growth
occurred during a period of substantial
sediment reduction, illustrating that in the
context of fluvial landform construction, the
engineering of channel groynes offsets the
influence of upstream dams and sediment
trapping.

Figure 4. Long profiles of selection of islands extracted from
lidar DEMs, showing steeper slopes for new islands than old
islands. Island heads are to left (of each profile).

Vegetation change
A comparison of the NDVI for the same islands in
1996 and 2014 (between Vicksburg and Red
River Landing) reveals an overall increase in
vegetation density (Fig. 5). The area of islands
classified as sandy (NDVI 0.1-0.2) and scrubby
(NDVI 0.2-0.3) vegetation reveal sand sheet
deposition and scour troughs from large floods,
and did not substantially change between 1996
and 2014. The amount of dense vegetation (NDVI
> 0.5), however, considerably increased (from 3.2
km2 to 9.8 km2) as the amount of moderate
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Introduction

vegetation (Vargas-Luna 2016), whereas other
work has focused on the effects of plant
flexibility (e.g. Caroppi et al. 2019). In natural
conditions, different types of vegetation are
present at the same time, with different flexibility
and submerging conditions (Figure1).
Often died leaves and stems surround the living
part of vegetation (Figure 2), indicating that
foliage changes with the season. This means
that the plant growth cycle plays also an effect
on flow resistance and turbulent transport.
Due to the complexity of the processes involved,
the interaction between vegetation, sediment
and water flow is far from been fully understood.
Most studies analysed the effects of vegetation
on bed load (e.g. Box and Västilä, 2019;
Vargas-Luna, 2016), whereas suspended solids
processes in vegetated flows needs further
attention. Research on the filtering effect of
vegetation on suspended solids is lacking.

Suspended
load
is
responsible
for
sedimentation in the lower parts of river
channels, in river floodplains, as well as in river
harbours and side channels. Reduction of
suspended solids is often desirable, to reduce
sedimentation, but also to reduce pollution, due
to the tendency of heavy metals and other
contaminants to bind to fine sediment particles .
Ideally, filtering of suspended solids can be
obtained by planting vegetation at strategic
locations due to the ability of plants to enhance
local sediment deposition. When water flow
passes through vegetation patches, velocities
and turbulence reduce because of the additional
drag forces exerted by the presence of plant
stems and leaves, promoting fine sediment
deposition. Compared to other filtering facilities,
planting vegetation is more eco-friendly, so the
potential of using vegetation to filter suspended
solids in river systems should be studied.

Figure 1. Natural aquatic vegetation grown at Plitvice
Lakes, Croatia

Figure 2. Vegetation on the floodplain in Plitvice Lakes
National Park, Croatia

The effects of plant submergence, density,
spatial geometry arrangement, reconfiguration
and foliation on water flow have been
extensively
studied
experimentally
and
numerically (e.g. Nikora, 2010; Nepf 2012;
Siniscalchi et al. 2012; Västilä, 2015). Often,
rigid cylinders have been used to represent

Objectives
The main goal of this project is to quantify the
filtering effects of vegetation, considering
different flow conditions, plant and sediment
characteristics for applications on rivers and
estuaries. The study focuses on the use of reed
and other types of vegetation to create natural
filters.

Methods
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not possible to derive a feasible nodal point
relation from more detailed physics-based
representations of the underlying mechanisms
(Van der Mark & Mosselman, 2013). Moreover,
nodal point relations change as the morphology
evolves (Kleinhans et al, 2008). Navigation
might affect the distribution of sediment
transport too.
Our objective is therefore to assess the effects
of navigation on the sediment transport
distribution at bifurcations. We use the findings
for recommending possible further steps to
include these effects into the morphological
models of the Rhine.

Introduction
The Rhine is one of the busiest routes for
navigation in the world. The main branch of its
delta connects the sea port of Rotterdam with
major urban and industrial areas in Germany.
About every three minutes, a ship passes the
border near Lobith, 24 hours a day and 7 days
a week. It is plausible that the continuous
passages of ships have effects on sediment
transport, morphology and bed sediment
composition. That is why differences in groyne
field dynamics (Ten Brinke, 2005) and
underwater dune growth (Cisneros et al, 2019)
between the southern half and the northern half
of the river have been ascribed to the different
effects of eastbound loaded vessels sailing
upstream and westbound empty vessels sailing
downstream.
Kazi (1998) pioneered the two-dimensional
depth-averaged modelling of the effects of a
moving ship on the water motion around and
below the ship. Usually, however, navigation
effects are not represented explicitly in twodimensional morphological models of the Rhine.
Rather, they are lumped in the calibration of
empirical predictors for hydraulic resistance and
sediment transport processes. The river
management authority,
Rijkswaterstaat,
traditionally found the resulting inaccuracies
acceptable, because it uses models mainly for
assessing the effects of interventions.
Rijkswaterstaat assumed that most of the
systematic errors due to poor representation of
navigation effects would cancel out when
comparing simulations with and without
interventions. With increasing demands of
accurate model results, however, we start
questioning this assumption, especially at river
bifurcations.
River bifurcations are key elements in
morphological evolution and management of
the Dutch Rhine branches. Their modelling has
developed gradually in decades of research
(Sloff & Mosselman, 2012). Meaningful
morphological computations require twodimensional or three-dimensional approaches,
because one-dimensional models would
depend on imposing a user-defined nodal point
relation to describe the distribution of sediment
transport over the branches downstream. It is

Method
We fielded a reconnaissance mission by boat to
the
Pannerdense
Kop
and
IJsselkop
bifurcations of the Rhine to qualitatively assess
the effects of passing ships on the water motion
at bifurcations (Fig. 1). We recorded our
observations using photography and video. We
inferred potential effects on sediment transport
and morphology by interpreting the observed
changes in the flow.

Figure 1. Location of Pannerdense Kop and IJsselkop
bifurcations within the catchment of the river Rhine.

Results
The return currents around ships were so strong
that they even drew water from the other
branch, which means that water from a
downstream branch flowed back to the
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bifurcation and then onward into the branch of
the ship passage (Fig. 2). We inferred that this
must also lead to a redistribution of the sediment
transport at the bifurcation. The effect was
stronger at the IJsselkop (Figs. 2-4) than at the
Pannerdense Kop for two reasons. First, the
rivers at the IJsselkop are about one third of the
rivers at the Pannerdense Kop, so that ships
occupy a larger part of the cross-section.
Second, ship traffic was busy on both branches
below the Pannerdense Kop but mainly limited
to the IJssel branch below the IJsselkop. The
latter asymmetry implies that the distribution of
sediment transport at the IJsselkop is truly
affected as sediment withdrawn from one
branch is not compensated by sediment withdrawn in a similar way from the other branch.

explained from the oblique approach flow that
resulted from redistribution of flows over the
cross-section to realize the discharge
distribution that fits the downstream branches.
Ship passages enhanced the associated
phenomena of eddies and turbulence
generation at the mixing layers.

Figure 4. Video still of flow caused by ship sailing from the
IJssel downstream of the bifurcation into the Nederrijn
upstream of the bifurcation.

Conclusion and recommendations
The observations suggest that navigation
significantly affects the distribution of sediment
transport at bifurcations. We recommend
quantifying the potential effects by carrying out
morphological computations using Delft3D with
Kazi’s
(1998)
representation
of
the
hydrodynamic effects of moving ships. If this
model study confirms that navigation effects are
significant, we recommend developing physicsbased parameterizations of navigation effects
for inclusion in the routine morphological
computations of Rijkswaterstaat.

Figure 2. Sketch of ship-induced return currents drawing
water and sediment from the left Nederrijn branch into the
right IJssel branch.
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Figure 3. Video still of flow caused by ship sailing from the
IJssel downstream of the bifurcation into the Nederrijn
upstream of the bifurcation. The IJsselkop is visible to the
right. The flow towards the ship separates at the IJsselkop,
leaving a trace of turbulent water at the mixing layer.

Another relevant observation was that
ordinary discharge-induced flow separated at
the bifurcation like in Bulle’s (1926)
experiments,
despite
the
absence
of
pronounced bifurcation angles. This can be
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Introduction

sediment supply matches or exceeds the sediment transport capacity. The fixed layers, however, cannot be considered “fully alluvial” as
data shows they exhibit smaller bedforms and
sparse alluvial coverage. Thus, we classify
sediment transport over the fixed layer as “supply limited.”1
Research into supply-limited bed load transport over bedrock regions in rivers has illuminated the importance of the alluvial cover fraction as a key modelling parameter (Johnson,
2014; Inoue, 2014; Viparelli, 2015; Tuijnder ,
2010). This fraction is generally defined as the
percentage area of the bed covered by alluvium or via the ratio of the depth of sediment
at the bed to a depth denoting “full alluviation.”
Once the alluvial cover fraction has been determined, it is multiplied by the bedload transport capacity to calculate the rate of bedload
transport. This approach has been found to
reasonably predict equilibrium sediment transport rates and bed surface size distributions if
the appropriate alluvial cover fraction is given
(Jafarinik , 2019). However, we cannot apply
this approach to the fixed layer, as we currently
have no understanding about the alluvial cover
fraction at Nijmegen or St. Andries and how it
might vary as function of time or space.

Throughout the last 70 years, the Dutch Rhine
has undergone continuous degradation, leading to lowered bed elevation and decreased
bed slope along the Waal River. This substantial degradation has caused a bottleneck
at Nijmegen and St. Andries due to fixed layers
installed by Rijkwaterstaat in 1988 and 1999.
While the fixed layers were originally designed
to widen the river and improve navigation, lowered bed elevations have caused them to protrude from the riverbed, essentially behaving
as bedrock-like plateaus in the flow field. Now
these fixed layers limit the maximum draught
of vessels traveling between Germany and the
Netherlands.

Figure 1: Fixed layer schematic (C. Nuyten)

Limited knowledge of fluid mechanics and sediment dynamics over the fixed layer has prevented informed decision-making on mitigation
efforts. In particular, there is an immense
knowledge gap surrounding how fixed layers
impact bed load transport and local morphological development and whether or not the
morphology around the fixed layer has reached
a quasi-equilibrium. Our study aims to address
this knowledge gap.

Research Questions
To address the immense knowledge gap of
the situation at Nijmegen and St. Andries and
provide a better understanding of the morphodynamics for modelling efforts, we use field
data to evaluate alluvial cover over fixed lay- ers
as well as changes in bed elevation over time.
While a true morphodynamic equilib- rium is
not possible given the gradually varying
boundary conditions of the Waal, it is possible
that the morphodynamics may reach a quasiequilibrium, where the time scale of variations
in boundary conditions is larger than the time
scale of the morphodynamic adjustments. We

Background
One of the challenges facing river modellers
is the fact that sediment transport over fixed
layers requires parameterisations that account
for reduced sediment supply. Classical alluvial bed load transport models assume a “fully
alluviated bed”– that is, conditions where the

1The threshold delimiting a fully-alluviated bed from a
supply-limited bed remains an open research question.
However, literature suggests that sediment depth on the
length scale of a normal dune height (as defined by van
Rijn or other studies) can be used. Based on our data, this
firmly places the fixed layer in the supply-limited regime.
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Additionally, we find the original elevation of
the fixed layers, defined as the minimum bed
elevation value at every grid point along the
fixed layer. Using this elevation, we can extract
the overall volume of alluvium on top of the
fixed layer, and similarly inspect this volume
to see if a quasi-equilibrium state has developed. This volumetric analysis includes defining the alluvial cover fraction atop the fixed
layer. Lastly, we will calculate and contrast the
areal “alluvial cover fraction” to cover fractions
calculated using a length scale for “full alluviation.”

Figure 2: Design plan for the fixed layer at St.
Andries (Rijkwaterstaat).

Conclusion
This work investigates any spatial and temporal trends in sediment transport and alluvial cover over the fixed layers. These trends
and corresponding parameterisations are directly applicable for river modellers hoping to
improve their bed load transport schemes over
the fixed layers. Furthermore, this work expands our knowledge of supply-limited transport by investigating the existence of quasiequilibrium states and different interpretations
of the alluvial cover fraction. Future work can
investigate what definition of the alluvial cover
fraction yields the best result for computational
sediment transport modelling.

investigate the following research questions:
1. How has bed elevation developed surrounding the fixed layers at Nijmegen
and/or St. Andries? Has a quasiequilibrium state developed? If so, what
are its characteristics?
2. What are the spatial and temporal trends
in bed elevation along the fixed layer?
3. How does the alluvial cover fraction
change as a function of time and space?
Do different definitions of the alluvial cover
fraction yield a similar value?
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We use 43 bathymetric multibeam soundings
of the fixed layer at Nijmegen and 34 soundings of the fixed layer at St. Andries for our
analysis. This data covers a time span of 19882012. Temporal resolution is on the order of
months-years. The spatial resolution of the
raster datasets ranges from 1.0 x 1.0 m2 to
5.0 x 5.0 m2. Datasets with low resolution are
discarded. The fixed layer geometry is delineated manually, and the area is subdivided into
sections moving downstream for further analysis. For each section, we calculate a probability distribution function of bed elevation data
over the fixed layer to identify trends in bed elevation and bedform height. We additionally
define a grid of query points across the fixed
layer, and interpolate the datasets onto the grid
to produce time series of bed elevation at specific points in space. Due to the low temporal resolution of the data, these time series are
primarily useful for identifying long-term trends
instead of short-term changes. This analysis allows us to identify spatial and temporal
trends in mean bed elevation and mean bedform height along the fixed layer, as well as investigate the presence (and characteristics) of
a quasi-equilibrium state.
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Introduction
Bedforms superimposed on river dunes have
been observed in many river systems worldwide, including the Rhine-Meuse delta. It is
unclear under which circumstances they occur,
and how they relate to flow conditions, sediment transport and the migration and morphology of the primary dune. Laboratory experiments suggest that superimposed bedforms
are the agency by which the primary dune migrates (Venditti et al., 2005). In this case, the
superimposed bedforms travel over the stoss
side and collapse at the lee side. However,
in natural rivers, superimposed bedforms have
been observed on the leesides of primary lowangle dunes (Galeazzi et al., 2018). This research aims to elucidate the role of superimposed bedforms in rivers and to determine
whether superimposed bedforms contribute to
the transport of bed sediment and how they interact with primary dunes.

Figure 1: Field site and discharge near Tiel.
Discharge at October 11 was 710 m 3s 1.
−

are more irregular in shape and size compared
to those in the central section (Fig. 2a,b).
Downstream of the lee slope at x = 150 m
and y = 600 m, secondary bedforms disappear,
which is visible as a triangle downstream of the
lee slope of the primary dune. Further downstream, secondary bedforms start to develop
again and grow in the downstream direction,
which is also visible in the bottom graph of Fig.
2c.
The size of the secondary dunes seems to be
related to the underlying morphology (Fig. c
T2:4), such that on and downstream of the
(very gentle) lee slope, the dunes become
smaller (or altogether disappear) and grow
again in the downstream direction. However,
more research is required to properly understand the interaction between different scales
of fluvial bedforms.
Fig. 3 shows that in this section of the Waal
river, in a period with low discharge but stable
hydraulic conditions, two scales of bedforms
migrate simultaneously.

Methods
Data was acquired during a field survey in the
Waal River, the Netherlands (Fig. 1). An ADCP
and a multibeam echosounder were mounted
on a boat, with which eight repeated surveys
were carried out as well as a single scan of
an area of about 175 m×600 m (further referred to as the bathymetric map). The bathymetric data were interpolated to a 0.1 m grid.
For the bathymetric map, secondary bedforms
were separated from the remaining bathymetry
(including primary dunes) through loess filtering (Schlax and Chelton, 1992). Properties of
secondary bedforms were determined following Van der Mark et al. (2007).

Results
Secondary dunes, nearly two-dimensional in
shape, are clearly visible over the central axis
of the river (Fig. 2a), with a length of up to 5 m
(Fig. 2b). Left of the central axis, secondary
bedforms are hardly visible, though small fluctuations can be distinguished (Fig 2a,c-T1).
Right of the central axis, secondary bedforms

Discussion and conclusions
The presented results indicate that multiple
scales of migrating river dunes coexist and
that a smaller scale of faster migrating secondary bedforms contributes to the transport of
river sediments. The latter has implications for
bedload sediment transport estimations based
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Figure 2: A: Bathymetry of the secondary bedforms. The red areas indicate the leesides of the primary dunes,
defined as slopes with an aspect ratio of 112.5 (southeast) to 247.5 (southwest). B: Properties of the secondary
bedforms (median values ± 1 MAD). C: Bed elevation of selected transects, indicated in A.
◦

◦

Figure 3: Left: Migration of primary dunes based on MBES data made available by Rijkswaterstaat. Right:
Migration of secondary bedforms based on the repeat measurement (DEM of difference: DEM new - DEMold).

on dune tracking, as usually the migration of
smaller bedforms cannot be resolved.
Furthermore, the size and distribution of secondary bedforms imply that they might have
a significant impact on local flow processes
and the total form roughness imposed by river
dunes. Bedforms superimposed on lee sides
of primary dunes alter the maximum local
slopes, which are likely to be underestimated if
superimposed bedforms are not well resolved
or filtered out.

tions for how large rivers are identified in the rock
record. Sedimentology, 65(7):2388–2403.
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domain diagnostics for linear smoothers, Journal
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Introduction

Using the wavelet transform we can isolate the
effect of river interventions.

River interventions that are designed to reduce the flood levels in the river or to increase the ecological value of the river, generally cause aggradation in the navigation channel. Such interventions withdraw discharge
from the main channel and this reduces the
sediment transport capacity. The reduced sediment transport capacity is compensated locally by the river with an increase in the bed
level and an increase of the bed slope over the
length of the main channel parallel to the intervention. To maintain sufficient navigable depth,
the bed level increase due to the construction of river interventions should be minimal.
We will use bed level measurements to identify the bed level changes that occurred due to
the construction of the longitudinal dams in the
river Waal. Bed level changes occur at various length scales. Therefore, we apply wavelet
filtering to identify the bed level changes that
result from the construction of the longitudinal dams. The construction of the longitudinal
dams extracts discharge from the main channel, but also reduces the width of the main
channel. The bed level increase in the navigation channel is therefore not equal to a water
depth reduction during base flow conditions.

Results
The average bed level with out filtering shows
degradation until 2016 (Fig 1.). From 2016 the
bed level increases. With the wavelet filtering we remove the large-scale and long-term
degradation from the signal and this results in
a more or less constant bed level until the construction of the longitudinal dams. The aggradation rate increases during the peak flow conditions in 2016 and 2018.

Figure 1: The bed level and the bed level changes
at the longitudinal dams in the river Waal that were
constructed in 2015. The vertical red lines denote
the start and end of the project area and the
drawing in the middle shows the location of the
longitudinal dams in the river.

Method
The bed level in the navigation channel of the
river Waal is measured every two weeks since
2005. We average the bed level over the width
of the navigation channel to retrieve the onedimensional longitudinal profile of the river. We
subtract the time-averaged longitudinal bed
level to remove the steady spatial bed level
variation due to river bends, groynes and the
bed slope. The remaining bed level changes
are the variations around the time-averaged
bed level which included bed level changes
due to bed forms, scour at groynes, river interventions and the large scale bed degradation.
We apply a wavelet transform to identify the
spatial scales of the various bed level changes.

We show the various longitudinal profiles in a
time-space diagram (Fig. 2). The measurements show the deposition and scour that the
largest deposition occurs at the upstream side
of the intervention and large scour occurs at
the downstream side. This corresponds with
the expected effect of river capacity increasing
interventions. Similar processes occur at the
extremities of the individual dams, but the bed
level changes are much smaller. Between rkm
912 and 914, the bed level decreased which
cannot be explained using the theory, but it
might be related to the dredging that occurred
during the construction of the dams.
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Figure 2: The bed level and the bed level changes at the longitudinal dams in the river Waal that were constructed
in 2015. The vertical red lines denote the start and end of the project area and the drawing in the middle shows
the location of the longitudinal dams in the river.

Discussion and conclusions

lands Centre for River studies.

The longitudinal dams cause aggradation in
the main channel which is expected since they
extract discharge from the main channel and
thereby reduce the sediment transport capacity. The measurements clearly show the large
aggradation that occurs at the upstream side
of the intervention and large scour just downstream of the intervention. This corresponds
with the expected initial bed level change that
generally occur at interventions. By applying
the wavelet filtering, we are able to identify the
contribution of the longitudinal dams to the bed
level changes in the river while ignoring the
large scale bed degradation in the river.
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1. Introduction

in time the system is unstable, when it decays it
is stable. The channel configuration and other
model settings were based on observed
bifurcations. In shown results, the Shields
number was varied by varying the D50 in the
range of sandy material (0.1-1 mm) and the
width-to-depth ratio was varied in the range
between 10 and 50 by varying the width while
keeping the same discharge per unit width.

The morphology of river bifurcations often
evolves asymmetrically, resulting in an avulsion
(i.e. unstable bifurcations). Observations
suggest that bifurcations in tidally influenced
systems are stable. Here we study the
morphological evolution of bifurcations in the
range from river- to tide-dominated systems.

2. Method
3. Results and conclusion

We developed a 1D numerical model that solves
the 1D shallow water equations, sediment
transport and the sediment mass conservation
equation for a system consisting of one
upstream channel and two downstream
branches. The sediment division at the
bifurcation includes both bed-load and
suspended load transport and can cover the
changing flow directions in tidal systems. The
division of bed-load at the junction was affected
by both cross-channel flow and transverse bed
slopes, while for suspended load, it is only
affected by cross-channel flow.

Based on four sets of simulations with different
tidal influence (Fig. 1), we conclude that tides
cause a wider range of condition for which
stable bifurcations can occur. From these
results, we proof that tides can counteract the
avulsion process that would occur in riverdominated deltas. Using this new model, we can
start analyzing how different combinations of
tide and river forcing determine the
morphological stability of bifurcations, and how
this depends on the geometry of the bifurcation.
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Figure 1: Stability of bifurcations for fluvial influenced (Utide/U0 at the bifurcation = 0) and fluvial-tidal influenced cases with channel
slope = 3e-5. Red and blue indicates unstable and stable condition, respectively. Utide and Umean are tide-induced and tidally
averaged flow magnitudes at the junction, respectively.
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Introduction

oxygen conditions for at least 7 days. During
the heat tolerance trials, gammarids were
tested at different oxygen conditions. Both
acclimation and test conditions were included
in the analyses as independent factors with
survival time as the dependent factor. Survival
time was log10-transformed to linearize the
relationship with test temperature (Fig. 1).
Fitted relationships were used to calculate the
temperature at which gammarids could survive
for 12 hours. We then compared these thermal
limits with a moving average for river
temperature over a 12 hour period (data
obtained
from
www.rijkswaterstaatdata.nl
accessed on 2019-12-21) and calculated the
difference, i.e. the thermal safety margin. By
calculating the thermal limit (at 12 hours) for
different experimental conditions, we could
show the thermal safety margin for different
conditions.

The dominant aquatic invertebrates in the Waal
are gammarids (Crustacea, amphipoda) native
to the pontocaspian region, which have
expanded their range following the completion
of the Main-Danube canal (Leuven et al.,
2009). Here we report on heat tolerance in two
invasive species: Dikerogammarus villosus and
Echinogammarus trichiatus. Previous work has
shown that riverine gammarids can tolerate
short term exposure (< 1 hour) to water
temperatures above 33 C, whereas gammarids
from stagnant waters are even more tolerant
(Verberk et al., 2018). As riverine temperatures
do to reach these values, gammarids are
unlikely to be exposed to temperatures in their
habitat that are lethal on the short term. In
other words there is still a rather large safety
margin (i.e he difference between the habitat
temperature and heat tolerance) of at least
more than 8 C. However, heat tolerance also
depends on duration, with animals being able
to tolerate higher temperatures for a short
duration only (Semsar-kazerouni and Verberk
2018). Moreover, gammarids can improve heat
tolerance in response to prior exposure to
warm water conditions via phenological
plasticity. Here we explore the thermal safety
margin on a longer time scale and consider the
effect of thermal history. We also consider the
effects of water oxygenation as previous
studies have shown a lower water oxygenation
can reduce heat tolerance (Verberk et al.,
2016).

Methods

Figure 1. Effects of oxygen conditions on modelled survival
time in the gammarid E. trichiatus under heat stress levels
differing in intensity. Gammarids where tested at different
oxygen levels: hypoxia (orange), normoxia (green),
hyperoxia (purple). Note that survival time was log10transformed. Each grey line represents modelled thermal
death time curve for each of the 24 possible treatment
combinations to give an indication of the variation in the
data.

Gammarids were collected from the river Waal
and maintained in the lab. Heat tolerance was
assessed by exposing gammarids to different
levels of heat stress (30, 31, 32, 33.5 and 35
C) and recording their time of death. Prior to
heat tolerance trials, gammarids were
acclimated to different temperatures and

Results and Discussion
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For both gammarid species there was a clear
negative relationship between test temperature
and survival time, reflecting the importance of
both stress intensity and stress duration. Water
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Conclusion

oxygenation clearly affected heat tolerance,
which improved under hyperoxia and
decreased under hypoxia. The effect of water
oxygenation was more pronounced at lower
test temperatures in both Echinogammarus
trichiatus (Fig. 1) and Dikerogammarus villosus
(result not shown).
Animals acclimated to hypoxia prior to the heat
tolerance trials improved heat tolerance
(results not shown), indicating the strong
interdependence of water oxygenation and
heat tolerance (Verberk et al., 2016), at least
on longer time scales.
Similarly, animals acclimated to warm water
improved heat tolerance. As a result, thermal
limits at least partially track river temperatures.
The effect was however not complete as the
thermal safety margin did vary seasonally,
generally being lowest during summer when
river temperature was highest (Fig. 2). On
average D. villosus maintained greater thermal
safety margins, especially during cold
conditions, while the thermal limits of E.
trichiatus tracked river temperature more
closely, resulting in more variable and smaller
thermal safety margins. Thus, while warm river
temperatures
improve
heat
tolerance,
physiological acclimation cannot perfectly
compensate (Semsar-kazerouni and Verberk
2018).

Riverine gammarids have thermal limits in
excess of the river temperatures they are
exposed to. However, the thermal limits
measured in this study concern survival and
will be higher than thermal limits for growth and
reproduction. Also, the thermal safety margin is
smaller when considering longer time scales
and when the water becomes hypoxic. This
sensitivity for low oxygen conditions helps
explain why these gammarids are successful in
colonizing new areas, but mainly inhabit the
rocky substrate with continuous wave action
and water displacements by passing ships or
prevailing winds, resulting in continuous
aeration (Gabel, 2012). This likely
also
explains why these species are much less
adept in spreading to other waters which are
less well oxygenated.
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Figure 4. Yearly variation in the thermal safety margin,
expressing the difference between the river temperature
and the temperature that gammarids could tolerate for 12
hours. The safety margin is shown separately for the two
species under both normoxia (green colors) and hypoxia
(orange colors).
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Introduction

For classification and validation of the
side scan sonar data, 191 sediment samples
were collected along the shore channels with
a Ponar grab sampler. Photos were made of
each sediment sample. Based on visual
inspection sediment sample images were
classified as fine (< 0.63 mm), sand (0.63–
2.0 mm), gravel (2–256 mm, consisting of
granules, pebbles and cobbles), or boulders
(> 256 mm). All the construction materials
(e.g. boulders, bricks) were classified as
boulders. The sonar backscatter was
processed using SonarWiz 7.2 (Chesapeake
Technology, Inc.). Substrate classification
was performed using a training set of 46%.
The remaining 54% of the sediment samples
were used for validation.

For the management and maintenance of rivers it
is important to have tools to predict the ecological
potential based on abiotic conditions. Species
sensitivity distributions (SSDs) describe the
variability in sensitivities of species to specific
abiotic parameters and are derived using either
laboratory or field data on the tolerance and
occurrence of species when exposed to stressors
(Collas et al., 2018). Hence, SSDs enable the
prediction of habitat suitability based on measured
or modelled abiotic conditions (Leuven et al. 2011;
Collas et al. 2019). The prediction using SSDs can
be expressed as the potentially occurring fraction
(POF, ranging from 0.0–1.0) of the total species
pool that could be present under the acting abiotic
condition(s) (Koopman et al. 2018). Combining
SSDs with detailed spatial measurements of local
abiotic conditions allows for predictions of potential
species pools at local and regional scale.
This study aims to evaluate the POF of native
and alien freshwater mussels using previously
developed SSDs combined with detailed
assessments of substrate, flow velocity and water
depth (resolution: 10 by 10 cm). A case study was
performed in shore channels along recently-built
longitudinal training dams (LTDs) in the highly
navigated river Waal. The LTDs are expected to
increase the habitat suitability for riverine biota,
hence it was hypothesized that the shore channels
provide suitable habitats for native freshwater
mussels due to favourable water depth, flow
velocity and substrate conditions.

Water Depth and Flow Velocity Mapping
Water depth and flow velocity were
measured by Rijkswaterstaat, the same
week in which the side scan sonar data was
collected. The resulting ASCII files
containing the water depth and flow velocity
data were subsequently checked and
validated by Rijkswaterstaat.
Linear regressions were performed and
visually fitted to the logarithmic region of flow
velocity profiles by including at least three
successive raw data points nearest to the
bottom. Linear regressions were taken as

Methods
Substrate Mapping
Side scan sonar acoustic backscatter was
collected on the 4th, 5th, 8th and 11th of April 2019
using a transducer (XM 9 20 MSI T, Humminbird)
pole-mounted on the starboard side of the
surveying vessel and 0.2 m below the water
surface.
Figure 1. Ophemert shore channel maps for (A)
substrate type and (B) potentially occurring fraction of
native freshwater mussels based on substrate type.
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acceptable if R2 > 0.9. The regression equations
were used to estimate flow velocities at 0.1 m from
the riverbed. Both the water depth and flow
velocity datasets were interpolated in ArcGIS
using ordinary kriging fitted to a spherical model
with a fixed search radius of 40 m and a 0.1 m pixel
size.
Species Sensitivity Distributions
The SSDs of native and alien freshwater mussel
species for water depth, flow velocity and particle
size of substrate in the river Rhine were obtained
from Collas et al. (2018), Koopman et al. (2018)
and unpublished results by Collas, respectively.

Figure 2. The most limiting potentially occurring fraction
(lowest POF-value per pixel) for native (A) and alien (B)
freshwater mussel species in three shore channels along
longitudinal training dams in the river Waal. The whiskers
represent the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles, the lines the
medians, the points the minimum and maximum POF
and the edges of the boxes the first and third quartiles.

These habitat suitability predictions point
towards the need for larger areas with
suitable habitat for native mussels consisting
of sand or fine substrate, shallow water
depths (< 1 m) and low flow velocities close
to the riverbed (not lower than 0.05 m/s).
Reducing the boulders substrate type
surface area may be beneficial for native
mussels and limit suitable habitat for alien
species. Future research should attempt to
validate the predicted POFs using monitoring
data on species occurrence.
Similar spatial analysis of ecological
potential could be useful for the management
of aquatic ecosystems and may support the
planning phase of future river training
projects based on the desired, measured
and predicted abiotic conditions.

Potentially Occurring Fractions of Species
The calculation for the individual POFs of mussel
species for substrate size, water depth and flow
velocity were performed using the ‘calc’ function
from the raster package of R statistics. In order to
find the most limiting parameter, the ‘min’ function
in R statistics was used on the stacked POF maps.
The percentages of the total area of the shore
channels occupied by the different POF values
were determined.

Results and discussion
Abiotic Conditions
The validation of the substrate classification
resulted in an overall accuracy of 67.7% for the
shore channel in Wamel, 74.2% for the Dreumel
shore channel and 33.3% for the Ophemert shore
channel. The highest percentages of boulders,
sand and gravel substrate types were found in the
Wamel, Dreumel and Ophemert (Figure 1) shore
channel, respectively.
The mean values for the spatially interpolated
water depths were equal to 4.19, 3.95 and 4.69 m
in the Wamel, Dreumel and Ophemert shore
channels, respectively. The spatially interpolated
flow velocity at 0.1 m had means equal to 0.65,
0.73 and 0.85 m/s in the Wamel, Dreumel and
Ophemert shore channels, respectively.
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Introduction
The extensive modifications in the river Rhine
resulted in the severe decline, or even loss, of
diadromous fish species typical for European
lowland river systems, such as Atlantic salmon
(Salmo salar) and European sturgeon
(Acipenser sturio). In addition, the numbers of
potamodromous, rheophilic species, such as
European barbel (Barbus barbus), nase
(Chondrostoma nasus) and dace (Leuciscus
leuciscus) have significantly reduced (Reeze et
al., 2017). Since the 1990s, authorities in the
Netherlands have reconstructed numerous
floodplains to improve the ecological quality of
the river systems. This resulted in positive
changes to water quality and an increase in
natural habitats, but not to the expected
recovery of rheophilic fish species. We expect
that the slow recovery of rheophilic fish
populations is caused by a combination of
insufficient presence, accessibility, and/or
quality of floodplain habitats that function as
nursery areas for young fish (Eick and Thiel,
2013) and the lack of a management strategy
for these floodplain systems. We hypothesise
that both local species richness and fish
abundances are maximised when ecological
disturbance
through
creation
or
modification/resetting of floodplain systems is
neither too rare nor too frequent, as put forward
in the Intermediate Disturbance Hypothesis by
Townsend et al. (1997; Figure 1).

Figure 1. The Intermediate Disturbance Hypothesis tested
on macroinvertebrate communities in streams by Townsend
et al. (1997).

Methods
To study the effects of the reconstructed
floodplain
habitats
on
the
population
developments of rheophilic fish, and to assess
why these developments are not as positive as
expected, we compared species composition
and abundance of juvenile fish from 1997, 2009,
and 2017, for 13 floodplain systems in the Dutch
part of the river Rhine. Temporal changes in the
juvenile fish community were related to the age
of the floodplain systems. Age was used as a
proxy for temporal changes in floodplain
morphology (connectivity, size-length ratio, total
bank length), habitat variability (vegetation
cover, substrate, structural complexity), and
river discharge and water flow dynamics.
Temporal changes in individual parameters
were linked to the age of floodplain systems as
explanatory factors for the observed fish
community patterns.

Fish community responses to aging
floodplains
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In general the same fish species were found
during all periods, with the exception of alien
gobies that were first recorded in the 2009
surveys. Species diversity shows a slightly
decreasing trend with the aging of floodplains,
both for all species and when eurytopic species
and gobies are analysed separately (Figure 2).
Fish abundance of all studied groups was
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Figure 2. Fish community responses related to age of floodplain systems (in years). Overall community responses (green) are
shown as fish abundances (top graphs) and species diversity (bottom graphs) and responses were also clustered for the groups:
rheophilics (blue), eurytopics (red) and gobies (orange)

Management implications

characterized by an optimum based on an
intermediate floodplain age. This relation was
most prominent for rheophilic fishes. Moreover,
rheophilic fish diversity significantly decreased
with increasing floodplain age.

We hypothesize that this observed maximum in
rheophilic fish abundance is related to
deterioration of the nursery function of the
habitats with time, probably related to silting of
the systems after their construction. Silting
leads to reduced water dynamics, less flow, and
even detachment of the floodplain from the main
channel, which makes these habitats less
suitable for rheophilic fishes and may lead to an
increase in (less sensitive) eurytopic species,
especially when there is also increased
vegetation growth. As silting is a natural process
and will almost always occur, this means that in
order to maintain suitable nursery areas for
rheophilic fishes, regular maintenance of these
floodplain systems needs to be performed.

These results partly support the Intermediate
Disturbance Hypothesis, since only fish
abundance is maximised after a disturbance
event (creation/modification of floodplain
system), and not species richness. The
observed trend in species richness might be
explained by the instant utilization of new
floodplain systems by riverine fish because of
their highly mobile nature and high levels of
connectivity in Dutch river systems. Once
present, the fish species that are best equipped
to cope with this new, and constantly changing,
floodplain environment will thrive. Rheophilics
are sensitive to changes in their environment,
since their abundance pattern shows a narrow
range of floodplain ages (and thus succession
states) in which their numbers are maximised.
For eurytopic fish this maximisation window is
less clear.
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Introduction
Within Western-European river catchments, the
extensive morphological alterations, reduced
floodplain connectivity and deteriorating water
quality combined with the effect of inland
navigation intensity have culminated in the
simplification and degradation of freshwater
habitats. The combined effect of these pressures
has declined the density and diversity of fish,
macroinvertebrates, birds and plants (Collas,
2019).
Since 1980, water quality in the river
Rhine improved. In addition, since 1990,
extensive ecological rehabilitation has been
undertaken. However, mitigating effects of
commercial navigation received thus far less
attention, thereby hampering further ecological
rehabilitation (Nienhuis et al., 2002).
One key group of organisms in
freshwater
ecosystems
are
the
macroinvertebrates, which fulfil important
ecosystem functions, such as bioturbation of
sediment, nutrient cycling, and serve as a food
source for fish and waterfowl. Macroinvertebrates
are affected by commercial and recreational
navigation through dislodgement and stress by
wave action (Gabel et al. 2008), increases in flow
velocity (Koopman et al. 2018) and shear stress
(Lorenz and Wolter 2019), ultimately reducing
their diversity and abundance.
A potential measure to mitigate the effect
of navigation is the construction of a longitudinal
training dam (LTD) which creates a sheltered
shore channel with a reduced influence of
navigation. Indeed, native fish density was
significantly higher in these shore channels
compared to nearby groyne fields (Collas et al.
2018). Until now, the effects of the LTDs on
macroinvertebrate density and diversity have not
been assessed. We hypothesized that the
reduced influence of navigation in shore channels
along LTDs would result in a higher diversity and
density of macroinvertebrates compared to
nearby groyne fields.

Method
Macroinvertebrate collection
Macroinvertebrates present in the sandy
substrate of groyne fields and a shore
channel along the LTD in the river Waal
near Dreumel were sampled using a core
sampler. At each training structure three
locations were sampled by collecting 5
samples at each location yielding a total of
15 samples per type of river training
structure. Sampling was performed yearly
from 2016 to 2018 in the month July.
Samples were brought to the lab and sieved
(mesh size 0.5 mm). Subsequently, all
macroinvertebrate
individuals
were
manually removed from the remaining
material using tweezers. The collected
individuals were identified mostly to family
level using bioregion-specific identification
keys.
Environmental conditions
Local
abiotic
conditions
were
simultaneously
measured
during
macroinvertebrate sampling. Measurements
focused on assessing the local effect of
passing navigation on environmental
conditions. A standardized set-up was used
in accordance to Collas et al. (2018)
consisting of 1Hz measurements of water
level, flow velocity, water dynamics and
water temperature. Hereafter, the density of
collected macroinvertebrates was related to
local abiotic conditions to assess the effect
of
commercial
navigation
on
macroinvertebrate assemblages.

Results and discussion
Diversity
Macroinvertebrate diversity in the shore
channel along the LTD increased with time
(Figure 1A). Diversity in 2017 and 2018 was
higher in the shore channel than in nearby
groyne
fields.
The
diversity
of
macroinvertebrates in the groyne fields
remained similar over the years. The
macroinvertebrate sample in the extremely
dry year of 2018 had the highest diversity at
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both locations. This may be due to sampling of
substrate below littoral zones that are normally
exposed to water level fluctuation. These habitats
had higher stability. Moreover, the shore
channels along LTDs have a larger variation in
habitat types compared to groyne fields.
Interestingly, mayflies (ephemeroptera) were
found in 2017 as well as in 2018. This species
group is characteristic of riverine ecosystems and
their occurrence indicates a good ecological
status in scoring systems for ecological
assessments of rivers according to the European
Water Framework Directive (WFD).
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Figure 2. Macroinvertebrate density in relation to
navigation induced water level fluctuation during
sampling.

Relation with abiotic conditions
Macroinvertebrate densities decreased with
increasing water level fluctuations during
navigation passage (Figure 2). Highest
densities were found when the fluctuation
was below 0.1 m. This result further
elucidates the impact of navigation, since
water levels in groyne fields along the river
Waal fluctuate between 0.05 and 0.55 m
(Collas et al. 2018). Behind the LTD water
level fluctuation is limited to 0.05 upto 0. 25
m (Collas et al. 2018).
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Conclusion
This study highlights the effect of
commercial navigation on the diversity and
density of macroinvertebrates in highly
navigated rivers. Mitigating the impact of
navigation either by LTDs or other means
will aid to rehabilitate macroinvertebrate
communities in the littoral zones and will
strengthen their ecosystem functions.
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Groyne field
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Figure 1. Macroinvertebrate diversity (A) and average densit y
± standard deviation (B) in the period 2016-2018 i n g royne
fields and a shore channel along the longitudinal training dam
(LTD) in the river Waal. Shaded areas are unique specime ns
that could only be identified to a higher taxonomic leve l than
family.
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Density
The macroinvertebrate density in the groyne
fields remained constant throughout the years
(Figure 1B). Average density ranged between
534 ind.m-2 in 2017 up to 2233 ind.m-2 in 2018. In
the shore channel average densities ranged from
637 ind.m-2 in 2016 up to 16748 ind.m-2 in 2018.
Densities in 2017 and 2018 were significantly
higher in the shore channel compared to the
groyne field (p-value < 0.001). Densities in the
shore channel increased with time since
construction of the LTD (Figure 1B).
Macroinvertebrate densities are higher behind the
LTD. As macroinvertebrates are a food source for
numerous fish species and waterfowl the
increase in macroinvertebrate density in the
littoral zone of shore channels indicates the
added ecological value of LTDs for mitigating
disturbances by intensive navigation.
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This study aims to assess the
current habitat suitability of the rivers Rhine
and Meuse for the thick shelled river
mussel. This is achieved by comparing its
abiotic and host fish requirements with the
physicochemical properties and occurrence
of their hosts in the rivers Rhine and Meuse
in the Netherlands.

Introduction
The populations of the thick shelled river mussel
(Unio crassus Philipsson 1788), a once common
and widespread species in European rivers, have
declined severely over the past decades
throughout Europe. The species was declared
extinct in the Netherlands in the 1960s during a
period of very poor water quality (Nienhuis,
2012).
The decline of the thick shelled river
mussel has been related to anthropogenic
pressures like the destruction and modification of
habitats. Moreover, since the species is an
indicator species for clean and pristine waters
(Hus et al. 2006), chemical pollution and
eutrophication of rivers have greatly affected this
species.
Since the 1980s, the water quality of the
rivers Rhine and Meuse significantly improved
and might not be a limiting factor anymore for
survival of the thick shelled river mussel.
However, currently no records of living individuals
exist in the Netherlands which might be due to
the complex life cycle of this species as it has a
parasitic larval stage (glochidia).on the gills of
freshwater fish. The host fish are also affected by
the deterioration and modification of riverine
habitats. Populations of several fish species in
the Dutch rivers are also decreasing (Reeze et al.
2017), potentially impeding recovery of the thick
shelled river mussel population.

Method
Habitat
An extensive literature review was
conducted to derive the abiotic and biotic
habitat requirements of the thick shelled
river mussel in European rivers. This search
was performed using various search terms
in the search engines Web of Science and
Google Scholar, yielding 417 hits that were
checked for relevant information. The
physical properties of each location with a
record of living individuals of the species
were added to a database (e.g. depth of
location, flow velocity). Moreover, when
available, chemical properties of the river
water were added to the database
(ammonium, nitrate, nitrite, phosphate,
dissolved oxygen, pH, conductivity). In
addition, available data on the occurrence of
potential host fish species was included in
the database.

Figure 1. Phosphate concentrations (blue) in the river Meuse (A) and river Rhine (B) since the 1950s and the o ccu rre n ce
range of the thick shelled river mussel (pink). The dark grey line indicates the mismatch percentag e in overlap between th e
ammonium concentration and occurrence range of the thick shelled river mussel.
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The 95% interval of occurrence of the species
for each of the abiotic conditions was
determined using the average values reported
in the retrieved studies.

Biotic habitat suitability
The two most common co-occurring host fish
species (Eurasian minnow and European
bullhead) are listed as near threatened and
vulnerable on the IUCN red list for the
Netherlands. Other co-occurring host fish
species like Common Roach are not of
concern and are therefore important host fish
species for the thick shelled river mussel.
Glochidia grow does depend on the host fish
species and is not included in this analysis.
The dependency of the species on host fish
species illustrates the need of a holistic
approach to derive rehabilitation measures for
target species of riverine ecosystems.

Physicochemical conditions
The ranges of abiotic factors for occurrence of
the species were compared with historic levels
of physicochemical properties of the rivers
Rhine and Meuse. Data was limited to the
years 1950-2018 as this included the period i n
which the species became regionally extinct.
Physicochemical properties of the rivers Rhine
and Meuse were retrieved from gauging
stations at Lobith and Eijsden, respectively.
Host fish
Using the database on co-occurrence of fish
species and the thick shelled river mussel, a
list of the most prevalent host fish species was
derived. Additionally, the IUCN red list status
of these potential host fish species in the
Netherlands was checked to elucidate whether
host fish were endangered.

Conclusion
This study shows that the included
physicochemical properties of the rivers Rhine
and Meuse have significantly improved and the
habitat quality has been assessed to be
potentially suitable for the thick shelled river
mussel. Moreover, there are still fish species
present that could serve as host for the
parasitic larval phase of this mussel. Thus, the
return of the thick shelled river mussel to the
rivers Rhine and Meuse is possible.

Results and discussion
Abiotic habitat suitability
Based on the assessed physicochemical
properties of the rivers Rhine and Meuse the
abiotic habitat suitability for the thick shelled
river mussel significantly improved since the
1960s (Figure 1). Overall, the water quality of
the river Rhine is better than that of the river
Meuse particularly for phosphate (Figure 1).
The results indicate that habitat of the species
in the rivers Rhine and Meuse is nowadays
potentially suitable. In both rivers upstream of
the Dutch border relict populations of the thick
shelled river mussel remain, indicating that
recolonization of the Rhine-Meuse delta may
be possible.
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Figure 2. Overview of the
percentage
of
cooccurrence of known
host fish species with U.
crassus combined with
their IUCN red list status
in the Netherlands.
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routed to waste water treatment plants
(WWTPs). WWTPs are then considered point
sources emitting a fraction of unremoved
pharmaceuticals in rivers. The model itself
evaluates the WWTPs’ removal efficiency.
Furthermore, ePiE also accounts for direct
contaminant emissions to surface waters.

Introduction
Human consumption of pharmaceuticals has
constantly increased over the last decades
worldwide (Klein et al. 2018). Many hundreds of
active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) have
been detected in surface waters (aus der Beek
et al. 2016) and pose risk to biota and human
health (Richardson and Ternes 2018).
However, around 1500 APIs are currently in use
(Kinch et al. 2014) and monitoring all of them
everywhere is practically not possible.
Modelling approaches can be of help in
determining the APIs’ environmental exposure
potential. Recently, substantial effort has been
dedicated to develop spatially explicit numerical
models from the local (e.g.: Grill et al. 2018) to
the global scale (e.g.: Font et al. 2019). Those
models usually have high computational and
data requirements. Seeking a balance between
resolution of output and computational
requirements, we have developed the
“Exposure to Pharmaceuticals in the
Environment” model (ePiE) (Oldenkamp et al.
2018). The model is suitable for continental
scale calculations in Europe.

Figure 1 Domain of application of ePiE consisting in the
Ouse and Rhine Basins. Dots are sampling locations used
for the model evaluation: yellow dots from Burns et al.
(2018); red dots from Ruff et al. (2015); green dots from
Munz et al. (2017).

Results and conclusions
The River Ouse (GB) and the River Rhine
Basins (North West Europe) are taken as test
cases: a number of reliable field measurements
are available there (see Fig. 1). Comparison of
model predictions with monitoring data for a
diverse set of 35 APIs in the river Ouse (UK) and
Rhine basins (North West Europe), showed
around 95% of predictions were within an order
of magnitude of their respective measured
concentrations. Best predictions were obtained
for the river Ouse basin (95% within a factor of
6; 55% within a factor of 2), where reliable
consumption data were available and the
monitoring study design was coherent with the
model outputs (Fig. 2).

The model
ePiE is implemented in the open-source
environment R and it is available upon request.
It is a spatially explicit model calculating
concentrations of APIs in surface waters across
Europe at ∼1 km resolution. It evaluates the fate
of contaminants diluted in river and lakes, and
removed from the water column through
biodegradation, photodegradation, hydrolysis
and sedimentation processes. The model uses
national pharmaceuticals’ consumption data as
input which are used to calculate the load that is
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Figure 2 Predicted concentrations versus measured
concentrations for sampling locations as in Figure 1: (a)
Burns et al. (2018); (b) Munz et al. (2017); (c) Ruff et al.
(2015); (d) all studies combined. Solid line represents 1:1
relationship and dashed lines represent an offset of one
order of magnitude.

Outlook
Future works include:
 the extension of ePiE to the complete
European continent;
 the inclusion of veterinary sources
(diffuse sources) of APIs;
 the implementation of groundwater
fluxes.
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Introduction
Longitudinal training dams (LTDs) have been
built over a length of 10 km in the inner bend
of the Waal River (the Netherlands) near the
city of Tiel. They serve as an alternative to
traditional groynes, splitting the river in a main
channel and a bank-connected side channel in
the inner bend. The LTDs in the Waal River
have a design height to be submerged about
100 days per year. LTDs serve to restrict the
river width at low discharges, to increase discharge capacity at high discharges and to minimize bed degradation (Eerden et al.,2011).
Moreover, ecologically favourable conditions
are created in the side channel compared to
the former groyne fields (Collas et al.,2018).
The entrance of an LTD side channel may be
seen as a specific case of a flow divide, with
a sill located at the divide. The situation also
bears some similarity to the classical situation
of flow and bed load transport over an oblique
weir. Here, we study the physical mechanisms
governing the three-dimensional flow at this
specific type of flow divide, using data of an
extensive field campaign.

z
φ
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y

Figure 1: Field campaign location. The sill is
located upstream of and in line with the LTD. The
inflow angle into the side channel is denoted by φ.
Adapted from:De Ruijsscher et al.(2020). Photo
courtesy: Rijkswaterstaat Oost-Nederland.

using the improved method of Vermeulen et al.
(2014), allowing for better retrieval of near-bed
velocities. Additionally, two horizontal ADCPs
were mounted to a pole on the sill, providing
temporal information on flow velocities for over
a year.
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Methods
We focus on the most downstream of three
LTDs in the Waal River. The LTD aligns with
the main flow direction in the fairway, thus
separating the main channel from a bankconnected side channel with a sill at the bifurcation of both channels. This sill aligns with the
river axis and might therefore be considered as
a broad-crested side weir (Fig.1).
Flow velocities have been measured along longitudinal profiles using an acoustic Doppler
current profiler (ADCP) attached to a vessel,
during different stages of the hydrograph over
multiple years. Additionally, cross-sectional
profiles have been measured during a one-day
measurement campaign. Data from longitudinal ADCP-profiles on 16 February 2018 are visualised in Fig.2, together with the location of
cross-sectional profiles measured on 11 October 2018. Raw ADCP data were processed
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Figure 2: Flow vectors in the lower (blue) and upper
(red) half of the water column. Measurements
taken on 16/02/2018 at a water level at Lobith of
zw = 9.8 m. The dashed line indicates the river
axis, and solid lines indicate the measured
cross-sections on 11/10/2018. Adapted from:De
Ruijsscher et al.(2020).
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Results
The angle φ at which water flows into the side
channel increases in the downstream direc59

Conclusion
sill
III

IV

A field campaign was conducted to understand
the processes controlling the flow diversion towards a side channel separated from the river
by a longitudinal training dam (LTD). A sill or
submerged weir was located at the bifurcation of the main river and the side channel.
In the main channel next to the sill, the angle between the local flow velocity vector and
the principal direction of the main channel increases with decreasing lateral and longitudinal distance to the bifurcation point. This bifurcation point corresponds to the LTD head.
Vertical shear is observed in the side channel
caused by sheltering of the lower part of the
water column by the sill. The variation in the
flow direction over depth is governed by the
flow being more geometrically steered (aligned
with the sill) lower in the water column, causing
a veering effect. The flow behaves qualitatively
as free flow over a side weir, although a submergence correction factor needs to be taken
into account for quantitative predictions.

flow direction
I
I

III z

x

II

z

vrot,da

y

Figure 3: Overview of the important processes at a
flow diversion towards an LTD side channel. (I)
∂φ/∂x > 0 and ∂φ/∂z > 0 (inset, where grey
arrows indicate the flow velocity lower in the water
column). (II) ∂φ/∂y < 0 in the main channel. (III)
Shear over vertical, with vrot,da perpendicular to the
depth-averaged flow direction. (IV) Horizontal
recirculation cell. Adapted from:De Ruijsscher et
al.(2020).

tion, especially in the main channel (y > 0) and
outside the upstream horizontal secondary circulation cell in the side channel (I and II in
Fig.3). Close to the LTD head, φ is reduced
to zero or negative values in the main channel,
whereas values up to 60 are reached in the
side channel.
Spanwise, φ increases in the main channel with increasing proximity to the sill, and
reaches its maximum at 5 to 10 m into the side
channel, which is still on the plateau of the sill
(I and II in Fig.3). Maximum values of up to
φ = 70 are reached at the most upstream
and downstream ends of the sill, whereas maximum values of 40 to 50 are reached over the
centre part of the sill.
The velocity magnitude |u̇ | in the side channel
increases in the downstream direction as a result of decreasing proximity to the bifurcation
point. An inflow of water into the side channel
is observed, as expected, although in the side
channel the near-bed flow is locally observed
to be towards the main channel (not shown).
This hints at a vertical secondary circulation
cell, which is not present more downstream.
A clear veering effect is observed at the side
channel side of the sill, which decreases with
increasing distance from the sill (III in Fig.3).
The veering in the side channel is most likely a
geometrical effect caused by sheltering of the
lower part of the water column by the sill, resulting in inflow only in the upper part of the
water column and a more LTD-aligned flow in
the lower part of the water column.
◦
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A horizontal recirculation cell is observed in
the side channel, against the LTD slope (IV in
Fig.3). This phenomenon is only present when
the water level is below the LTD crest height,
and is in agreement with the experiments of
De Ruijsscher et al. (2019) using a 1:60 physical scale model of the present case study.
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Introduction

The verticality of the slopes makes the bank
more unstable in the face of rapid flow variation.

The problem of lateral river migration is due to
the presence of secondary flow in the section of
the curved section. Superficial secondary
currents, and those found near the bed, generate
the phenomenon of undermining in the external
bank and sedimentation in the inder bank. This is
a phenomenon of three-dimensional nature,
where helical flows occur that begin when water
enters the curved section, the flow experiences
a radial acceleration and centrifugal force acts in
proportion to the average velocity. In turn, the
water surface tilts radially in the outer margin to
produce "super-lift" to create a pressure gradient
that balances the average centrifugal force. At
more superficial depths, the centrifugal force
exceeds the pressure force and supplementary
force drives the fluid outward. But at greater
depth the pressure force is greater causing the
fluid to move inwards. Consequently, this
imbalance produces a cross-flow component
combined with the downward flow pattern,
inducing the secondary flow pattern (helical or
spiral) characteristic of meander sections.

Methodology
A physical model of moving bed
was
constructed that represents La Pastora section of
the Madre de Dios River at 1/60 scale at
National Hydraulic Laboratory (LNH), Peru. The
physical model has a length of 50 m, an average
width, B, of 6.9 m, a radius of curvature, R,
13.8m and water depth, of 0.25 m. Therefore,
the ratio of radius to width, R/B, is 2. The moving
bed is composed of sand whose average
diameter, d50 is 0. 4mm.The topography was
reconsidered using steel rods welded to a steel
plate that was fixed to the bed. Before the start of
the tests, the topographic survey was performed
using 3D laser scanning, a procedure that was
repeated the day after the tests were carried out
in order to compare the topography of the bed
before and after the tests. Four submersible
pumps allow testing flow rates of up to 550 L/s
that are transported to the model through 356
mm (14”) PVC pipes.

The Madre de Dios river in the Peruvian
southeast carries a high load of suspended
sediments and the lateral migration rate of the
riverbed in the studied section is approximately
6 m/year-1, generating lateral undermining
phenomena on its right bank. INDECI (2006)
indicates that in the curved section near the city of
Puerto
Maldonado,
whose
length
is
approximately 1540 meters, the collapse of the
right riverbank is being generated leaving the
slope unprotected. This phenomenon affects the
nearby buildings, water supply and drainage
systems of the city of Puerto Maldonado. In
addition, since corrective measures have not
been taken, more than 100 meters of the
Interoceanic Highway is at risk. Lateral erosion
has formed high-rise benches with very steep
slopes.

Figure 1: Physical model of Madre de Dios River at National
Hydraulic Laboratory – LNH.

The experimental model lasted 24 hours, where
measured the velocity and bathymetry that were
used to calibrate and validate the numerical
model.
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For the numerical modelling part, simulations were
carried out using OPEN TELEMAC MASCARET
open-source system where the domain of the
hydraulic model which was built LNH was used
in order to analyse the behaviour of helical flow
that occurs in the curved section. TELEMAC-2D
module performed secondary flow simulations,
where the key parameters were As=7.071
(Production for secondary currents) and Ads=0.5
(Dissipation coefficient for secondary flow) with
values obtained after a calibration process.

secondary flow correction is applied, the values
estimated by numerical model are close to those
measured in the physical model in the 3 sections.
In addition, figure 2 shows that the flow is
concentrated in the right margin as the highest
velocities occur to the right axis of the channel.

Conclusions
The curved section of a meander river was studied
by assessing the hydrodynamics using a physical
model and simulating it in a numerical model
(OPEN-TELEMAC).
When
the
model
incorporated the correction by secondary flows,
an adequate representation of the velocity field
was achieved, reducing errors significantly.
Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate the
correction of secondary flows to maintain the
non-uniformity of the vertical velocity field in
bidimensional models. In addition, the effect of
helical flows could affect the estimation of the
rate and direction of sediment transport which was
a relevant outlook of this research.

An unstructured computational mesh was
constructed with 12345 elements and 4578
nodes, with an average element size of 0.3 m.
The boundary conditions that were imposed are
Q=0.490 m³/s at the upstream limit and depth at
downstream. As an initial condition for the
domain, the zero-water depth was considered.
The Manning roughness coefficient after
calibration was 0.020.
Result
Results of the hydrodynamic module were
obtained by TELEMAC-2D; where an increase in
velocity is shown in the numerical and physical
model of the curved section, from Section 1 to
Section 3 as shown in figure 2, where the flow
pattern in this section is characterized by being
three-dimensional.
When
secondary
flow
correction is not applied, the velocity values
measured in sections 1, 2 and 3 (in solid green
line) are underestimated and differ by
approximately 36% in section 1 with respect to the
values measured by the ADV (Acoustic Doppler
Velocimetry), as shown in Figure 2. When
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Figure 2: In numerical simulation where the results are shown (in solid green line - Nu) are underestimated with respect to the
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estimated by the model are close to those measured in the physical model in three cross sections (sec1, sec2 and sec3).
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Where v is the extended flow intensity
parameter, this time also valid for submerged
vegetation,  is the measured flow intensity
parameter,  is the spatial density of vegetation,
ℎ is the water depth, ℎ4 is the wet stem height,
𝐷4 is the stem diameter, 𝑑5 is the grain median
size, and 𝑏4, , and  are parameters
determined by experimental results. The
calibration of these parameters is being carried
out through an extensive experimental program.

Introduction
Sediment transport through submerged
vegetation has not been extensively studied and
direct estimators are still lacking. Current
methods are based on the assessment of
roughness coefficients of vegetated beds,
mostly representing plants as rigid cylinders.
These coefficients are then introduced in an
existing sediment transport formula originally
derived for unvegetated conditions. In this
framework, Armanini and Cavedon (2019)
proposed an expression capable of modifying
Einstein’s (1950) flow intensity parameter  in
such a way that the actual role of plant geometry
is considered when estimating bedload
transport rates. This extended parameter v is
then introduced in transport formulas, e.g.
Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948), Parker (1979),
Ashmore (1988), replacing Einstein’s .
However, the use of this parameter is limited to
the case of cylindrical emergent vegetation.
A current research that is being carried out
at the University of Trento (Italy) has led to a
new definition of the flow intensity parameter
that allows bedload estimation also in the
presence of cylindrical submerged vegetation. A
brief description of such parameter, as well as a
summary of its preliminary validation up to this
moment is described in the present abstract.

Model calibration
Experimental work is being developed in the
Hydraulics Laboratory of the University of
Trento. The experimental facility consists of a
tilting flume of 15 m x 0.5 m with a mobile bed
and equipped with two pumps for the
recirculation of both water and sediments, a
laser recorder for the bed topography, an
ultrasonic recorder for water levels and an
Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter for flow velocity.
Vegetation is represented by aluminium
cylinders with a 1-cm diameter arranged in a
staggered pattern with a density of 200
stems/m2.
Measurements of sediment transport, flow
velocity, water levels and bed topography are
carried out at periodic intervals. The duration of
each experiment depends on the time it takes to
reach morphodynamic equilibrium conditions,
i.e. 3 weeks on average. So far, nine tests have
been carried out, in which liquid discharge
ranges from 18 to 22 l/s, bedload rates from
2.83 x 10-8 to 1.17 x 10-5 m3/s, and average
submergence ratio of plants (ℎ4⁄ℎ) from 0.23 to
0.52. Result analysis has allowed for calibration
of Eq. (1), which becomes:

Extended flow intensity parameter
Following a similar process to that of Armanini
and Cavedon (2019), an adjusted definition of
the flow intensity parameter was derived, as
shown in Eq. (1):
ℎ

Ψ𝑣 = Ψ $1 + 𝛽Ω 𝑣 +
𝐷𝑣

ℎ

𝑏𝑣

ℎ

𝛾

𝑣

𝑑𝑝

. 0 13
ℎ

(1)

Ψ4 = Ψ 71 + 𝐾4Ω 9: <

(2)

;:

Where 𝐾4 is derived as a function of the plant
submergence ratio:
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(3)

In the absence of vegetation, Eq. (2) reduces to
the original flow intensity parameter definition by
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Einstein (1950), whereas for emergent
vegetation (ℎ4⁄ℎ = 1), Eq. (2) reduces to the
model proposed by Armanini and Cavedon
(2019).

When using v for this case, RMSE is reduced
approximately by half, while R2 display values
around 0.6. Though not ideal, there is an
observable improvement in the predictive
capability of the transport formulas with the
extended definition, at least when compared to
the original one.

Preliminary assessment
So far, two datasets are being used to validate
the extended flow intensity parameter (Eq. 2).
This is done through the computation of the root
mean square error (RMSE) and the coefficient
of determination (R2), between experimental
and estimated values. For the estimations, four
transport formulas were tested: ballistic
approach (Armanini et al. 2014), Meyer-Peter
and Müller (1948), Parker (1979), and Ashmore
(1988). In all four formulas, both the original and
the extended flow intensity parameter were
used as inputs in order to determine whether the
new definition is useful or not.
The first set comes from the experimental
results by Baptist (2003), who represented
vegetation with flexible cylinders. From the six
experiments, only two can be used for this
purpose and, because of this, R2 always equals
1 and cannot be used to asses model
performance.
The
resulting
RMSE
is
summarized in Table 1.

Discussion
An extended definition of Einstein’s (1950) flow
intensity parameter is here proposed for the
case of alluvial beds with submerged
vegetation. The values of RMSE resulting from
comparing Baptist’s (2003) experimental results
and the estimations of the proposed model are
promising, even if vegetation in those tests was
flexible. Moreover, the model appears to
properly estimate bedload rates independently
of the transport formula used. In the case of the
tests by Le Bouteiller and Venditti (2015), the
estimated values differ more from the measured
ones, though RMSE for Meyer-Peter and Müller
(1948) and Ashmore (1988) seem reasonable.
The difference between estimated and
measured values may be related to the
assumptions of rigid cylindrical vegetation in the
derivation of the model and on its calibration.
Nonetheless, values of R2 above 0.6 indicate a
good qualitative agreement. In both cases, the
extended definition of the flow intensity

Table 1. Assessment  and v as inputs for different
transport formulas, using the experimental data by Baptist
(2003).
B.A.
MPM
Parker
Ashmore
(2014)
(1948)
(1979)
(1988)
RMSE
128.86
29.25
80.44
19.67
(using )
RMSE
(using v)

0.29

0.27

0.64

parameter yields better results than the original
one without vegetation.
Still, more datasets need to be tested in
order to verify the predictive capability of the
proposed definition of the flow intensity
parameter.

0.28

The results shown in Table 1 clearly indicate an
improvement in the accuracy of predictions.
The second dataset comes from the six tests
carried out by Le Bouteiller and Venditti (2015).
In these tests rectangular flexible plastic blades
were used to represent vegetation, as opposed
to the cylindrical arrays of the previous set.
Results of the comparison between measured
and estimated values are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Assessment of  and v as inputs for different
transport formulas, using the experimental data by Le
Bouteiller and Venditti (2015).
B.A.
MPM
Parker Ashmore
(2014)
(1948)
(1979)
(1988)
RMSE
(using )

33.03

9.06

24.18

7.02

R2 (using )

0.37

0.37

0.37

0.38

RMSE
(using v)

17.14

5.38

14.09

4.39

0.65

0.63

0.63

0.61

R2 (using v)
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Introduction
The amount of transported cargo via the Dutch
Inland Waterways was 324 million ton in 2019
(Geest, 2019). Most of it was transported via the
river Waal, an important connection of the
network in the Netherlands. A high performance
of this waterway is essential for companies in
Germany and disruptions in the supply chain
cause delays and increase of costs of transport.
Climate change is a hazard for the performance
of waterways as a result of the changing river
characteristics due to other precipitation
patterns and melting of glaciers. Especially the
longer duration of dry periods will have an
impact on the performance of the waterway and
transport via water. An example is the dry period
in the summer and autumn of 2018. Climate
impact assessments have been executed by
different researchers e.g. Jonkeren et al.(2007)
and Dorsser (2015), but they examined the
impact on a high and aggregate level. In this
research a new framework has been developed
to (i) assess climate impact on Inland waterway
transport during periods of low water and (ii)
evaluate mitigation measures . The framework
combines the Python-package Open-source
Complex Logistics Simulation (OpenCLSim)
and the software SOBEK.

Figure 1 Schematic overview of OpenCLSimrelated to DES
and ABS.

With the methodology the behaviour of the
vessels in the environment, the required
number of vessels and the trips are simulated to
obtain the performance indicators transported
cargo and the costs of the transport. The
framework is applied on bulk transport between
the port of Rotterdam and Duisburg via the river
Waal for one year for i) a Base-scenario with
reference year 1969, and ii) the scenarios “Rust”
and “Stoom” that are defined by the Dutch
Deltaprogram (Bruggeman and Dammers,
2013) for the time horizon of 2050 and iii) a
scenario of the year 2018 that was
characterized by a long period with low river
discharges entering the Netherlands. Three
mitigation measures are evaluated with the
methodology to examine the effect and the
potential economic benefit.

Methodology
In this study a framework is applied consisting
of the (OpenCLSim) which is based on Discrete
Event Simulation (DES) and Agent-Based
Simulation (ABS), Fig. 1. The vessels
(equipment) are simulated with ABS, while
simulation of the activities is done by DES. The
hydraulic conditions of the river Waal, that forms
the environment of the IWT system for the
vessels, are modelled with the software of
SOBEK.

Results
For the Base-scenario the transported weight is
approximately 26 million ton and the total costs
are 62 million euros, see Table 1.
Table 1 Transported weight and total costs for Base scenario

Unit
Transported w eight
Total costs

[tons]
[€]

Base-scenario
26.048.467
62.180.575

The absolute and relative difference of the
indicators for the other three scenarios are
presented in Table 2.
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Table 2 Absolute and relative change for Rust-, Stoom- and
Ref.2018-scenario compared to Base-scenario
Unit

Absolute

Table 3 Measure effectiveness and BCR for three measures

Change

difference

Unit

[%]

RUST

STOOM

Smaller (and lighter)

RUST

barges

Transported weight

[tons]

-1.745.408

-6.7

Measure effectiveness

[%]

+0.4

+7.0

Total costs

[€]

43.728.977

+70.3

BCR

[%]

0.2

2.7

Transported weight

[tons]

-5.468.154

-21.0

Measure effectiveness

[%]

+0.4

+5.7

Total costs

[€]

119.102.161

+191.5

BCR

[%]

0.4

1.9

Transported weight

[tons]

-3.398.989

-13.0

Measure effectiveness

[%]

0.7

0.9

Total costs

[€]

74.875.046

+120.4

BCR

[%]

-

-

STOOM

Riv er training works

Ref. 2018

Stockpile

For all the three scenarios a decrease of the
transported weight is observed. In the Stoomscenario the potential loss of transported cargo
(%) is three times larger compared to the Rustscenario. The costs of transport increase up to
approximately 70% and 190% compared to the
Base-scenario. The numbers for both
performance indicators of the Ref.2018scenario which occurred in real practice, are
between the Rust-scenario and the Stoomscenario. So the performance indicators for
Inland Waterway Transport via the Waal can
become worse in comparison to the situation in
2018.The results show that for bulk transport via
the river Waal from the Port of Rotterdam to
Duisburg in dry periods less cargo will be
transported with higher costs.

The largest improvement is observed when
smaller and lighter barges would be used. This
measure will lead to more transport of cargo in
dry periods and is also from an economic
perspective attractive related to investments.

Conclusions
The results show that the methodology is
applicable to (i) assess climate impact on the
performance of Inland Waterways and (ii) to
evaluate mitigation measures. We also
simulated results for bulk transport via the river
Waal comparable to the IVS-data for the dry
period of 2018. Recommendations are 1) to
extend the framework to a larger part of the
Dutch IWT-network and other types of cargo, for
example to assess the impact of sea level rise
on the network performance related to the
height of bridges, 2) application of the
framework on time horizon of 2085 for which the
occurrence and duration of dry periods will be
higher and longer and 3) evaluation of other
types of measures to mitigate the negative
impact of climate change. A benefit of the
framework is the flexibility to model different
scenarios and that analysis of model objects on
an individual level is possible.

An evaluation has been executed for three
measures to mitigate or minimize the impact: 1)
smaller barges, 2) river training works and 3)
stockpile. The measure effectiveness is defined
by the difference in transported cargo between
the scenarios with and without the measures,
and the Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) denotes the
ratio of the difference between the costs of
transport (with and without measures) over the
implementation costs of a measure (Kievits,
2019). For the measure of using a stockpile the
total transported cargo will be the same in
comparison to the Base-scenario, but is
transported in the period before the dry period,
so no measure effectiveness is determined for
this scenario. Table 3 gives an overview of the
indicators measure effectiveness and BCR for
the mitigation measures. For this type of cargo
the three measures show an increase of these
indicators compared to the scenarios without
measures. The values of the measure
effectiveness and BCR are higher for the
Stoom-scenario, but also demonstrate that only
part of the negative impact on transported
weight is reduced by implementation of these
three mitigation measures.
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3. State of the waterway system,
4. Vulnerability for the navigation sector,
5. Measures, for these 4 components.
Years that we focus on are 2050 and 2085.
As a starting point, the methodology is
worked out for drought situations on the
Rhine, since this hazard has the largest
impact on navigation. In 2020 this is
expanded to the Meuse and other hazards.
Within the hazard component, we analyse
actual and future discharge series (on
absolute low discharges, duration of dry
periods), as derived from the KNMI climate
change scenarios. We have made a
prognosis of the 2050 bed level, assuming
current policy is continued.
The exposure component consists of an
overview of everything that is, as a first order
effect, potentially exposed by the hazard.
This means the physical infrastructure
(waterway, port, structures), the transported
cargo and the fleet.
Within the state of the waterway system,
we make predictions of the actual and future
waterway system, e.g. water depths, width of
the river, agreed low discharge (OLA).
Subsequently,
in
the
vulnerability
component the hydraulic parameters are
confronted with requirements from inland
navigation (e.g., minimum depth and width of
2.80 m and 150 m in the Waal). Also
junctions between rivers and canals are
evaluated. To analyse the vulnerability, we
need to go one step further, and perform a
transport network analysis. For example, a
shallow river reach for a short period may not
be a problem; ships can take a detour or wait
a day. However, if waiting is no longer an
option or a detour is not available,
vulnerability increases. A network analysis
should give insight in when it starts pressing.
Finally, we should also have insight in
cascading effects, i.e., consequences for the
society. Cargo that cannot be delivered
causes problems at construction sites,
tanking stations, or industry that must stop
production because of too little materials
available.
The final step is to investigate which
(combination of) measures need to be taken
and when.

Introduction
The transportation sector is a crucial pillar for the
Netherlands. About 35% of the transport takes
place over water. The Dutch ambition is to further
increase the share of inland waterway transport,
since the expected cargo volumes would lead to a
congested road system. Also in Europe, plans
become more concrete (e.g. Green Deal of
Timmermans) to invest in waterway transport as a
greener way of transport.
Climate change has an impact on the
transportation sector. In 2018, the navigation
sector suffered a lot from a long period of drought.
The question arises whether the main waterway
network is capable to handle the (probably
increased) transport, given the expected climate
change. An initial analysis of the impact of drought
for multiple sectors is investigated in the
Deltaprogram Fresh Water (DPZW), but other
hazards that are relevant for the inland waterway
network are not addressed.
For Rijkswaterstaat, the climate resilience of
the waterway network is important. Therefore,
within the framework of the Deltaplan Spatial
Adaptation, a more complete investigation
consisting of all hazards is anticipated on. In
principle, the scope consists of performing a
climate resilience assessment that:
provides a better understanding of the climate
and morphological drivers and hazards,
identifies and assesses the risks for the
waterway system, including transport sector,
identifies and assesses the mitigation and/or
adaptation measures to address the identified
climate resilience risks.
The challenge is to have an overview of the
urgency of the problems and possible (adaptive)
measures in 2020, such that, after implementation,
the network is climate resilient in 2050. For the
road
network
and
the
water
system,
Rijkswaterstaat follows the same procedure.

Methodology
A risk assessment methodology is developed
conform the IPCC with the following components:
1. Hazard,
2. Exposure,
* Corresponding author
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Exposure
An overview is made of the physical
infrastructure (waterway, port, structures),
the transported cargo and the fleet which are
affected by the hazards (De Jong, 2019b).
The dimensions of shipping related
infrastructure (sill depth of locks, height of
bridges) is available through the Fairway
Information System (FIS) of Rijkswaterstaat.
The ship passages are estimated by
modelling all historically IVS-registered trips
of 2014 on the fairway network. This gives
the distribution of trips with their registered
properties. From WLO-scenario’s projections
for low and high economic growth are used
for 2050.

Preliminary results
Hazard
An analysis is made of the KNMI climate change
scenarios 2014 for the return period of five
discharge levels (De Jong, 2019a). This results in
a discretised representation of characteristic dry
years with return period of 1, 2, 10 and 100 years.
Fig. 1 shows how within the current climate a year
is schematised. This is compared to the dry year
2018, which shows that the low discharge levels
were undershoot for many days (return period of
60 years), while the higher discharge levels were
more comparable to a median or average year.
2018

State of the water system
The five discharge levels have been
modelled with SOBEK. In Fig. 3 the resulting
change in water levels due to bed level
change are shown for the Waal. The water
levels near the Pannerdensche Kop (right
side of figure) decrease, while resulting in an
increase in the discharge to the Waal. This
again results in higher water levels in the
lower Waal. Weir Driel aims at sufficient
discharge to the IJssel, resulting in a
reduction in discharge to the Nederrijn.

Measured

Return period

Average

Days per year

Characteristic dry years

Figure 1. Characteristic dry years for several return periods,
discretised in five discharge levels, including comparison to
2018 measurements.

Difference in water level (m)

Bed level degradation has impact on (a) the
discharge distribution and (b) the water levels in
the Rhine (Sloff, 2019). Based on historical trends,
model predictions, related projects, and expert
judgement, a prediction is made of the large-scale
morphological changes. In Fig. 2 the expected
trend for the Waal is shown (“Trend”), in
comparison to measurements (“Ylla Arbós” &
“Deltares”) and from related studies (“Ten Brinke”
and “Trend IRM”). On the Bovenrijn (right side of
figure) bed degradation is expected to stabilise
(0 cm/year) while the upper Waal will have a
continuous degradation of 1.6 cm/year (resulting in
a total degradation of 0.5 m in 2050). The
degradation reduces in downstream direction,
resulting in a reduction of the slope of the future
Waal river.

Discharge Lobith

Riverkilometer

Figure 3. Difference in water levels on the Waal due to
bed degradation.

Summary and outlook
Preparations have finished for analysing the
climate resilience of the Rhine. In 2020 the
vulnerability to drought will be investigated,
as well as a detailed drought study for the
Meuse. Desk studies on other hazards will be
carried out. Potential mitigation measures
will be investigated.
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Figure 2. Bed level degradation on the Bovenrijn and Waal from
measurements, and the expected trend for 2050.
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Introduction
Flooding poses a major risk of loss of life and
economic damage in the North Sea Region
(NSR). Flood protection is the cornerstone of
our strategy for reducing these risks. The
infrastructure assets that protect us from
flooding in the NSR, such as dykes, sluices and
dams, are aging: many are 70-100 years old
and often fail to perform to the desired level. The
flood protection infrastructure needs to be
renovated, adapted and maintained right across
the NSR. The overall aim of the FAIR (Flood
defence infrastructure Asset management &
Investment
in
Renovation,
adaptation,
optimisation and maintenance) project is to
reduce the flood risk across the NSR by
demonstrating climate change adaptation
solutions that will improve the performance of
flood protection infrastructure.

Figure 1. framework source-pathway-receptor

The four priority policy recommendations
The four policy recommendations are:
1
break free of the silo
2
mind the gap
3
prepare for change
4
make space for innovation
These
implementation
of
these
four
recommendations leads to an integral approach
considering the function of the total water
system instead of the isolated object.

Challenge
Collectively EU Member States invest an
average of €3 billion per year on flood protection
infrastructure. But a combination of climate and
socio-economic change is increasing the annual
average damage caused by flooding. Complex
and difficult decisions will need to be taken in
response to these threats, especially in coastal
regions. FAIR recognises the challenges and
identifies four priority policy recommendations
to progress flood protection asset management.
This abstract presents the drivers behind these
challenges facing the North Sea Region.

Break free of the silo
The challenge is that the institutional context for
asset management is often fragmented.
The policy recommendation is to align multiple
planning processes within and beyond flood
Management. There are many complex and
interacting planning processes and actors that
influence effective asset management (often
with centralised processes delivered by
dispersed, localised operators). In many cases,
a strategic oversight by a responsible authority
or process lead will be required to provide the
bridge between the multiple planning processes
and flood asset management. Without this
oversight opportunities for efficiency savings
can be missed and the successful delivery of
flood
management
undermined
by
uncoordinated local choices.

Method
The FAIR success will be measured by three
project indicators: 1) a minimum of 10 % more
cost efficiency, 2)a minimum of 10 % longer
lifespan of the infrastructure and 3)a
multifunctional approach. The basic principles
are the Source-Pathway-Receptor Framework
and the lemniscate of strategy and operation
with the tactical handshake in the centre.

Mind the gap
The challenge is that strategic planning and
operational processes are often misaligned.
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The policy recommendation is to link strategic
planning and operational processes through a
tactical handshake. A shared understanding of
the assets to be managed is vital, including
basic information on what and where the assets
are, to how they are likely to perform now and in
future. FAIR highlights several strategies that
are emerging to aid this process. Progressive
approaches to performance help bridge the gap
between strategy and operation by providing a
common assessment framework at each level.
Consider, for example, fragility assessments
that enable uncertainty to be reduced without
influencing the form of the performance data1,
or ‘total expenditure’ (TotEx) which enables
whole life capital, maintenance, modification,
and eventual removal costs to be assessed2.
Developing a structured understanding of the
indicators of asset performance is also central
to achieving ISO 55000.

evaluation (assets, loading conditions, socioeconomic setting etc.) underpin the continuous
process of updating both strategy and operation
delivery. Doing so ensures flood risks are wellmanaged, and plans are adapted in a timely
manner. Developing the capacity for future
flexibility is not simply ‘wait and see’, but a
process of purposeful preparation. There is
often an immediate cost associated with these
preparations, such as securing land for future
set back of a dyke line, or to strengthen
foundations in preparation for future raising.
Various tools and techniques are available to
help make the case for future-ready investment,
from visualising adaptive pathways to formally
valuing adaptive capacity (see below). Using
these tools and approaches helps asset
managers balance performance, risk and cost
over short and longer term by maximising
societal value and avoiding solutions that may
be unsuitable for future conditions.
Make space for innovation
The challenge is that innovation is not
consistently embedded in standard practice
The policy recommendation is to accept that
new approaches attract risk but managing,
rather than avoiding, risks can lead to innovative
solutions. Policies should provide a platform for
the inclusion of innovation – from ideas to
implementation, regulation to analysis, and in
the role of institutions and stakeholders. Central
to the successful delivery of innovative solutions
challenging conventional approaches and to
positively promote new ways of working. This
means rewarding innovation (using ring fenced
innovation and pilot funds etc.) and giving space
to innovators from industry and academia to
transition novel approaches into practice by
accepting the potential for greater uncertainty.

Figure 2. strategy and operation connected by the tactical
handshake

Prepare for change
The challenge is that the future is uncertain, but
decisions taken today have long-term
implications.
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The policy recommendation is to develop
strategies that are flexible and assets that can
be modified. Policies and associated appraisal
processes should support development
strategies that proactively plan for an uncertain
future. And as new evidence and insights
emerge, these strategies must be modified
accordingly. Investments in monitoring and
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Introduction
Today, the rivers of the Rhine–Meuse delta are
embanked and man-managed. Dutch river
dikes, established since the 12th century AD
overlie a variable, heterogenous substrate that
was produced by avulsive deltaic rivers over the
Holocene (e.g. Weerts, 1996; Stouthamer &
Berendsen, 2000; Gouw & Berendsen, 2007;
Pierik et al., 2017). Dike trajectories that overlie
channel belt sand bodies are considered
susceptible to hydraulic undermining during
prolonged flood-stage circumstances in the
river. Pressure gradients between river and
protected side of the dike drive seepage
underneath the dike, and can trigger local
upwards bursts of water, and initiate a backward
erosion process removing sand from
underneath the dike (piping). The resulting long
subsurface ‘pipes’ (horizontal macropores) that
form can destabilize the dike and lead to a flood
disaster (Beek, 2013; Kanning, 2012; VNK,
2015). While river dike strength was steadily
improved over the 20/21th century, the substrate
did not change. Hence, where it is pipingsusceptible, it has become the relatively weaker
link in dike safety assessments.
Substrate properties, such as D70 and
thickness of covering impermeable deposits,
and their spatial variations are regarded to have
considerable effect on the susceptibility to the
piping processes. They affect hydraulic
properties (pore space, flow velocity, flow path)
and erosion susceptibility (grain entrainment).
Variability in these subsurface characteristics is
not random but has been governed by
geological processes on both a local and
regional scale (Jordan and Pryor, 1992; Bridge,
2002; Toonen et al., 2012; Weerts, 1996).
At present, thorough understanding of geological preconditions influencing subsurface parameters relevant to piping is lacking. The main
questions are how geological processes have
affected the heterogeneous subsurface
characteristics,
and
whether
geological
contextual information can improve parameter

Figure 1. Study area, fluvial dominated part of the
Rhine-Meuse delta

variability
characterization
in
numerical
backward erosion models, modelling the piping
process. Our new geological framework for
riverine sectors of the delta plain (Fig. 1) serves
answering these questions, and in the
presentation we analyse its strength for pipinghydraulic characterization of dike substrates.

Methods
Our geological framework employs lithogenesis
of sandy deposits to group variability in
subsurface parameters. We used multiple
existing geological digital map data sets (Cohen
et al. 2012; 2017) to compile a piping-specific
thematic geological map. It informs on the
spatial extent of the various sand bodies. We
distinguish between pre-deltaic sandy deposits
that constitute the main continuous aquifer
(buried braid plain terraces, buried valley-floor
meander belts, inland dune deposits) and
overlying deltaic sand bodies that are part of the
‘complex confining layer’ younger overburden
(four generations: >5000 cal. yr BP, 5000-3000
cal. yr BP, 3000-800 cal. yr BP, <800 cal. yr BP).
Our lithological variation data includes the UULLG borehole database (~135.000 borehole
locations), used to analyse variability within
subsurface properties across the different
geological
units.
The
first
parameter
investigated is the depth to ‘top of sand level’
(definition: first 50 cm of continuous sands, with
max 10-cm disturbance within that 50 cm). The
second parameter is median grain size at
corresponding depths. We quantified regional
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trends within and between geological units and
evaluated the impact of changing mapping and
borehole query details on the quantifications
(sensitivity analysis).

Mapping the geology at the right scale is key
(not too global, not too local) when meaningful
summarizing parameters for routine applied
use. Better understanding of the geological
control on subsurface properties (propagated
into parameters in common use for dike piping
risk assessment) at our regional scale, can
benefit
local
subsurface
reconstruction
(performed as part of dike maintenance: actual
dike piping risk assessments). Furthermore,
although tailored for assessing piping
susceptibility, the insights and approach of this
study may well be used to investigate
subsurface property variability in general and in
determining parameters of use to assess other
dike and bank failure mechanisms.

Results
Investigation of piping assessment-relevant
parameters shows clear difference between
geological units and throughout the study area.
We limit this interim reporting to results for the
deltaic
sandy
deposits,
most-typically
encountered directly underneath dike earth
works.
Overburden thickness (= depth to sand),
regionally shows significant differences over
channel belt sand bodies of older vs. younger
age (thicker vs. thinner cover), but more strongly
downstream than upstream (Fig. 1).
Median grain sizes of top channel belt deposits
are highly variable throughout the study area.
Downstream, they show classical longitudinal
fining trends besides local variability. Upstream,
no such longitudinal fining trends are observed.
Our explanation for this is that upstream the
floodplain is more confined and river branches
smaller in number and larger in size which
causes variations in stream power and thus
transport capability of river systems. Other
factors of regional importance appear to be
sediment uptake from older deltaic and predeltaic deposits over the fault block separating
upstream and downstream sector, along the
margins of the study area, and widespread in
the IJssel branch.
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Conclusion
Regional variations in two main subsurface
parameters reckoned to affect piping, are
shown to have clear geological origins that are
revealed by combining a thematic geological
map with a large grain size dataset. Variations
in stream power as well as reworking of older
(pre-deltaic) deposits have strong explanation
power for regional trends in median grain sizes
of top sandy deposits. The patterns and
geological causes, however, are different for the
upstream and downstream sectors of the
riverine delta plain, and different again along the
very edges and along the river IJssel.
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Introduction

satisfy the requirements of both high resolution
and computational efficiency. Dike stability is
expressed as a factor of safety, being the ratio
between driving and retaining forces and moments on the slip surface. For seven design
parameters (Fig. 1A) a large number of scenarios is created, with which this hydro-stability
model is run under the most critical loading
conditions, indicating the effect of parameter
variability regarding three failure mechanisms
that affect the macro-stability of a dike, being
soil slips on the inner or outer flank of the dike
and basal sliding. This global sensitivity analysis is used to study the most sensitive interactions and parameter interrelations, and finally
lead to a database that can link case-study
scenarios to safety factors and failure probabilities on sub dike-stretch level.

15% of the worlds population is expected to be
living in flood-prone areas by 2050, increasing the importance of river dikes to prevent
high-impact floods to occur. The network of
river dikes around the world is extensive, as
its length along Europe’s major rivers alone
is approximately 60,000 km. Continuous upkeep and reinforcements is needed to match
current and future safety levels, as for example earlier snow melt and increasing rainfall intensities due to climate change (IPCC, 2014),
may increase the risk of societies to flooding
(Middelkoop, 2001). In response to increased
river water levels, groundwater levels and pore
pressures increase accordingly, which poses
additional threads for dike stability on top of
overtopping (van Gerven, 2004). As a consequence of these high pore pressures, sections of the dike flanks may slip or uplift can
cause the dike to slip along its base as a whole.
To increase the complexity of the system, both
the groundwater response to high water level
as the slip probability are highly dependent on
the subsurface geometry and type (Polanco
and Rice, 2014). These are often very heterogeneous, as a result of both human influence (historical dike reinforcements) and natural processes (fluvial or coastal architectural
elements). Increasing the knowledge on the interplay of geometry, material types, hydrology
and finally dike stability provides useful insights
for dike design, preventing either costly overdesign, or even costlier under-design leading
to too high failure probabilities.

Parameter sensitivity and interrelation
For 100 samples created by latin-hypercube
sampling, which retains the spatial variation in
each of the parameters (Fig. 1A), the sensi-

Methods and goals
In order to find this relation, a complete analysis of the process is needed, coupling highresolution hydrological modelling to limit equilibrium dike stability calculations. Hydrological
modellings is done using unstructured MODFLOW 6 software at a resolution of 0.5 m, to

Figure 1: Figure showing the model variables (A)
and most important sensitivity results based on
varying these model variables (B). The model
variables are the dike width (Dw), dike height (Dh),
dike flank slope (Ds), dike material type (Dtyp),
upper subsurface layer thickness (Uthck) and upper
and lower subsurface types (Utyp and Ltyp).
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safe sections, our analysis agrees on 87% of
the dike length. However, on the insufficient
sections the model only agrees on 28%, which
difference can have multiple causes. The
most likely are different input parameters, the
non-inclusion of for example a dynamic river
level, or the cautious estimate of the official
assessment it being a first preliminary result.
Nonetheless, our results show a high spatial
variability in minimum safety factors and can
therefor be used to efficiently determine the
most critical sections, which can focus future
research and data assimilation in the further
process of dike reinforcement.
The presented results provide useful insights
in the relation between geometry, hydrology
and dike stability, but we acknowledge the conceptual state of the model. Though already applicable, we assumed homogeneous subsurface layers, of which is known that the natural
heterogeneity can have large influences on the
hydrological conditions and the dike stability
(Polanco and Rice, 2014). Also, a 3D groundwater model could further include this geological heterogeneity. Another important aspect
could be the flood wave shape, which in addition to steady-state simulations, could alter
both the timing and most critical state of the
system. Future research will therefor focus on
incorporating these parameters in the hydrostability model presented here, of which we
are already confident that it presents a good
overview over the coupled system, resulting
in a complete overview of import relations between the most important parameters for dike
stability calculations.

Figure 2: This figure shows the relation between
the official preliminary dike assessment on macrostability (middle line) and the probability of
the safety factor reaching values below 1.5 based
on the database, as a first approximation of failure
probability (lower line).

tivity of dike stability for each of the parameters is determined. This analysis showed that
the dike material mostly influences the macrostability of a dike. In addition, the results show
that basal sliding is generally much more sensitive to changes in any parameter than soil
slip on either side of the dike (Fig. 1B). The
dike slope also has a large effect, but the upper subsurface layer material probably plays a
more important role. This is clear when looking at the basal sliding sensitivities for the multiple sample analysis: either the upper subsurface type as the dike type have a normalized
slope that can be larger or smaller than 0, indicating a stabilizing or destabilizing direction
of change. In other words, either a sandier or
more clayey change in both dike or subsurface
type could result in a decreasing dike stability, depending on the other material type. This
result indicates the precaution needed for dike
reinforcements practices with respect to uncertainties in the surrounding geology, as a lack of
information or a misinterpretation of the available information could have a large impact on
the dike stability calculations and the reinforcement design.
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Applicability and future research
While only a the most important results are
explained above, the total number of stability calculations reached over 800,000 per
failure mechanism, creating a very extensive
database of possible scenarios. These hypothetical scenarios are compared against a
real scenario: A stretch of the southern dike
along the Lek river near the village of Ameide,
which for large sections is expected to be insufficiently safe (Fig. 2). For the sufficiently
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Nature of piping
In the Netherlands, thousands of kilometres of
river levees protect the low-lying country from
flooding. In contrast to simple overtopping which depends primarily on the river stage- and
dike failure due to slumping -which depends on
the geomechanical conditions in the dykepiping is a failure mechanism that is more
complex as it depends on the geohydrological
conditions in the heterogeneous subsurface
below the dike: during a high-water events , due
to the steeper hydraulic gradient over the levee,
groundwater flow velocity increases. This may
exceed the threshold at which soil particles can
be mobilized and washed out, forming a
preferential drainage path when there is a point
for this flow to exit the subsurface (figure 1). This
pipe may widen and extend backward by
suffusion or erosion and eventually lead to the
collapse of the embankment (VNK, 2015).
However, due to its subsurface nature, scarce
observations, and the inherent feedback
mechanisms, piping is still poorly understood
(Richards and Reddy, 2007; Vrijling, 2010).

Problems of various scales
Although often approached as a geotechnical or
engineering problem in terms of embankment
failure, the piping process can also be
approached as a problem that spans different
spatial scales: on the scale of an entire delta
there are multiple channel belts that define the
regional groundwater flow patterns (Stouthamer
& Berendsen, 2000; Kanning, 2012). On the
scale of a single stretch of river embankment the
interaction between the river, present channel
belts, their orientation, and channel belt
architectural elements dominate the exact
location of bursting and associated discharge.
From there on the process scale becomes
important, where the grain size distribution
within the facies where the piping is taking place
(Weerts, 1996).

Project aims and approach
In our research we aim to encompass the
dominant factors at each of the aforementioned
scales and combine them with each other to get
a holistic description of the piping process. The

Figure 1: 1) Rise of the water level in the river steepens the
hydraulic head gradient over the river. 2) A sand boil forms at the
outflow point and sediment is expelled, forming a pipe that erodes
in the upstream direction. 3) Pipe connects to the river, creating a
direct path between the river and the outflow point. 4) With a direct
connection between the river and the outflow point, scouring
causes the pipe to widen. 5) A slump type failure occurs as the
pipe collapses.
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models are built on characterising subsurface
heterogeneity at the various scales (between
and within architectural elements) and
combining laboratory experiments and field
observations with a model that couples
groundwater flow with the feedback of pipe
formation on the permeability and subsequent
flow concentration at the scale of a
Representative Elementary Volume (REV) or a
characteristic river stretch.

location model, a full model from initiation of
sand boils through progression of the pipe will
be created. Using this, we will deepen
understanding of how subsurface heterogeneity
influences the piping process from initiation to
progression of the erosive channel and its
relation to subsurface variability. With this
knowledge it should be possible to make
updates to the way river embankments are
currently assessed in relation to the piping risk
and update the assessments for a more precise
assessment of river levee safety.

Results and application
Using regional geohydrological modelling in
three dimensions we have been able to identify
potential burst locations where a discharge of
large enough magnitude to initiate a sand boil
and potentially cause subsequent piping. On the
process scale we are developing a model that
takes the local grain size distribution and the
spread of within facies changes of grain size
distribution, linked to an accurate representation
of small-scale saturated conductivity. These
results show that the application of hydrology in
three dimensions at the various scales to
describe piping is a valid method, providing a
novel method to describe the piping process
more in physical and hydrological terms.
Through
embedding
the
small-scale
progression model in the aforementioned burst
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Introduction
In the past decade, the conveyance capacities
of the main Dutch rivers have been increased by
large-scale river interventions under the Room
for the River programme. The impact of the
projects on water levels along a branch were
determined using model simulations. Berends
et al. (2019) have shown that under the
influence of uncertain roughness parameters in
the hydraulic model, the amount of water level
reduction of an intervention is uncertain.
Also in the vicinity of the bifurcation points of
the river Rhine, several interventions were
implemented, e.g. the dike relocation at
Nijmegen-Lent and floodplain excavation at the
Millingerwaard.
Without
counteracting
measures, these projects are expected to
influence the distribution of discharge at the
bifurcation points. Gensen et al. (2020) have
shown that a river bifurcation provides a selfregulating mechanism for water levels
throughout the river system. For example, a
high water level in a branch is counteracted by
a decrease in discharge towards this branch.
In this study, we assess the uncertainty of
the impact of a river intervention along a branch
in the bifurcating Dutch river Rhine system.
Here, impact is the change in water levels along
the branch after the intervention is done. The
uncertainty of the impact of an intervention
scales with the amount of impact itself (Berends
et al. 2019). Therefore, we hypothesize that
under the self-regulating mechanism in a
bifurcating river system the impact of an
intervention reduces as well as its uncertainty.

Figure 1. a) Schematization of Dutch Rhine branches and b)
the geometry of the compound cross-sections. Wmc and Wfp
are the width of main channel and floodplain respectively.

channel and floodplain are set as stochastic
variables, normally distributed, for every branch
independently. The boundary conditions are a
constant upstream discharge and downstream
stage-discharge relationships. For both a fixed
and a free discharge distribution, we run a
quasi-random Monte Carlo Simulation.
We assess the impact of a water-level
lowering intervention in the upper reach of the
Waal branch. Over a length of 10 kilometers the
floodplain is widened with 500 meters (i.e. dike
set-back). The roughness of the widened area
is equal to the floodplain’s roughness. We run
the MCS for the intervention model (both fixed
and free discharge distribution) and attain the
impact of the intervention by subtracting the set
of water levels from the ‘intervention model’
from the set of water levels from the reference
model. We quantify the uncertainty by its 90%
confidence interval and using the metric ‘relative
uncertainty’ as defined by Berends et al. (2019):

Methods
An idealised model of the Dutch Rhine branches
is set up (Fig.1). Every branch has a uniform
compound channel cross-section geometry with
dimensions based on the Rhine branches. The
Manning’s roughness values of the main

𝑈𝑟 =

𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 90% 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

∗ 100%

Results
A free discharge distribution reduces the
uncertainties in water levels compared to a fixed
discharge distribution (red vs blue lines in Fig.2),
as observed by Gensen et al. (2020). The width
of the 90% confidence interval is reduced for
both the reference as the intervention model.
Also, as expected, the free discharge
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This is indeed so if the discharge distribution is
fixed (~25% for both Intervention 1 and 2). In
case of a free discharge distribution we again
find a Ur of roughly 25% at the upstream end of
the intervention. However, now the relative
uncertainty decreases in upstream direction,
meaning that the confidence interval narrows
faster than the impact diminishes. This could
indicate a self-regulating mechanism in which
the changes in discharge distribution partly
counteract the uncertainty in the impact of an
intervention. This is supported by the fact that
with Intervention 2 we find the same relative
uncertainty (~18%) at the bifurcation point as we
find downstream of the intervention as well as in
the other three branches of the system.

Figure 2. Probability density functions for the water depth at
Waal km 1 in the reference and in the intervention model for
both a free and a fixed discharge distribution (Q). The
upstream end of the intervention is at km 1.

distribution reduces the impact of the
intervention (smaller shift in Fig.2) due to an
increased Waal discharge.
The typical impact of an intervention is a
water level lowering generated over the length
of the intervention with a maximum at the
upstream end of the intervention (Fig.3).
Upstream from the intervention the impact
diminishes via a typical backwater curve.
With a free discharge distribution the
uncertainty of the impact decreases along with
the impact itself (Fig.3). In other words, a larger
impact also causes a larger uncertainty of the
impact. Evidently, the further away from the
bifurcation
point
the
intervention
is
implemented, the smaller the differences in
impact and uncertainty of the impact between a
free and a fixed discharge distribution become.
As the uncertainty of the impact appears
proportional to the impact itself, we could expect
that the relative uncertainty Ur is fairly constant
along the river, as found by Berends et al. 2019.

Conclusion
We conclude that in a bifurcating river system,
the impact of an intervention is strongly reduced
by a self-regulating mechanism. The uncertainty
of the impact scales along with the impact, such
that a higher impact is also more uncertain.
Furthermore, the relative uncertainty of the
amount of impact close to the intervention is
equal irrespective of location of the intervention
or of having a free or fixed discharge
distribution. However, in the case of a free
discharge distribution the relative uncertainty
decreases in upstream direction. This indicates
that not only uncertainties in water levels are
affected by self-regulation, also the impact of an
intervention is affected by self-regulation.

Future work
Next, we will use the idealised model to assess
the impacts and uncertainties of two
compensating
interventions.
Those
are
designed, such that deterministically the
discharge distribution is equal to the preintervention discharge distribution. Then, we will
quantify the uncertainty of the impacts and
assess if it is reduced by self-regulation.
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geometry is a source of uncertainty. Erosion
before and during the flood wave can affect
water levels substantially (Paarlberg et al.,
2010). Furthermore, the failure of levees in the
river profile are possibly prone to failure or
erosion and thus changing the geometry.
Thirdly, the roughness of the main channel is
uncertain due to the creation and heightening of
bedforms or flattening of bedforms during the
flood wave (Paarlberg et al., 2010). Fourthly,
the roughness of the floodplain is uncertain
because of the vegetation (Warmink et al.,
2011). Fifthly, during a flood wave the primary
defense can be subject to failure (Ogink, 2006).
And finally, the regulation structures have to
maintain the policy discharge distribution by
steering the discharge. The regulation
structures have been adjusted using a model
study which creates uncertainty.

Introduction
The discharge distribution at bifurcation points
is a crucial aspect for flood protection in the
Netherlands. The discharge distribution is
controlled by the water levels of the
downstream branches and the water levels in
turn depend on the amount of discharge flowing
into the branch (Gensen et al., 2020). In a
bifurcating river system, the uncertainty of the
discharge distribution over the downstream
branches is therefore a result of river water level
uncertainty.
The most important sources of uncertainty
for flood protection are the upstream discharge
and the roughness of the main channel
(Warmink et al, 2011). The upstream discharge
is uncertain because of the discharge
distribution upstream. The hydraulic roughness
of the main channel is uncertain because of the
formation of bedforms increasing the hydraulic
roughness.
The aim of this research is to quantify the
sources of uncertainty individually using expert
elicitation. These expert judgements are
combined to find a total probability distribution
of the discharge distribution at the Pannerdense
Kop during a 16,000 m 3/s flood wave at Lobith.
This flood wave is the old norm for flood
protection in the Netherlands before the new
norm was adopted in 2017. The experts
interviewed for this study have experience with
this flood wave and therefore have a better
ability to give a quantification of the uncertainty
compared to flood waves that are not commonly
used.

Table 1. Definitions of the Uncertainty ID’s

Uncertainty ID

Definition

1
2
3
4
5
6

Wind
Geometry
Roughness of the main channel
Roughness of the floodplain
Primary defense
Regulation structures

Methodology
Seven experts were selected for a face to face
interview based on their background and their
experience with the topic of research. The
experts were interviewed individually and were
first asked to give their estimate of the mean
discharge towards the Waal during a 16,000
m3/s flood wave. Next, the experts were asked
to quantify the uncertainty of the individual
sources of uncertainty around the set discharge
distribution. The uncertainties are quantified as
the 90% confidence interval (2*1.64σ).
To cope with the different backgrounds and
competences of the experts, they were asked to
give themselves a weight on the scale of 1-5.
Hereby, a weighted average per uncertainty
source can be attained. In Table 1 the
definitions are given for the uncertainty ID’s that
are used to visualise the results of the expert
opinion study. A total amount of uncertainty is
computed using a probability distribution by
combining the probability distribution of each
expert and their assigned weight.

Identified sources of uncertainty
Many sources of uncertainty contribute to the
uncertainty in water levels and discharge
distribution (Table 1.). Firstly, the wind can
result in set-up close to the bifurcation point,
possibly causing a change in the discharge
distribution (Ogink, 2006). Secondly, the
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Results

experts which means that they have a negligible
effect on the total amount of uncertainty.
The probability distribution of each expert is
plotted in Fig. 2 with black lines. This weighted
probability distribution is plotted with the red
line. The left bound of the 90% confidence
interval is equal to 9,940 m 3/s and the right
bound is equal to 10,511 m3/s. This gives a total
bandwidth of the discharge distribution towards
the Waal of 571 m3/s. It is visible that the
weighted probability distribution has a larger
right-tale. This is caused by the experts that set
their estimation of the mean discharge towards
the Waal larger than the policy discharge
distribution.

Figure 1 shows that three individual sources of
uncertainty are significantly larger compared to
the three others. These are the uncertainty in
the geometry, roughness of the main channel
and the roughness of the floodplain. However,
there is quite some spread in the expert
opinions. For the uncertainty of the geometry,
not all experts mentioned that severe erosions
would occur in a branch and that it would affect
the discharge distribution. Furthermore, the
failure of levees in the flow profile of the river in
a downstream branch was not mentioned by
some of the expert. Concerning the uncertainty
in the roughness of the main channel and the
flood plain, all the experts agreed that the
roughness is rather uncertain. However, some
of the experts quantified it rather low because
they thought that if we under- or overestimated
the roughness, it would be the same for all
branches. This would mean that the relative
roughness does not change a lot and thus there
is not a significant change in the discharge
distribution. The other three uncertainties of
wind, primary defence and the regulation
structure were quantified as small by the

Conclusions
The aim of this research was to quantify the
individual sources of uncertainty and the total
amount of uncertainty. The geometry,
roughness of the main channel and the
floodplain were found to be largest. These three
uncertainties were quantified in the order of
200-250 m3/s. The total amount of uncertainty
was quantified as a bandwidth of 571 m 3/s
towards the Waal.
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Introduction
Accurate rating curves are essential for flood
management. It is unknown how the Dutch river
Rhine system behaves at extremely high
discharges. To predict this behaviour,
hydrodynamic models are used which are
calibrated and validated by rating curves. Rating
curve accuracy is therefore important for the
reliability of hydrodynamic model results and in
turn flood management.
In our research we consider the three largest
Dutch river Rhine branches, namely Bovenrijn
(BR), Waal (WL) and Pannerdensch Kanaal
(PK), and their bifurcation point Pannerdensche
Kop. The locations are only 5 km apart without
intermediate tributaries or significant water
storage areas. Therefore, between the stations
a nearly perfect water balance would be
expected. Comparing the official rating curves
of 2018 for these branches shows that the water
balance is not closing, up to 5% error (Figure 1).
The error is calculated as “(Q upstream – Q
downstream) / Q downstream”. A positive water
balance error means that more water is entering
the bifurcation than leaving.
Water balance error is a direct indication of
the uncertainty of these rating curves and
occurs since the water balance is not
(sufficiently) considered in the establishment of
rating curves. We aim to establish rating curves
based on a closing water balance. Currently, in
scientific literature, no method can be found that
considers the water balance for the
establishment of rating curves. Finally, we show
how the found method influences the
uncertainty bands of the rating curves.

Figure 1. Water balance error at bifurcation Pannerdense
Kop for discharge data derived from official rating curves
(source: https://waterinfo.rws.nl/). The figure presents the
discharge domain without weir effects for year 2018.

uncertainty that is associated with the individual
rating curves. For this purpose, we use a
dataset containing all available stage-discharge
measurements over a period from 1988 to 2018.
The data has been validated by data-owner
Rijkswaterstaat, by which several outliers were
removed from the data. To achieve a
homogeneous data set, we excluded
measurements influenced by weirs (HLobith < 10
m +NAP) and corrected for riverbed
subsidence. Following Berends et al. (2019),
who found that in the data there is no detectable
effect of recent river interventions on water
levels, we ignored river interventions. Also, due
to time limitations we ignored hysteresis effects.
Next, similar to Berends (2019), we quantify
rating curve uncertainty using Bayesian
inference and Markov chain Monte Carlo
simulations, as based on the homogenized
measurement data set. We now constructed
rating curves by only using locally measured
stage and discharge as input data, which is
common practice.
In our new method we also include discharge
measurements from other locations to
incorporate a closing water balance in the
separate rating curves in four steps. Firstly, we
filter all measurements on the prerequisite that
the measurements in all three branches
coincide by day. This allows a comparison of the
water balance of the discharge measurements.
The available dataset contains 292 same-day
discharge measurements. Secondly, the two
non-local same-day discharges are summed or

Method
To evaluate the significance of the apparent
water balance error we first quantify the
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Table 1. Water balance of same-day measurements
Considered location
Discharge
Water level
Lobith – BR
𝑄𝑊𝐿 + 𝑄𝑃𝐾
𝐻𝐿𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑡ℎ
Pann. Kop – WL

𝑄𝐵𝑅 − 𝑄𝑃𝐾

𝐻𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑛. 𝐾𝑜𝑝

Pann. Kop – PK

𝑄𝐵𝑅 − 𝑄𝑊𝐿

𝐻𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑛. 𝐾𝑜𝑝

Table 2. Influence of water balance consideration on rating
curve uncertainty (*at 95% probability).
Current
Considered
New method
method
location
Error [%]*
Error [%]*
Lobith – BR
±4.94 %
±5.02 %

subtracted depending on the water balance and
the considered location for rating curve
construction (Table 1). Thirdly, depending on
the considered location, the 292 non-local
calculated discharges are coupled with locally
measured same-day water levels (Table 1). Per
water level, we now have two same-day
discharges, one locally measured and one
calculated from two non-local measurements.
Finally, we again quantify rating curve
uncertainty using Bayesian inference and
Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations.

Pann. Kop – WL

±5.66 %

±6.23 %

Pann. Kop – PK

±6.53 %

±8.70 %

2). Applying the new method to observed water
levels shows that the pronounced bias in water
balance is clearly reduced (Figure 3). However,
this method created a larger spread in discharge
data points leading to wider uncertainty bands
around the rating curves, especially for the
downstream branches (Table 2).

Conclusion and recommendations
Compared to current rating curve construction
practice, our new method clearly reduced a
systematic error in water balance and thereby
provided more consistent rating curves for the
river network of the Dutch Rhine. The trade-off
of this improvement is that the uncertainty
bands of the individual rating curves have
increased. However, since rating curves are
essential in the construction of discharge timeseries from water levels and in the calibration of
river models, it is important that systematic
errors in rating curves are removed as much as
possible. Especially if these discharge timeseries and calibrated models are used to define
and hydraulically model design flood events. In
the Netherlands, the design discharge for the
Rhine river network is far beyond any event that
has ever been observed. It is therefore essential
that models used for development of flood
management and regulations do not contain
systematic effects that distort realistic system
behaviour. For future measurement campaigns,
we recommend to improve the accuracy of
consistent rating curves by taking more sameday discharge measurements.

Results
The rating curves of the new method have
shifted as compared to the current method,
giving slightly lower discharges at equal water
level for the upstream location of Lobith and
slightly higher discharge values for equal water
levels at the two downstream locations (Figure
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mass concentration [g/l] was determined using
a Whatman OE66 0.2 μm diameter 50mm filter.
Two methods are selected to obtain sediment
concentration from ADCP backscatter
measurements. The first method is based on a
power law fit (Hoitink, 2004). A regression with
two parameters is made of the observed
backscatter strength and suspended sediment
concentration from water samples. The second
method uses a two-step calibration, assuming a
constant grain size distribution in the measuring
volume (CGSD-method). First, background
backscatter strength is determined by
comparing ADCP backscatter information and
water samples from close to the ADCP. In the
second step the sediment attenuation is
estimated, using ADCP backscatter information
and water samples lower in the water column
(Sassi et al. 2012). For CGSD-method more
choices can and must be made than for the
power law method.

Introduction
In order to manage the river, Rijkswaterstaat
wants to know the sediment balance for river
reaches. To obtain such a balance, the
sediment transported in the water column needs
to be considered. Rijkswaterstaat often obtains
the spatial variation in flow velocity by ADCP
observations from a boat (e.g. for determining
river discharge). The sediment transport in a
cross section is monitored occasionally at
certain points, using an Optical Backscatter
Sensor (OBS), calibrated by water samples.
Besides the flow velocity profile, ADCP
observations, can also provide an accurate
vertical profile of SSC, using backscatter
intensity (Hoitink, 2004; Sassiet al. 2012; 2013).
However, the method to obtain SSC from
acoustic backscatter is not yet applied by
Rijkswaterstaat, because it is advanced,
laborious by the necessary postprocessing
steps and not in every condition good results are
obtained.
The primary objective of this project is to show
the added value of determining SSC from ADCP
observations in Dutch rivers. Furthermore, the
code is generalized, and documentation is
written, such that these can be used by
consultants and knowledge institutes as well.

Results
Power law method
Fig. 1 shows the SSC (plotted as log10
(SSC/1000)), of the water samples as a function
of the backscatter strength with a regression fit
R2 = 0.51. The water samples taken at 12:29,
12:42, and 14:18 hours all plot below the
trendline. These sample where taken relatively
close to the water surface

Methods
In the joint project of the Port of Rotterdam and
Deltares, a pilot is carried out to demonstrate
and evaluate innovative sediment reuse
solutions. For this, 200.000 tons of sediment
dredged in the Nieuwe Waterweg and harbours
in Rotterdam is reallocated into a designated
area. The monitoring campaign of 11 July 2019
has been carried out from a Port of Rotterdam
vessel, monitoring turbidity using OBS profiles
and flow using a 600 kHz ADCP. Besides these
profiles, 11 water samples were taken. The
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Figure 1 Regression between the SSC of water samples
and backscatter strength without sediment attenuation
considered. Sv is the average backscatter strength at the
depth of the water sample for a period of 1.5 minutes before
to 1.5 minutes after the water sample was taken.
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Fig. 2A shows a profile with a relatively good
match between the OBS- and ADCP-derived
SSC, based on the first method. At around 4-6
m depth both the OBS observations and the
ADCP-derived SSC are maximal, whereas in
the rest of the profile they are lower than 0.3 g/l.

different values for specific attenuation (γe). Fig
4. Shows that these values for γe are high and
therefore result in a too strong correction for
attenuation by the sediment in the calculation of
SSC. As a result, even negative concentrations
are visible in the dataset.

Figure 2 Profiles of SSC as determined from the ADCP
dataset using the power law method, and from two OBS
devices (OBS2 is more sensitive than OBSlong), and the
water sample for the profiler transects of 11-07-2019 12:47

Figure 4 Profiles of SSC as determined from the ADCP
dataset using the power law method, the CGSD-method
using the values for γe as found in the calibration, the
CGSD-method with a median γe (22.4883), and the water
sample for the profiler transect of 11-07-2019 12:47..

Generally, the ADCP power law results
underpredict when the SSC from the water
samples is lower than 0.1 g/l. All in all, the ADCP
derived SSC varies more within the vertical than
the OBS derived SSC, and the highest values
within a profile occur at similar depth.

Conclusions
 Using sediment concentrations from water
samples, Matlab software and raw (binary)
data of an ADCP manufactured by RD
Instruments, the SSC can be obtained by
running the code developed within the
framework of this project without spending
too much time.
 Generally, the ADCP-derived SSC was
similar as the OBS-derived SSC with similar
trends in the vertical variation for the
powerlaw method. The results based on this
method are promising and yield the spatial
variation of sediment plumes.
 The total of 11 water samples is limited for
the calibration with the constant grain size
distribution method. This method requires
more choices for the calibration and no
reliable results were obtained yet.

Fig. 3 shows the resulting SSC for the survey. A
maximum of 0.8 g/l is observed near the water
surface, related to the higher SSC in the south
near the reallocation area. Furthermore, the
sediment plume can be identified.
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Figure 3 SSC (g/l) from the power law calibration of the
ADCP backscatter over the entire survey (before and after
reallocation) plotted along the boat track; The reallocation
area is located in the east.

Constant grain size distribution method
For the CGSD method, 3 shallow water samples
were selected to estimate parameter b. This
parameter and the other samples resulted in 8
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River morphodynamics are driven and
influenced by a wide variety of processes and
conditions, such as flow variability, climate,
human interference, vegetation development,
sediment characteristics and valley geometry.
Anticipating the long-term and large-scale
dynamics of river planforms is therefore difficult
and requires insights into dominating processes
and their impacts. There have been many
attempts to characterize and classify river
planforms, such as definitions of planforms of
straight, meandering and braided. Empirical
observations are the basis of achieving such
understanding, and this can be supported by
modelling studies or theoretical considerations.
Large dynamic rivers are often characterized by
anabranching channel patterns, with relatively
stable vegetated islands (Latrubesse, 2008).
The understanding of physical processes and
drivers that lead to the formation of
anabranching river planforms is still limited
(Carling et al., 2013). Remote sensing,
specifically satellite imagery, might be a key
instrument to study planform dynamics of such
large multi-channel rivers. By measuring actual
morphodynamic observations on large scales,
the key drivers of planform dynamics can be
quantitively investigated.

A factor that complicates river change
analysis with automated classification is the
change in water surface area with varying water
levels in the river, which is especially important
for natural (multi-channel) rivers with gently
sloped banks. Even though water level
fluctuations may be relatively small during the
dry season, we circumvent the effect of water
level variability by detecting the vegetation
boundary to mask the active channel. For this
approach, a combination of a water index
(Normalised Difference Water Index or NDWI)
to detect the water surface and the Short Wave
Infrared (SWIR) band to detect sediment bars is
used. A similar approach was used by
Monegaglia et al. (2018), who focussed on
migration of meandering rivers. Further river
studies that use remote detection of the
vegetation boundary can be found in Rowland
et al. (2016) and Schwenk et al. (2016).
To quantify morphological changes between
consecutive years we calculate the eroded
surface area, the deposited surface area and
the total active river surface (total area between
river bank lines). Also, we defined a relative
migration rate which represents the amount of
migration (erosion + deposition) compared to
the total river surface. A local migration rate of 1
means that the river has migrated an entire
river-width.

Automated
detection
morphodynamics

Selected case: Ayeyarwady river

Introduction

of

river
We chose a ~250km long section at the start of
the Ayeyarwady river delta in Myanmar as casestudy. With a mean annual discharge of
approximately 13,000 m³/s (Jansen et al.,
1994), it is one of the larger rivers of Asia.
Furthermore, it is one of the last long free
flowing rivers in Asia (WWF, 2019), which
means the natural variation in discharge and
sediment transport dynamics is still present.
The river planform is multi-channelled with
relatively large vegetated islands. The
Ayeyarwady river is characterised by intense
morphological changes, including significant
channel shifts, bar movements and avulsions on
a year-to-year basis. The hydrology in the
Ayeyarwady basin shows distinct dry and wet
seasons, with relatively steady low water levels
during the months December–April (dry season)

The analysis of river morphodynamics with
satellite imagery is performed using automated
classification in Google Earth Engine. For the
detection of river changes Landsat imagery is
used, which provides images over the last 30
years with a horizontal resolution of 30 meters.
Change is studied on a yearly time scale, where
images are selected from each dry season due
to the low cloud cover.
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and high water levels in the months JuneOctober (wet season).

Outlook
This study shows that automated detection of
planform dynamics can help in identifying key
drivers. With satellite imagery becoming more
widely available and of higher resolutions,
combined with improved automated processing
techniques, and identification of useful metrics
as proposed here, the prospects are promising
to achieve better understanding of river
morphodynamics
through
global-scale
investigations.

Results
We found significant changes over time in the
measured morphodynamics metrics in the
period of 1988-2019. Next, we compared the
metrics to the magnitudes and duration of the
high water levels during the preceding wet
season. We defined the average yearly flood
stage (averaged water level during the 4-month
wet season) and found strong correlations to the
various defined morphodynamic metrics (see
Figure 1). This result clearly indicates the
importance of the overall intensity of the flood
season. The positive relation between the
morphodynamic metrics, erosion, migration and
change in active channel area, and the average
flood stage, can be easily understood: higher
and longer flood periods bring high flow
velocities and thus lead to more erosion. The
negative relation with deposition values seems
counter intuitive as higher and longer floods
deliver more sediment. However, as the
deposition is detected by measuring the
advance of the vegetation boundary a different
dynamic is responsible. Not only sufficient
sediment supply is needed, but vegetation
needs time and space to develop. For
vegetation-covered areas to expand, the
average flood season intensity needs to be low
(see also Figure 1, relation between change in
active channel area and stage). This explains
the negative relation between metric of
deposition and the stage.
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Figure 1. Relation between measured morphodynamics and average flood season stage during the same year
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Introduction

The reason behind this shape may relate to selective entrainment of fines or abrasion. Despite this difference in river profiles, a reduction in the channel slope is observed in the IJssel as well. This slope reduction is smaller in
magnitude and seems to have stabilized earlier than in the Waal.
The IJssel has been more or less stable
since 1950, except for a 30-km reach downstream of the IJsselkop. Two meander cutoffs within this reach (in 1954 and 1958) may
have contributed to the observed degradation.
A consistent aggradational trend has appeared
throughout the entire branch in the past 5 years
(e.g. Fig. 2c). This may be the initial morphodynamic response to the Room for the River
measures carried out in the IJssel.
Bed degradation is also observed in the Pannerdensch Kanaal, Nederrijn and Lek. In contrast to the other branches, this incision appears as an alternation of degradational and
stable reaches (Fig. 1c). These patterns
are likely related to the presence of weirs
(Driel, Amerongen, Hagestein) and bifurcations: degradational waves developed downstream of the weirs after their construction.
Thee branch has been mostly stable over the
past 20-30 years. However, the Pannerdensch Kanaal, delimited by two bifurcations, has
been consistently eroding (Fig. 2d). This may
be due to the proportionally small proportion of
sediment flux received from the Bovenrijn. To a
lesser extent, a 5-km reach downstream of the
IJsselkop has also been continuously eroding.
Intense dredging was carried out between
1970-1990 (Visser , 2000). Dredging has
played an important role in the observed
degradation, though dredging data is highly
uncertain. Yet degradation rates decreased in
most of the domain between 1991 and 2002,
coinciding with the placement of limitations on
maximum dredged quantities.

The Rhine is one of the most heavily intervened rivers. In the Upper Rhine Delta, generalized channel narrowing and shortening at
several locations were carried out during the
river training works of the 19th and 20th centuries (Visser , 2000; Ten Brinke, 2005). Such
strong interventions have altered the morphodynamic channel characteristics. Here we assess the large scale past and current bed level
change in the Upper Rhine Delta, using bed
level data collected yearly since 1926, for the
different Rhine branches in the Netherlands.

Observed bed level change
The past river interventions have resulted in
generalized bed degradation, though the response differs across the branches, both spatially and temporally (Fig. 1).
The morphodynamic change in the Waal is
characterized by a strong decrease of the
channel slope (Fig. 1a). This slope reduction implies that degradation rates have been
higher upstream than downstream. The observed slope change seems to stop (spatially)
at the downstream end of the branch, in particular over the last 20 kms. This reach is characterized by a spatial increase of the main channel width, and by high temporal variability of
bed level change. The combination of interventions carried out in this area (longitudinal
dams, fixed layer in Sint Andries and dredging
activities) could explain such behavior.
The entire branch seems to have been stable
for the past 20 years. There are two exceptions
to this stability: (1) a 20-km reach downstream
of the Pannerdense Kop (Fig. 2a), which has
been consistently eroding, and (2) the Bovenrijn, which has been aggrading over the past 20
years (Fig. 2b). The sediment nourishments
carried out in the German Rhine may play a
role in the observed aggradation.
Unlike the straight profile of the Waal, the profile of the IJssel is upward-concave (Fig. 1b).

Discussion and Conclusions
The river training works from the past have
strongly impacted the morphodynamic channel characteristics of the Upper Rhine Delta,
mainly through bed incision. This response
shows both spatial and temporal variability.
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Figure 2: Time series of bed level at different
locations, for 5-km averaged reaches. (a) Waal, km
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change has had both a larger magnitude and
longer timescale than in the IJssel.
In the Pannerdensch Kanaal, Nederrijn and
Lek, the behavior seems to be controlled by
the presence of weirs and bifurcations. Degradational waves developed downstream of the
weirs after they construction.
Nowadays the system is rather stable, though
there are some exceptions to this stability.
On one hand, the reaches immediately downstream of bifurcations still show some degradational activity. On the other hand, aggradation
is observed in the Bovenrijn and the IJssel.
The current analysis is one-dimensional. This
limits our understanding of the morphodynamic behavior around 2D features, such as
bifurcations or fixed layers. A 2D analysis
would provide further insight at these points.
This analysis highlights the importance of
proper and continuous monitoring of the river
bed. The observed behavior helps to better understand degradation processes in response
to river interventions, aids model calibration
and supports the analysis of future change of
channel geometry. The latter requires numerical modeling.
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Figure 1: Mean bed level in the considered
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In the Waal and the IJssel, generalized channel narrowing has caused a decrease of the
main channel slope. This is because the
higher water depths and flow velocities resulting from the narrowing require a smaller equilibrium channel slope to transport the supplied
sediment (Blom, 2016). In the Waal this slope
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Introduction

from Cahora Bassa outlet to the upstream end
of the delta (Caia) before and after dam
constructions; (2) define sediment balance of
the same area before and after dam
constructions, (3) discuss uncertainties and
their causes; (4) study the time scale of the
morphological adaptation of the Zambezi River
to dam operation.

The Lower Zambezi is the downstream reach of
the Zambezi River, a 600 km length starting
from the Cahora Bassa Dam to the Indian
Ocean, presented on Figure 1. This reach has
been changing over the last decades since the
construction of two major dams upstream, the
Kariba Dam (1959) and the Cahora Bassa Dam
(1974), as a consequence of their operation and
design. The structures transformed the
hydrograph of the river and cut sediment supply
to the Lower Zambezi. A dam causes two
opposite effects on the river downstream
(Kondolf, 1997, Pasanisi, et al., 2016), while the
reduction of sediment supply may result in bed
incision and extra bank erosion, the reduction of
peak discharges reduces the sediment
transport of the river flow. In the study area, the
morphological effects of the Cahora Bassa Dam
propagate downstream and eventually will
reach the Zambezi Delta, an important natural
area. Some changes were already reported by
Ronco, et al. (2010) and Davies, et al. (2000):
deepening of river bed, vegetation growing on
bars and floodplains, tendency of the river to
anabranch, loss of small channel connections to
floodplains and wetlands. What remains
unknown are the time scales of the propagation
of this changes, and if the changes happening
in the Lower Zambezi as consequence of the
dam construction have already reached the
downstream Delta.

Figure 1. Zambezi Catchment and study area, the Lower
Zambezi, Source: Adapted from Impacto and ERM (2011)

Approach
The study is based in the following approaches
to achieve the goals: (1) a data analyses and
characterization of the lower Zambezi River; (2)
sediment and water balances based on
available data and simple modelling taking into
account relationship between discharge and
sub-catchment area; (3) identify cause of
uncertainty, as for instance, lack of data, choice
of sediment transport formula and river
schematization plus simplifications; and (4)
study the time of morphologic adaptation by
setting up a morphodynamic model based on
Deflt3D-FLOW.
For the characterization of the Lower Zambezi
changes, data from the period previous and
after the construction of the dam was compared
at different points of the reach. This data
comprises the geometry (width, slope, depth
and elevation), sediment size, sediment load
and flow hydrographs. Although the data is
limited, this is the first approach to assess the

Goal of the Study
This study deals with the morphological effects
of damming, on the Lower Zambezi River, with
the following goals: (1) define the water balance
of the Lower Zambezi, including all tributaries
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changes, and is used as an input for the next
steps of the study. The flow under natural
condition in the upstream of the delta were
determined by the inflow from Cahora Bassa
and the tributaries. The sediment balance it is
determined by transport equations; and for the
conditions previous to the dam construction,
some data is available to generate rating
curves. Both of the data obtained by the
transport equations and rating curve will be
compared to other author’s outcomes of
sediment production in the Zambezi River, to
establish the scale of sediment load. The
morphological modelling is being implemented
representing part of the Lower Zambezi reach,
500 km, in a simple straight river with one and
two cells in the cross section. From the model,
different input will be changed in such a way that
we can estimate the river response to different
factors, including change of hydrograph and
sediment supply. The time scales of changes
observed in the model will be compared to De
Vries (1975) formula.

Zambezi. The peak flow decrease analysing
daily data shows about 40% reduction (Figure
3).

Figure 3. Hydrographs of the inflow to the Zambezi Delta
under natural and dammed conditions

Conclusions
The complexity of the dynamics of a river
and its response to interventions makes it
difficult to analyse and connect the changes
happening. Even though, all the geometrical
changes found from data analysis are the ones
expected to occur. With further data obtained
from other remote sensing tools and the LiDAR
produced in this area, it could be improved the
evidences of the geometry change.
Establishing a water balance is an important
step for the comparison of the situation before
and after dam. The estimations made to obtain
all the inflows might be rough estimations, but
are important to the analysis of the study and
input in the morphological model.
Figure 2. Water Balance of the Lower Zambezi
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The results of the study obtained at this point
are from the data analysis and water balance.
The preliminary data analysis for the geometry
shows a widening of the river, decrease of the
slope, and deepening of the main channel. This
data is just a comparison from two years 1962
and 2007. The sediment in the bed of the river
became, in general coarser, form 1964 to 2010.
Flow analysis and water balance were made to
get an estimation of the hydrological year under
natural and dammed conditions, as well as the
contribution of the tributaries (Figure 2). It is
observed that the tributaries contribute with
about one third of the discharge of the Lower
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Introduction

eryarwady river has a large mid-channel bar
which is highly active and dynamic. The dimensions of the river and the mid-channel bar
are highly simplified to a straight river with ovalshaped mid-channel bar including floodplains
(Fig. 1). A highly schematized morphodynamic model is set up to be able to better interpret the physical processes that influence erosion and sedimentation patterns. The software
Delft3D is used to perform the computations.
The grid has a resolution of 25 m. The midchannel bar is positioned exactly in the middle
of the main channel and has a length and width
of 600 and 300 m respectively (Fig. 1). It has a
height of seven m above the main channel bed
which gradually diminishes towards the main
channel bed with a slope of 1/15 m/m in crosschannel direction and a slope of 1/30 m/m in
long-channel direction.

Worldwide, floods are one of the main hazards
causing damage and life-floss each year. Sophisticated two dimensional horizontal (2DH)
hydrodynamic models can help to get a detailed representation of water levels and discharges during flood events. These models
can be extended towards a morphodynamic
model which is, besides of simulating hydrodynamic properties, also capable of predicting
erosion and sedimentation patterns. The morphological development of a river is of high importance since it may influence flood propagation and characteristics.
In a river, the main physical forces that control the flow are: inertia, pressure, gravity
and friction. These forces are all influenced
by the geometry and hydraulic roughness of
the river. Much data of the geometry of a
river is generally known using satellite images
and in-situ measurements. The estimation of
the bank roughness, and specifically, the main
channel roughness are much more complex
(Kim, 2010). Therefore, hydrodynamic model
calibration is generally done by changing the
main channel roughness until simulated water levels are close to measurements (Bomers,
2019). Consequently, the hydraulic roughness
is typically not changing within a simulation neglecting the dynamic character of the migration of river bars such as alternate bars and
mid-channel bars. However, in a morphodynamic model accurate estimation of the hydraulic roughness in time and space is important since it affects the transport of sediments
and geomorphological development (Baptist,
2005; Liu, 2018). Therefore, the objective of
this study is to identify the effect of a constant
hydraulic roughness in time and space on morphodynamic model results.

Figure 1: Schematized model set-up

A discharge wave is used as upstream boundary conditions and downstream a water level
boundary condition is implemented. Furthermore, a median grain size of 0.35 mm is used
throughout the model domain and a morphological factor of 15 is used to speed up the
computations. Two different scenarios are run
with this model:
• A constant Manning’s roughness coefficient of 0.03 throughout the model domain
is used.
• A Manning’s roughness coefficient of 0.03
is used for the floodplains and main channel. The mid-channel bar has a Manning’s
hydraulic roughness coefficient of 0.1.

Case study and model set-up
A schematizated model is set up based on
a section of the Ayeryarwady river in Myanmar close to the city of Nyuangdon. The Ay-

First results
Both hydraulic roughness scenarios are run
for one year. The results are presented in
Fig. 2. We find that if a constant hydraulic
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roughness is used throughout the model domain (Fig. 2A), the mid-channel bar migrates
in downstream direction. The evolution and final shape of the mid-channel bar is in line with
literature and observations in the field. Fig.
2B shows the results of the mid-channel bar
has a higher Manning’s roughness coefficient
than the main channel and floodplains. At the
initial location of the mid-channel bar, erosion
occurs caused by the high Manning’s roughness coefficient. Although the mid-channel bar
migrates in downstream direction, its higher
roughness is not updated and remains at the
same location. This results in too high bed
shear stresses at the initial location of the midchannel bar and hence erosion. We can conclude that the latter scenario, in which the midchannel bar has its own Manning’s roughness
coefficient, is not capable of reproducing the
physical processes as seen in a natural river
system.

Due to the higher roughness at the initial location of the mid-channel bar, bed shear stresses
are overestimated resulting in too much erosion at that location.
As a next step, we will develop a new modelling
approach in which the hydraulic roughness of
mid-channel bars are updated as it migrates.
The schematized model set-up is expanded
such that it captures the actual Ayeryarwady
river dimensions. Consequently, model results
can be compared with field observations.
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Conclusions
Mid-channel bars have a different hydraulic
roughness than the surrounding main chan- nel.
However, up till now, as mid-channel bars
migrate in downstream direction its hydraulic
roughness coefficient is generally not updated
during the morphodynamic simulation. The
preliminary results of this study show that a
constant (in time and place) hydraulic roughness results in inaccurate model outcomes.

Figure 2: Model results of the two different roughness scenarios in which Fig. 2A shows the results for a constant
Manning’s roughness coefficient of 0.03 throughout the model domain and Fig. 2B shows the results for the
scenario in which the mid-channel bar has a higher Manning’s roughness coefficient (0.1) compared to the
floodplains and main channel (0.03).
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1.

Study area
The Sandy River used to have a dam called
Marmot Dam to generate hydropower. Marmot
Dam was removed in 2007 (Major, et al., 2012).
The study area is a 25 km reach of the river,
which extends from the upstream region of the
ex-reservoir influence to 20 km downstream of
the ex-dam location (Fig. 1). The choice of the
study area is governed by the availability of data
before and after the removal of Marmot Dam,
especially suspended sediment concentrations.
The Sandy River is a home for the Chinook
Salmon.

Introduction

Reservoirs are constructed to store water for
various purposes (e.g. irrigation, hydropower
generation and domestic water uses). However,
reservoirs also store incoming sediment,
reducing their storage capacity and their life
span, as well as altering the sediment balance
of the downstream river (Van Rijn, 2013).
Measures like sediment flushing are carried out
to mitigate these effects, but discharging large
quantities of sediment in a short time produces
also threats to the aquatic ecosystem of the river
(Schleiss, et al., 2016)
Most studies are highly concerned about
optimizing the flushing operation to restore the
reservoir capacity. Some other studies focus on
the downstream river, with particular attention
on its morphological evolution. Only a few works
analyse the effects of releasing large quantities
of fine material (Grant and Lewis, 2015,
Navarro, 2013, Peviani, et al., 1996).
Deposition of fine sediments changes the
surface-subsurface water interactions, clogs
sediments and adversely affects the aquatic
biota, specifically spawning habitats. High
sediment concentration in the water produces
stress conditions to biota leading to high
mortality rates if this condition exceeds a limit
duration (Bjornn and Reiser, 1991, DFO, 2000).
So, Optimization of flushing operations should
also include the minimization of effects on the
aquatic ecosystem of the downstream river.
This work investigates the possibility to apply
morphodynamic numerical models to optimize
flushing operations from a reservoir taking into
account the effects of releasing large quantities
of fine material to the downstream river. The
models are applied to the Sandy River, a
mountain stream in Oregon, USA.

Figure 1 Location map of the Sandy River showing its major
tributary and location of Marmot Dam. The river in dark blue
colour signifies the domain for reservoir model and light blue
signifies the domain for river model.

2. Justification
Dam removal can be compared with flushing as
both events release a high quantity of sediment
to the downstream river. The removal of the
Marmot Dam can, therefore, be regarded as a
well-monitored extreme case of sediment
flushing which induced high concentrations of
suspended sediment reaching 48,862.00 g/m 3
(Major, et al., 2012).

3. Approach
This work is based on 2D-morphodynamic
modelling using Delft3D4. Two models already
exist, one for the reservoir of the Marmot Dam
(Dahal, 2018) and one for the Sandy River
downstream of the dam (Lee, 2017). Both
models do not include suspended solids and are
not linked to each other.
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This study started with extending both models
to incorporate suspended sediment. The
reservoir model required re-calibration and revalidation because its extension regards also
the composition of the sediment stored in the
reservoir prior to dam removal. The original
version of the model did not consider the
presence of fine material in the sediment layers.
Re-calibration and re-validation were carried out
on the dam removal event, for which extensive
measured data are available. The validated
reservoir model is currently being used to
simulate different flushing scenarios providing
input of water and sediment to the river model,
which is run for the duration of each flushing
event. The results of the river model are finally
analysed to check whether suspended
sediment of different sizes would deposit in the
river channel and damage the spawning areas
of the Chinook Salmon and whether suspended
solids concentrations and durations during the
flushing operation would pose a threat to the
survival of this fish species. Fig. 2 schematizes
the approach of this study.
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Figure 2 Flow chart explaining the approach followed in the study
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Introduction
Amazonian rivers are very important sources of
water with a strong dynamics and complexity in their
hydrodynamics and sediment transport. One of
them is the Napo River, a watershed area of 107000
km2 (Figure 1) and a mean annual flow 6360 m3/s.
This river originates in Ecuador and flowing into
Amazon river on its left bank, in its final journey there
are important towns, among others, Indiana and
Mazan, reaching the latter which is a relevant trade
center between Peru and Ecuador. The Mazan
River is a tributary of the Napo basin with an area of
5750 km2 and annual average flow of 360 m3/s. The
characterization and calculation of sediment
transport in rivers and their impact on the
morphological changes in the bed is one of the key
issues discussed. We are including the development
of research to identify and recognize the factors that
affect the behaviour and morphology of rivers, such
as shape, channel geometry and plains, the flow
regime and the profile of the river (Martin Vide,
1997).

Figure 1. Plan view of the Napo-Mazan river confluence.

CCHE2D model was used (Zhang, 2005),
based on equilibrium of bed load transport in
non-uniform bed materials, numerically
integrating equations of unsteady flow and
sediment transport in uncoupled form. The
representation of the geometry was managed
creating a quadrilateral finite element mesh
with adequate resolution capturing all relevant
geometric patterns. The Manning coefficient is
adopted according to a calibration process and
other parameters were based on particle size
and shape of channels and floodplains, in
order to properly approximate the solutions of
two-dimensional flow governing equations.

The Napo River during the flood season of its basin
has aggressive erosions, being a cause of
deforestation and with an active wander
geomorphology settling flood pools and forming
narrow streams that complicate normal fluvial traffic
flow. Predicting the morphological changes of river
beds in response to human action upon it is a critical
problem in the field of hydraulic engineering and
environment. This study focuses on the interaction
between a narrow reach of the Rio Napo and the
area of the confluence with the Rio Mazan, those
watercourses that have different sedimentological
regime throughout the year.

Methodology
For the representation of the geometry of the bed
and banks, bathymetric surveys were conducted in
Napo River 3.6 km and 1.3 km Mazan River to its
confluence (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Digital elevation model of the river confluence
and surroundings.

The bed material of Rio Napo and Mazán in the
site have an average diameter (D50) of 0.5
mm and 0.2 mm respectively (LNH, 2013).
The model was calibrated according to
measurement campaigns (ADCP) conducted
in the field in water depths and velocities (CSI
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SERMAN, 2010) and according to records of the
Bellavista station, located 2.6 km downstream. For
unsteady flow simulations, rating curve of the
mentioned station operated by SENAMHI peruvian
hydrological office was a l s o used (Table 1), relating
theinstantaneous discharge with water surface level
developed and applied for the purposes of time
series generation from 1989-2018. Furthermore,
steady state simulations were performed with the
averageannual discharge and discharges of 10 and
100 years of return period.

unsteady state simulation, while downstream
there are sedimentation zones with heights up
to 1.2m with patterns characteristic in sites
downstream of river bends (Figure 4). In
scenarios of large return period where erosion
rates increase considerably close to the island.

Table 1. Hydro-sedimentological input for simulations

Result and Discussion
In different steady and unsteady state scenarios,
velocity vector components of Mazan and the main
branch of Napo River determine a resultant, which
allows the flow acting normally, arrived at the port
with a final velocity calm near the docks ensuring
appropiate depths for navigation. Mazan has main
function of attenuating velocities from themain
branch of Napo prior to its entry into port allowing
proper operation of infrastructure. In thescenario
of annual average discharge close toMazan port,
the velocities are around 0.1m/s and for the
scenario of 10 years, the rate increases to a
maximum value of 0.75 m/s. One of the erosion
processes close to the port is formed by the
meander on the left erosive channel of Mazan 1
island; this presents erosive velocities upstream
that increase pronunciation of the bend in high
discharges (Figure 3). The erosive reach of the left
margin modifies outflow hydrograph at the junction
of these flows increasing thevelocity and shear
stress, endangering the “Señor De Los Milagros”
sector and threat thestability of Mazan port.

Figure 4. Bed changes in unsteady state scenario.

Conclusions
Applying the model CCHE2D to this part of
Napo and Mazán rivers demonstrates its
qualitative potential for sediment transport
simulation under unsteady and twodimensional flow in meandering rivers. In
addition, these abilities of the model were
verified in simulations using non-uniform
sediment sizes. The scarcity of large
sedimentological and bathymetric data in the
project area does not allow comparisons with
sediment and suspended load nor for bed
changes. However, simulation results are
qualitatively consistent. “Señor de Los
Milagros” sector has an essential role in
conservation of the port; if it is absent; the
flow from left erosive channel of the Napo
River (Mazan Island) turns its velocity to the
port and thereby establish an erosive
process. This arrangement would increase
under conditions at the confluence leading to
the possible formation of vortices with an
accelerated erosive process. Future outlooks
aim to develop different simulations
considering a variety of bathymetric
configurations.
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Introduction

immobility are not well understood. Most
research is done on high flow and flood waves
as these conditions cause dunes to develop and
increase in dimensions. Due to hysteresis
between dune evolution and flow conditions
under varying flow, dune dimensions have a
temporal lag with respect to the steady state
conditions. When extreme low flow follows
shortly after a flood wave, river dunes will be too
large with respect to the simultaneous flow
conditions. What happens with dunes when the
flow velocity is too small to transport sediment
and the riverbed becomes (partly) immobile has
not been studied yet. Understanding this
process is key to develop an integral model for
dune evolution which is able to simulate dune
evolution under high, low and variable flow
conditions.

As result of climate change, the expected
extreme river discharges become more frequent
and extreme. High discharges will become
higher. Extreme low discharges, such as
occurred in the summer and autumn of 2018 in
the Rhine River, will become more frequent and
persistent (Klijn et al. 2015). The interplay of
bedform dynamics, especially river dunes, and
extreme flow conditions results in multiple
challenges in river management. Uncertainty in
flood water levels as result of bedform related
roughness results in high safety factors for dike
design. Decreasing this uncertainty results in
more certain flood levels and therefore
increases water safety. During low flow
conditions vessels have to cut down on load,
due to reduced fairway depth caused by
persistent dunes. Preventive dredging may
reduce this issue, however there is no model
available to predict river dunes during low flow.

Objective
The final goal of this study is to develop a model
describing the evolution of river dunes under
high, low and varying flow conditions; the rising
and falling stage of a flood wave and decreasing
discharge towards extreme low flow conditions.
The model will give a physics-based approach
to better predict variable bed-form roughness.
Under low flow conditions, especially following
an extreme flood wave, the model is able to
predict the development of the dunes and
indicate locations where dunes become
obstacles in the fairway. This enables the
fairway manager to plan maintenance.
To reach this final goal, first a better
understanding of the dune evolution is needed.
This includes the situations of a (partly)
immobile bed during low flow and the
development of upper stage plane bed in high
flow conditions.

Existing dune development models
Paarlberg et al. (2009) presented a
morphodynamic model which predicts dune
parameters such as height, length, aspect ratio
and propagation speed fairly well. This model
has been improved by adding suspended
sediment to model the transition to upper stage
plane bed (Naqshband et al., 2016). It can be
used to predict time and spatial variating dune
parameters and related bed roughness
relatively fast, as turbulence parameters are
parameterized. Variability of individual dune
parameters and processes as amalgamation
and superimposition of bedforms show to be
important in the adaptation of dune fields to
varying flow (Reesink et al., 2018). Currently, no
model is able to simulate, in a computationally
efficient way, the processes of dune evolution
and immobility in the transition to and during low
flow.

Methodology
To describe dune growth and reduction during
flood waves and periods of low flow, the
understanding of the processes playing a role
needs to be increased. Improving this
understanding will be done by combining
existing multibeam data and the COVADEM
dataset. The COVADEM dataset has a high
temporal resolution, while the multibeam

Understanding dune evolution
Currently, the understanding of dune evolution
towards low flow conditions and possible
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datasets have a large spatial resolution. First a
routine has to be developed to derive bedform
statistics and evolution from this dataset. Earlier
research has proven that the COVADEM
dataset is valuable for determining bed level
elevations (van der Mark et al., 2015).
Afterwards, analysis of the evolution of
bedforms in time and space, combined with
discharge, water depth and flow velocity
information,
will
result
in
improved
understanding of dune evolution theory. This
analysis will focus on dune evolution under
varying flow and during periods of extreme low
flow. Data of the bed level development in 2018
might prove to be valuable, as this year has both
a high flow as extreme low flow (Figure 1).

data from other researches will be used to
validate the model.

Expected results
This research strives to obtain a more complete
understanding of river dune development and to
implement this understanding in a dune
evolution model. The model will be able to
predict dune evolution for high flow up to upper
stage plane bed conditions, low flow where the
bed and bedforms become partly immobile and
varying flow between these stages.
This model can be applied in operational water
level predictions as well as in bed level
predictions for navigational purposes.
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Figure 1. Discharge development over the year 2018 in the
Rhine at Lobith. The blue line indicates the discharge in the
Rhine at Lobith in 2018, the grey dashed line indicates the
monthly mean discharge between 1901 and 2019. Data:
Rijkswaterstaat (2020).

Improved dune evolution theory will be
translated into a dune evolution model. Before
this is done a suitable model will be chosen.
Data from the COVADEM dataset, as well as
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Introduction

L-Dams are created. Figure 1 illustrates the Ldams on a google earth image. The L-dams are
built at the inner bends of the Waal River.

The longitudinal dam (L-dam) is a new measure
for river training that has been implemented by
Rijkwaterstraat in a selected reach of Waal
River (~10 km) as a pilot project. Groynes were
removed and three L-dams were constructed in
the end of 2015 (~3 km each). Since 2016,
intensive monitoring is carried out. Parallel
research is carried out to evaluate their
performance and understand the short- and
long-term impacts.
The L-dams’ functions as a narrowing measure,
similar to the groynes, to improve navigation
conditions. In addition, they create more room
for the river due to the secondary channels that
replace the groynes. They also create better
conditions for habitat suitability.
De Ruijsscher et al, (2019) studied the bed
morpho-dynamic at the intakes and side
channels created by the L-Dams. In this study,
we aim to evaluate the performance of
morphodynamic models in capturing the
morphological impacts of the L-Dams. For that,
we used Delft3D Flexible Mesh software and
Delft3D-4 software. The models were compared
with the observations and with each other to
understand the difference between the model
results and observations and to validate the
newly developed morphological module of
Delft3D-FM. We focus on the observed
morphological response of the river due to the
implantation of the L-Dams.

Figure 1. plan view depicts the L-dams at the Waal River.

Models setup
The pilot study area is located in the Waal River.
The study reach includes several structures
such as groynes, L-dams and fixed layers of the
bed. Two models were created in Delft3D4 and
Delft3D-FM. We used the same mesh both
models; Figure 2 shows the grid. The figure also
illustrates the grid resolution at the main channel
and around the L-dams. Two schematizations
were projected on this grid (Rijn-j14 & Rijn-j18).
The schematisations include all relevant
prototype features such as roughness definition
and structures such as groynes, which is
modelled as weirs.
We force the model with the discharge at the
upstream boundary, where we provide a
schematic hydrograph that is derived from the
Waal River discharge time series of 40 years
(1961 to 2001). We simulate two years by
repeating
the
same
hydrograph.
The
downstream boundary is a water level derived
from the QH-relation at the station of
Zaltbommel. The total length of the model
domain is 47 km. After the satisfactory
performance of the hydrodynamic model, we
added sediment transport and morphology. The
sediment size distribution (D50) is shown in
Figure 2.5. This spatial distribution of d50 is
based on the DVR model implemented in 2008
(Yossef et al, 2008).

The study area
The three L-dams that were constructed are
called “Wamel Dam”, “Dreumel Dam” and
“Ophemert Dam”. The groynes at their locations
were removed to provide space for the
secondary channels behind the dams. So
basically, the overall intervention is removing
the relevant groynes and the placement of the
L-dams. As such side channels behind the
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scope of the study and modelling functions
required.
The validation shows that the model results
are highly affected by the weir scheme. The
specification of the weir scheme is
important. Therefore, it is important to know
that Delft3D4 default fixed weir scheme is
Tabellenboek scheme, while the default in
Delft3D-FM is semi sub-grid scheme.
Tabellenboek fixed weir scheme is possible
to be specified in Delft3D-FM.
With respect to the performance of the LDams: According to the model results, the
L-dams causes more tendency to
deposition in a few locations as shown in
Figure 3. It seems that the L-dams are built
to provide the same narrowing effects as
the groynes. However, during the flood, the
water diverted to the channel behind the Ldams. This may decrease discharge and
velocity pass through the main channel. The
lower velocity may lead to more tendency to
the deposition.

Figure 2 The refined grid of the Waal river reach. The upper
plot shows the model domain grid, while the lower plot
illustrates the grid resolution downstream at a location km
914. The black line is the toe line of the dams. The green
lines are the weirs.

Two simulations were executed using Delft3D4.
1) D3D4-V0: a 2 years morphological simulation
without the L-dams (baseline schematisation
Rijn_j14_5-v1).
This
model
has
the
schematization of the river reach before the dam
construction (viz. with groynes). This scenario
included a bed topography generated after a
spin-up run. 2) D3D4-V1: a 2 years
morphological simulation with the L-dams. This
scenario is used to generate the reference case
of the L-dams’ variant. The initial bed and the
boundaries are like V0. The openings of the side
channels and the schematization are obtained
from baseline schematisation Rijn_j18_5-v1.
Similar simulations were made using Delft3DFM. So, in total, four morphological simulations
are used in this analysis.

Figure 4. The cumulative deposition and erosion of V1
simulations at the L-dams reach after 2 years. The upper
plot displays the FM-V0 result, while the lower plot shows
the FM-V1 result.

Models findings
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Introduction

Preliminairy Results

It is Important to understand and anticipate the
short and long term morphological adaptation of
rivers in terms of width, bed slope, and sinuosity,
as these changes can have a significant impact on
the ecosystem, navigation, and other uses of the
river resources (Thorne, et al., 1998).This study
analyses the role of initial conditions on the short
and long term morphological development of river
channels under different sediment and discharge
regimes focusing on reach-averaged channel
width.
This
research
complements
the
experimental study done by Singh (2015) .

Preliminary results show that:
1) The experimental channels of Singh
(2015) did not reach morphodynamic
equilibrium.
2)
The
experimental
conditions
corresponded to those of a mountain river
with large sediment size and large discharge.
3) The constructed 2D model is able to
reproduce the experimental observations
quite well.
4) The 2D model used for the investigation is
inspired by the downstream reach of the Arc
river, France, described in Jaballah, et al.
(2015) . Several scenarios are run, starting
from a straight channels with different width,
with constant or variable discharge and with
or without sediment input from upstream.

Methodology
The study is based on the use of a two dimensional
depth-averaged (2D) model developed using the
Delft 3D code to:
1) Further analyse the results of the long series of
small-scale laboratory experiments carried out by
Singh (2015) to establish whether the final
channel
configurations
represented
morphodynamic equilibrium, and if not how far
they were from it.
2) Upscale the experimental results to a real river
scale, establishing whether the experiments can
be assumed to represented real rivers or not and
which type of rivers.
3) Establish whether the developed 2D model can
be used to extend the research and study the
effects at a real river scale.
4) Use the model to study the effects of changing
initial and boundary conditions on river channel
formation inspired by a real river case.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the
averaged channel width in the experiments
conducted by Singh (2015) and Figure 2
shows the results of the 2D model
representing an idealized Arc River. The
starting conditions were a straight channel
with different width, constant discharge and
no sediment input from upstream.

Figure 1 Reach averaged width evolution of initial
straight channels starting with different width from an
experimental study of (Singh, 2015)
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Conclusion and discussion:
The work is still on-going. Preliminary results
show that for constant discharge without
sediment supplied from the upstream
boundary, the starting width affects only the
initial morphological development. All
channels went through an important
widening phase at different rates but
eventually narrowed down to similar reach
averaged widths.
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Figure 2 Reach-averaged width evolution of initial straight
channels starting from different widths (results from numerical
simulations)

In both experiment and model we can observe that
even
though
the
initial
morphological
developments are different for the channels
starting with different initial widths, at the end all
channels attain a single thread sinuous planform
with similar reach-averaged width.
The final equilibrium condition was not attained
during the experiments (Figure 1). In the
numerical simulations (Figure 2), the final
conditions are close to equilibrium, although some
sediment is still leaving the model domain.
Because of lack of sediment supply from
upstream, the final bed slope gradually reduces to
reach the condition just below the critical value for
sediment transport. This means: no sediment
entering and exiting the study reach.
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unstructured grid can consist of triangles,
pentagons (etc.) or 1D channel networks.
There is a good performance for parallel
computing and the possibility to couple with
other modules (morphology, structures, water
quality, waves). The D-Flow FM (2D) and DMorphology (2D) are already part of the
standard release.
The 1D component is still under development
and therefore only available as Research/Prealpha (prototype) functionality.

Introduction
A lot of interesting research on rivers is
performed in the Netherlands and further
around the world. In many cases this also
involves numerical modelling of rivers in one
way or another. To prevent that everybody is
constantly reinventing the wheel and really
enhance progress in river research, the
RiverLab initiative is started in the context of
the Rivers2Morrow program.
The RiverLab is set up as the numerical
experimental facility to work together on
software and models for research related to
river behavior and dynamics. It is not just a
model development platform – It’s a
community. The ambition is to create a
community of users, contributors and river
managers (extending beyond the research
community) that is stimulated to use the
RiverLab as a communication and discussion
platform through this website.

The advantage of using one integrated
software suite is that functionalities developed
by other parties, such as universities or
engineering companies, can be easily used
and combined (e.g. new numerical schemes,
friction formulations due to dune evolution,
other processes such as water quality, bank
erosion and waves). It is also possible to add
functionalities via Python-scripting, without
having to change the code itself. This allows
researchers to adjust and extend the tools to
suit their needs.

Software functionality
The RiverLab utilizes the Delft3D FM Software
Suite that integrates multi-dimensional
approaches in one package. The software is
open source and may be downloaded by
everyone to conduct experiments and test new
model concepts. Separate branches for
dedicated research can be generated and
proven methods can be merged to the main
version, such that they become available to all
users.

Numerical (pilot) models
The RiverLab is not only about software, but
one of the main goals is also sharing
schematizations such that they can be used for
studies in real life rivers. The main focus is at
first on the Dutch rivers, but other rivers can be
added as well. Already a 1D morphological
FM-schematization of the river Waal is
available, that is able to perform a 100-year
morphological simulation (see Figure 1).

For large spatial scales and long-term
morphology the RiverLab is started with a 1D
modelling approach (with 2D and 3D parts
where needed). The key component is the new
software engine
for hydrodynamical
simulations on unstructured grids in 1D-2D-3D:
D-Flow Flexible Mesh (D-Flow FM). Together
with the familiar curvilinear meshes, the
* Corresponding author
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Figure 1. Average bed level in the Waal, as initial state and
after every 10 years. The three ellipses indicate the
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location of the bottomgroynes and the fixed l ayers near
Nijmegen and St. Andries.

AGPL or Creative Commons AttributionShareAlike 4.0 International License).

This schematization is developed in a parallel
track within a study for WWF (HKV et. al,
2019), on assessing the effect of river widening
on bed degradation. The schematization is
based on a hydrodynamic 1D (SOBEK3)schematization. The SOBEK3-schematization
is converted to D-Flow FM 1D and
morphological information and boundary
conditions are added based on a earlier
SOBEK-RE schematization (Sloff, 2006). The
Waal schematization will now be further
expanded to cover the whole Rhine branches.

Furthermore special sessions (such as ‘BringYour-Own-Model’ sessions) are organized in
which you can really work together on the
development of schematizations and software,
help each other and sharing new ideas.

Future work
The Delft3D FM Software Suite is constantly
improved and new features become available
regularly. The 1D-(morphological) functionality
within D-Flow FM will be further developed.
Within the Integrated River Management (IRM)
project of Rijkswaterstaat, a 1D morphological
schematization of the Rhine branches and
Meuse will be developed. They will be added to
the library of the RiverLab. Furthermore,
functionalities and schematizations developed
within the Rivers2Morrow research will be
made available via the RiverLab as well.

Within the RiverLab, also several 1D standard
test cases are available that are used to test all
the software functionalities (hydrodynamic and
morphological). These test cases are
preferably based on analytical solutions or a
comparison with available 2D results and can
be used by the research community to test new
functionalities that are implemented.

Universities, knowledge institutes and
engineering companies are encouraged to test
their new ideas within the RiverLab, both by
improving and extending the models as well as
adding new functionalities to the software.

Platform and community
The ambition is to create a community of
users, contributors and river managers
(extending beyond the research community)
that is stimulated to utilise the RiverLab as a
communication and discussion platform.

Acknowledgments
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Management, Deltares, HKV Consultants and
Royal HaskoningDHV.

To facilitate this, a web-based infrastructure is
set up from which you can download the
numerical models and software, and which can
be used as a discussion platform
(https://oss.deltares.nl/web/riverlabmodels/riverlab).
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Third parties are allowed to download and
adapt the models and software for own use.
New versions should be uploaded again to this
website for use by other parties (according to
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Introduction

ensemble
members
provided
the
meteorological forcing for 4 continental scale
hydrological models, that provide 208
hydrological outlooks for a 6-month period.
The hydrological models used in this work
are PCR-GLOBWB, mHM, Noah-MP and
VIC. By having a spread in both
meteorological forcing and the hydrological
process representation we try to capture the
uncertainty within the forecast.

We are currently lacking full understanding of the
propagation of water shortages and drought into
drought impacts. Let alone, reliable forecasts of
these impacts which are applicable in operational
watermanagement during drought. Not only do we
lack this process information, but there is also an
existing knowledge gap on how to relate these
impacts to more physically based forecasts. At the
Landelijke Commissie Waterverdeling (LCW),
there is a desire to have a better understanding
when it comes to the interaction between physical
water shortages and drought impacts. Mainly
because operational measures during, or leading
up to a drought are made based on expected
impacts. In addition, after the 2018 drought it was
acknowledged that there is an increasing desire
from water managers to extend the forecast and
preparation window from several days to monthly
outlooks. Especially for drought the monthly
timescale plays a key role, as they develop slowly
over time and often impact large spatial regions.
This requires that measures are taken well in
advance as neighbouring countries and
waterboards are likely facing similar drought
problems.

Forecasts evaluation
The skill of the seasonal forecast system is
evaluated using simulated and observed
historical discharge for the Rhine. The
evaluation criteria are predicted anomaly
correlations and Brier skill scores. This
allows us to not only check whether or not
forecast
make
certainly
benchmark
thresholds but also provide reliable forecast
over the entire dynamic range of the
discharge.
Linking forecast to impacts
The physical forecast of river discharge are
also linked to associated impacts in a second
stage of the work. For the upstream regions
of the Rhine we have used drought impact
data reported in the European Drought
Impact report Inventory (EDII) and coupled
these impact reports to observed river
stages. Using random forecast regression
we then make forecast of the likelihood of
drought impact given the river discharge
forecasts and the geographical location of
the site.

Seasonal forecasting
Using state of the art seasonal forecast we can
increase hazard preparedness at medium to long
range time scales. In this project we combine
meteorological and hydrological information to
produce a multi-model ensemble system that can
provide river discharge forecast for periods up to 6
months. River discharge of the Rhine is an
important driver for drought and shortage of water
in
the
Netherlands.
Therefore,
reliable
(sub)seasonal forecast of Rhine discharge is key
in quantifying drought impacts.

Results
The results show that making reliable
seasonal forecast with this newly developed
seasonal forecast system is possible
(Wanders et al. 2019). We can extend the
forecast horizon from a couple of weeks to
multiple months. As can be expected, the
reliability of the forecasts reduces with
increasing lead times, but a significant
forecast skill of the multi-model ensemble is
maintained up to 2/3 months. High forecast

Forecasts framework
For the meteorological forcing we use the daily
sub-seasonal precipitation forecast provided by
the European Centre for Medium-range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) and the Canadian
Meteorological survey. We use the ECMWF-S4,
LFPW, CanCM3 and CanCM4 forecast with a total
of 52 forecast ensemble members. These 52
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skills are obtained during the spring period when
the reliability of the forecast is high, due to
relatively stable weather patterns and high
predictability resulting from the hydrological state
of the Rhine catchment.
We also show that the reliable forecast of river
discharge, can directly be linked to observed
impacts, indicating that seasonal forecasts of
drought impacts have reasonable skill (Sutanto at
el. 2019).

Outlook
These results provide a valuable initial
assessment of seasonal forecasts for the Rhine
basin as well as the potential for operational
applications. This research brings the topic of
seasonal forecasting for drought management
from an experimental research phase and opens
up
a
new
opportunity for
operational
implementation. We also believe that this would be
an excellent opportunity to start using these
forecasts in an operational setting and gain
experience on how to use these river discharge
and impact forecast in practice. By expanding the
forecast horizon new drought mitigation options
become available that we have currently not used
in Dutch drought management. This would
increase drought preparedness and help in
seasonal planning of drought measures in Dutch
watermangement.
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Introduction

Method

In
the
German
Middle
Mountains
(Mittelgebirge), historic construction of drainage
networks in wetland areas along the water
courses in the valley floors led to changes in the
surface water flow regime. Quickflow amounts
and peak flows were most likely increased as
water running off the hillslopes, mainly as
throughflow, could be transported in the
drainage channels at a much faster rate. These
changes in the uplands of the Middle Mountains
may have resulted in higher peak flows in
downstream areas, potentially increasing
flooding risk in downstream areas, as well as
lower baseflow amounts in dry periods.

A modelling study was performed to quantify the
potential for wetland restoration in the German
Middle Mountains to reduce flooding risk in
downstream areas, including the Mosel and
Rhine basins. The SWAT+ model was used to
calculate the impact of wetland restoration on
streamflow in three micro-catchments of Kylldal
catchment in the German Middle Mountains,
focusing on winter peak flows in particular. The
analysis was based on two scenarios: a
reference model representing the current
situation and a wetland scenario. Wetland
restoration was simulated by changing the land
cover in the valley floor to natural wetland
vegetation and by changing the characteristics
of the streams to better match a situation in
which there is no clear channel.

Restoration of valley bottoms in the low
mountain ranges, where the population density
is low, to their natural wetland state may
increase storage, retain water and slow down
the discharge of these areas, leading to lower
peak flows (van Winden et al., 2004; van
Deursen et al., 2013). The German Middle
Mountains show potential for flood management
through wetland restoration measures with
potential local reductions in peak flows which,
when applied at larger scales, may impact peak
flows in the Rhine River Basin (Otterman et al.,
2017). Wetlands International, World Wide
Fund for Nature – Netherlands and Stroming BV
have initiated a project to assess the
effectiveness and feasibility of enhancing the
natural sponge effect of wetlands in the German
Middle Mountains by restoring wetlands in the
upper reaches of the tributaries of the Rhine
River. Underlying goal is to explore the
possibilities to combine positive effect on water
quality, river ecology and river hydrology.

The indicative large-scale effects of wetland
restoration in the Mosel basin and the Rhine
Basin were simulated with WFLOW. Daily
average discharges were simulated between
January 1st, 1998 and December 31st, 2015.
Three scenarios were used to describe different
extents to which wetlands were restored in the
German Middle Mountains, being 5%, 25% and
50% restoration. Wetland restoration is
simulated by increasing the roughness
(described by the Manning roughness
coefficient) in a selection of cells in the existing
Deltares base models. Cells are selected for
parameter change when these occupy an area
fit for wetland restoration and have a Strahler
stream order of 2. This selection of cells is then
filtered further by selecting cells at random. With
this filtering, the small area in the basin that is
occupied by suitable locations for wetland
restoration is imitated. The factor (3.0) with
which the roughness is increased and the
method for cell selection were validated by
reproducing the results of the SWAT+ model
with the WFLOW model in the Kylldal.
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Effects on (micro)catchment
Effects on Mosel and Rhine catchment

Results showed that the median average daily
discharge from all three micro-catchments
increased after wetland restoration, especially
in summer and fall. In addition, the variability in
daily flow decreased substantially, by as much
as 30%. The response of streamflow to extreme
rainfall events was attenuated, as peaks were
lower but broader after wetland restoration. In
this way, the maximum annual peak discharge
decreased by an average of 20 – 30% in the
three micro-catchments. At the next scale-level,
the Steinebrück catchment, maximum annual
winter peak flows were 13% lower after wetland
restoration. The dampened effect at catchment
scale compared to the micro- catchment scale
is a result of the fact that the micro-catchments
where wetland restoration is simulated cover
only about 45% of the total catchment area.

In the scenario of 50% restoration of potential
wetland areas in the Mosel basin, the reduction
of maximum peak discharge is 4%. At the same
time, the standard deviation of daily average
discharges lowers up to 3% and low flow
discharges increase up to 2%. The effects of
wetland restoration in the complete Rhine
catchment is similar, although relatively smaller:
1.8% maximum peak discharge reduction and
up to 1% reduction of the standard deviation of
daily average flow. The difference is explained
by the small percentage of the total basin area
affected by the wetland restoration; in the Mosel
basin suitable wetland locations cover relatively
more ground in the basin than they do in the
complete Rhine basin.
The results correspond to the results of the
SWAT+ model, in the sense that both a peak
discharge reduction and an increased baseflow
recession after wet periods are observed. Note
that while the relative effect of wetland
restoration on peak flows at macro-scale is
smaller than at local scale, the reduction of peak
flows in terms of total volume is substantial at
the scale of the Mosel or Rhine.

The result of wetland restoration can be
summarized as reducing peak flows during
extreme precipitation events as the flow is
delayed by the changes in channel geometry
leading to higher roughness and broader and
shallower channels. This means that flooding
risk in the catchment, and potentially in
downstream areas, decreases. The delay in
flow after extreme precipitation events also
causes a higher baseflow recession after wet
periods. The change to lower peak discharges
and higher water availability in drier periods can
be viewed as a positive impact on the
hydrological regime of these areas.
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The difference between modelled and
measured discharges at Steinebrück suggested
that the SWAT+ model could be improved
through the use of better soil data, calibration
and validation.
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different morphodynamic responses to variable
river discharge: the backwater segment, the
quasi normal flow segment and the upstream
boundary segment (UBS). This study focusses
on morphodynamic changes inside the UBS.
The UBS is characterised by strong sediment
transport gradients. This leads to the generation
of bed level waves and sediment composition
waves. Inside the UBS, shoals or erosion pits
develop that might disable river functions such
as navigation or soil stability.

Introduction
It is common knowledge that the timedependent variability of river discharge
inherently influences river morphodynamics.
This means that for morphodynamic river
simulations, one has to construct representative
future discharge time series. The limited
predictability of river discharge is an important
source of uncertainty in modelled river
morphodynamics. Several studies have
proposed the implementation of Monte Carlo
simulations in which many river discharge time
series are considered in a probabilistic way
(e.g. Van Vuren et al., 2015). This typically
results in large computational effort due to the
required number of simulations. In case only
preliminary studies are performed or if one is not
interested in uncertainty of the modelled output,
a single representative river discharge time
series that results in the most likely
morphodynamic change might be desirable:
one does not have to perform many
computations with different synthetic discharge
time series and computational effort can be
reduced. Sloff (2011) proposes such a
discharge time series by transferring the longterm water discharge statistics into a yearly
repeated, symmetric hydrograph. In this study,
this schematisation is refered to as the Cycled
Annual Hydrograph (CyAH). However, as
Huthoff et al. (2010) demonstrate, such an
approach does not necessarily yield similar
morphodynamic development as the average
morphodynamic trend from Monte Carlo
simulations, even though the discharge
statistics are maintained. In this study, we
propose an adjusted discharge time series in
which inter-annual variation is introduced
among the yearly hydrographs. We refer to this
method as the Multiple Annual Hydrographs
(MuAH) time series. Compared to the CyAH, the
MuAH includes natural discharge variability to a
larger extent. By (partly) representing natural
discharge variability, non-linear interaction
between river discharge and morphodynamic
change is more similar to the response when
natural discharge series are imposed.
Blom et al. (2017) and Arkesteijn et al.
(2019) distinguish three river segments with

Method
Daily river discharge observations from the
years 1971-2010 at Lobith are used as a starting
point. First, a Monte Carlo simulation is set up:
twenty discharge time series are constructed by
randomly bootstrapping discharge years from
the 1971-2010 data series and placing them in
a random order. Next, the CyAH is constructed
according to the method by Sloff (2011). Finally,
the proposed MuAH time series are
constructed. The MuAH-series are based on a
classification of observed years by means of
their yearly maximum recorded daily discharge.
These yearly discharge maxima show
significant correlation with the yearly mean and
standard deviation of the river discharge. Userdefined thresholds aggregate years with similar
maxima into sets (hence containing years with
similar yearly statistical properties). The
thresholds are selected such that each set
contains an equal number of years. For each
set, a synthetic hydrograph year is constructed,
similar as for the CyAH.
A synthetic discharge time series can be
constructed by using the synthetic hydrographs.
The occurrence of each synthetic hydrograph
year in the synthetic time series must match the
(relative) number of observed years that are
aggregated in the according set in order to
maintain the long-term discharge statistics.
From statistical analyses, no significant
correlation is found among yearly statistical
discharge charactertics of subsequent years.
Therefore, the synthetic hydrograph years are
evenly distributed over the time series. The
difference between the CyAH and an example
of the MuAH time series with three sets is
presented in Fig. 1.
A 2DH morphodynamic model is constructed
to study the performance of several MuAH
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series. As no simple analytical relations apply
for 2D hydraulics, a quasi-steady approach is
applied by schematising the discharge time
series into piecewise constant hydrographs.

the zones where UBS-waves dominate. The
yearly periodicity and long-term statistics of the
CyAH-series are similar to the natural discharge
time series. However the intra-annual variation
and duration of high and low water events in the
CyAH-series vary significantly from natural river
discharge series. As a result, the amplitude of
bed level waves is underpredicted and the
superposition of these waves results in a poor
prediction of the mean equilibrium state of the
river bed compared to natural discharge series.
By imposing a MyAH time series, we find bed
level changes that are more similar to the
average bed level development from the Monte
Carlo simulation (Fig. 3). The root mean square
error between the bed level response to a MuAH
with 5-6 sets and the average development from
the Monte Carlo simulation reduces by 70-80%
compared to the CyAH-series.

Figure 1. Comparison of a synthetic discharge timeseries
constructed with (top) the CyAH and (bottom) MuAH method

The case
The model is set up within the computational
framework of the DVR-model (Yossef et al.,
2006). The geometry and the sediment
chacteristics are roughly based on the Dutch
Upper Rhine. The first fourty years of bed level
response to a widened floodplain is considered.
We focus on the active channel at the start and
end segments of the widened floodplain, as that
is where the largest sediment gradients are
found and where the UBS-effects are most
significant.
Figure 3. Comparison of the bed level predictions in the
main channel at the start (loc A) and at the end (loc C) of the
widened floodplain using a Monte Carlo series, the CyAH
and the MuAH discharge time series

Results
Under a variable river discharge, UBS-waves
are generated constantly. Due to the advective
and diffusive behaviour of bed waves, the
influence of these waves vanishes over time at
a specific location. However, new waves might
be generated while the influence of a previous
wave is still present. This results in a non-linear
superposition of UBS-waves. In the long term, a
dynamic equilibrium is reached based on the
natural variation and intensity of discharge
events (Fig. 2).
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We find that with the CyAH time series one
underestimates bed level changes, especially in
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Until the ‘90s, no embankments existed in the
Meuse valley in Limburg. After the floods of
1993 and 1995 low embankments (Maaskaden)
were constructed that can be overflown during
very high discharge. Due to new safety
standards for the flood defences in the
Netherlands (decided in 2017), the height of the
dikes along the Meuse in Limburg will significant
increase in the future. For high discharges this
results in a loss in flow width, as shown in Fig. 1.
The effect of this change in geometry on the
peak attenuation is also studied.
For the assessment of the peak attenuation,
a literature study, theoretical approximation,
and model simulations (with WAQUA) were
carried out. This abstract presents the results of
the latter.

Introduction
The river Meuse is one of the main rivers in The
Netherlands. One of its main functions is the
safe discharge of water.
Peak attenuation is the phenomenon that a
discharge wave, as it propagates in
downstream direction, flattens further and
further. The peak discharge therefore
decreases and water levels in the lower reaches
of the river remain lower than in the situation
without peak attenuation. Peak attenuation
occurs along all rivers but is not equally strong
on all rivers.
River manager Rijkswaterstaat wanted to
gain insight in the amount of peak attenuation
along the Meuse and which areas and river
stretches contribute most to peak attenuation.
This insight is important with respect to future
adaptions of the river (e.g. Integrated River
Management) and future changes in discharge
regime (peak discharge and wave shape).

Effect of different discharge waves on
peak attenuation

Reduction peak discharge (m3/s)

In the first part of the study, the effect of the peak
discharge and wave shape on the peak
attenuation is studied. A very steep wave
(“SPITS”) and a very flat wave (“STOMP”) were
constructed from the 2.5% and 97.5%
confidence interval of the GRADE wave shape
(Deltares, 2014). The resulting peak attenuation
is compared with the effect of the average wave
shape (“GEMIDDELD”) as also used in
WBI2017 (Ministerie van I&W, 2017). All for
peak discharges ranging from 3224 to
4398 m3/s and without lateral inflows.
In Fig. 2 a longitudinal profile of the peak
attenuation for waves with an average
duration/shape but with different peak discharge
is shown. The largest peak attenuation occurs
during very high floods. In this case a peak
discharge of about 4400 m 3/s is expected to

Figure 1. Changes in the riverbed of the Meuse (after RWS,
2019).

Discharge wave

Riverkilometer
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Figure 2. Longitudinal profile of peak attenuation for the
average wave shape for different peak discharges.
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decrease by about 600 m 3/s in the most
downstream reaches. This results in over 60 cm
lower water levels. The figure shows a gradual
decrease of the peak discharge along the river
due to gradual change in wave shape, as well
as sudden reductions in the peak discharge due
to the inundation of protected areas. The latter
is most significant on the Plassenmaas for all
peak discharges. The former is also of
significance along the Zandmaas.

on the peak attenuation was studied for waves
with different peak discharges, as shown in
Fig. 5. The figure shows that the historical
geometry had the least peak attenuation, while
the current situation has the most peak
attenuation. Due to the new flood safety
standards, and the resulting heightening of the
dikes (Maaskaden), the future situation has a
smaller peak attenuation, causing the future
situation to be more identical to the historical
situation for higher discharges.

Discharge (m3/s)

However, only looking at the peak discharges
underestimates the contribution of river reaches
on the peak attenuation. If a dike ring does not
inundate at the peak discharge, but at an earlier
stage of the discharge wave, it will not affect the
peak discharge directly, but it will allow more
peak attenuation to happen further downstream.
This is made clear in Fig. 3, which shows the
downstream change in wave shape for a very
steep wave with a discharge of 3862 m 3/s. At
the red circles inundation has caused lower
discharge in the front of the wave, only further
downstream this will result in peak attenuation.

Past
Current
Future
Riverkilometer

Discharge (m3/s)

Figure 5. Longitudinal profile of maximum discharge for
different geometry for waves with different peak discharges.

Conclusions
Peak attenuation can have a large effect on the
discharges (and thereby water levels) in the
downstream reaches of the river Meuse. The
amount of peak attenuation depends on the
peak discharge, the shape of the discharge
wave, and river geometry (river bed slope, flood
plain width, etc.). A steep wave has more
discharge reduction due to flattening of the
wave shape, a higher discharge wave has more
effect due to the inundation of more floodplains
and more dike rings.
The peak attenuation appears on different
locations along the river for different wave
shapes. Showing that the variety in inundation
levels is important for robust peak attenuation.
The increase of the dike height to meet the
new flood safety standards will reduce the flood
plain width and the peak attenuation on the
Meuse. The increase in peak attenuation,
gained after the construction of the low,
overflowable embankments, is partly lost.

Time (days)

Figure 3. The change in wave shape for different locations
along the river. Each line is 20 km further downstream.

Discharge (m3/s)

In Fig. 4 the peak attenuation for waves with
different shapes is shown. The very flat wave
has hardly any peak attenuation, while for the
very steep wave the maximum discharge
reduces by 1200 m3/s at the downstream
reaches of the Meuse. This is twice the effect of
the average wave.
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Figure 4. Longitudinal profile of maximum discharge for
different wave shapes with a peak discharge of 4398 m3/s.

Effect of the river geometry on peak
attenuation
In the second part of the study, the effect of
different river geometry (as depicted in Fig. 1)
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Koopmans
(2017)
documenting
the
development over time.
Geological data from different sources were
compiled and combined with the results from
the bathymetry analysis. The 3D subsurface
model GeoTop (Stafleu et al., 2011) was used
to query the lithostratigraphic composition of
the study area. We use different mappings
(Cohen et al., 2012, 2017) to compare scour
hole locations to mapped geological units of
different depositional environments. We work
towards an overview of relevant architectural
elements and lithostratigraphic sequences for
scour hole formation.

Introduction
Channel scour is a form of river bed erosion that
may compromise the stability of river
embankments, due to steepened slopes within
scour holes and subsequent risk of flow slides..
The formation of scour holes is in part controlled
by hydrodynamic conditions caused by local
channel morphology (e.g. river narrowings),
confluences/bifurcations and anthropogenic
measures (e.g. bridge pillars, groynes).
Besides this, their formation is influenced by
variability in the composition of the subsurface:
scour holes indicate where the river bed was
locally more erodible.
Subsurface heterogeneity is controlled by
the processes that formed the deposits in the
past and this is the primary control on
erodibility, and variations therein, of the
subsurface. Previous research on scour holes
in the Rhine-Meuse delta focused on
differences in erodibility between geological
layers below the river at individual scour sites
(Sloff et al., 2013; Huismans et al., 2016).
Owing to its geological history, the subsurface
of the delta in its build-up and composition
shows specific regional trends. Using this
knowledge can help in understanding why
scour holes with specific size and geometry
occur at certain places. Linking the occurrence
and evolution of scour holes to 3D subsurface
architecture thus improves understanding of the
geologic boundary conditions for scour hole
formation. This study presents an inventory of
scour holes and their relation to the subsurface
architecture of the Rhine-Meuse delta.

Results and Discussion
A total of 166 scour holes exist in the study area
of which approximately 75% are located
downstream of x-coordinate 115000 (Fig. 1b,
c). It is not likely that this can be attributed to
change fluvial versus tidal hydrodynamic
conditions. More likely, this is linked to trends in
the composition of the subsurface and related
depositional history. The western part of the
study area became delta plain in direct
response to Holocene sea-level rise; provision
of accommodation space was largest and the
fluvio-deltaic wedge is thickest here. Repeated
avulsions and continuous supply of fresh water
by the rivers created isolated channel belts that
are encased by organic rich cohesive deposits
(Stouthamer et al., 2011). This architecture
explains, the localized occurrence of strongly
erodible material at thalweg depths of modern
channels (scour hole prone), that otherwise sit
in non-erodible material (deltaic muds and
peats). A sharp increase in scour hole
occurrence is seen towards this downstream
area with highly variable substrate composition
(Fig 1a; fluvial and tidal sands as ribbons
through mud and peat).
Not only the highest frequency, but also
deepest scour holes are observed downstream
(Fig. 1c). While possibly due to stronger tidal
flow, this may also be connected to thickening
of the fluvio-deltaic wedge. Therefore, modern
channels are in contact with mainly Holocene
deposits and earlier described architecture
which is locally scour hole prone. Observed
average depth of scours is approximately 9.5

Methods
We revisited an earlier inventory of scour holes
in the downstream part of the Rhine-Meuse
delta by Huismans et al. (2016) and extended
upstream. We used a time series of bathymetry
data for the major river branches to identify
scour holes visually, and derived their
geometric attributes using an automated
approach. This is combined with data in
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meters below the average depth of the river
which is two times larger than more upstream.
Finally, steepest slopes (average 290, up to 450)
have been observed downstream where more
upstream average slope is lower with an
average of 20 degrees. This may be connected
to the higher contribution of cohesive sediments
in the downstream area.

Conclusion
Our results indicate that a heterogeneous
subsurface composition is important for scour
hole formation and that locations and geometric
trends can be explained well from a genetic
perspective. Using this knowledge can also
help to identify potential risk areas for future
scour holes because of further river bed
degradation.
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Figure 1. Proportional subsurface composition (a) of the surface and river bed every 100 meters over the x-coordinate compared
to the number of scour holes (b) and, locations and depth of scour holes in relation to the large scale buildup of the study area
(c). The upstream part of the delta is dominated by fluvial deposits (light green) and the downstream part is generally made up
by an alternation of tidal, fluvial and peat deposits (dark green). The boundary between these areas is between x-coordinates
115000 and 120000. Note: the IJssel is excluded from graphs a and b as this area is not covered by GeoTop.
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Introduction

waves shear the terrace during drawdown
through transverse currents and as bores
during upsurge. These also attack the upperbank toe, together with secondary waves.
Erosion progression shows that both ship
waves and floods contribute to erosion (Figure
1), which is possible to distinguish due to their
different timing over the year. At banks with
long terraces, floods only produced mass
failures without net material loss.

A balanced combination of economic and
ecological functions of a river system is a
challenge due to requirements that are often
conflicting (e.g., Boeters et al, 1997). Current
legislation promotes restoration of trained
banks to improve the habitats of plants and
animals, and the water quality (WFD, 2000).
The result is that bank protection works are
removed in an increasing number of
channelized river reaches which now
experience bank erosion and channel
widening. This research aims to characterize
the processes and drivers of bank erosion in
regulated navigable rivers, and based on the
insights gained propose a model to predict the
final bank retreat. The ultimate goal is to allow
for optimized approaches that combine multiple
functions through a better understanding of the
system.

Figure 1. Upper-bank erosion at km 153.963. Note zero net
erosion between yellow and blue profiles on the left, after
mass failure during a flood event. Gridline spacing = 1 m.

Methods

30m

The methodology is based on systematic field
measurements and observations of a case
study that presents a broad range of bank
erosion rates after the removal of protections in
2010 (Duró et al., 2019). The study site is
located in the Meuse River near the cities of
Gennep and Boxmeer in the Netherlands. We
measured ship waves, bank material
properties, flow velocitites and the bank
topography every 2 months for two years with
UAV-SfM (Duró et al., 2018). Vegetation
growth was also observed and recorded with
photographs during the same period.

Field observations and interpretation
Ship waves frequently act on the banks at the
minimum regulated water level of the river,
which created a shallow area (terrace) over the
last 9 years. The terrace, dividing the profile in
upper- and lower-bank areas, is where waves
currently break and dissipate. Deep primary

Figure 2. Bank erosion after flood event (top, in blue), km
153.490-153.630. Stretch with vegetation at upper-bank
toe (bottom) does not present erosion or failure events.

Grown vegetation at the bank toe was
observed to prevent mass failures during
floods (Figure 2). Nevertheless, the continuous
erosion of the terrace that lowers its elevation,
led to increasing wave penetration and higher
wave impacts on the upper bank. As a result,
vegetation patches progressively lost their
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substrate and were dislodged, especially
during low-flow conditions.
Flow currents during floods were significant
at banks with short terraces and salients,
contributing to bank erosion at all phases of the
cycle, i.e., also entraining bank material and
transporting slump-blocks.

faster and still 50% of further bank retreat is
expected after 7 years (Fig. 3a), whereas more
resistant banks (Fig. 3c) evolve slower and
final retreat is estimated almost 3 times larger
than after 7 years of evolution.
Future work will focus on expanding the
model for unregulated rivers and improve
accuracy of predicted erosion rates by
including more factors and processes.

Bank erosion model
Bank retreat is mainly dependent on bank
material properties for given loads at the study
site (Duró et al., 2019). The terrace geometry
and morphological development was found to
correlate well with soil cohesion, and three type
of bank profiles have been characterized. After
these findings, a model to compute the final
extension of bank retreat for homogeneous
banks is proposed, based on a Patheniades
type of formulation (Equation 1).
𝑑𝑍𝑏
𝑑𝑡
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Where Zb is the bed elevation,  is an
erodibility coefficient, b is the bed shear stress
induced by ship waves, and c is the critical
shear stress for entrainment of cohesive soils.
b are computed considering primary wave
drawdown and the shoaling, refraction and
dissipation of primary and secondary waves
based on energy balance (Battjes and Jansen,
1978). The model also considers run-up by
combining Bergsma et al. (2019) and Pujara et
al. (2015) formulae. For the study site, the
model is calibrated through  against measured
profiles.
The results indicate that primary wave
bores exert the highest loads on banks and
ultimately shape the final terrace configuration.
Figure 3 shows three types of banks after 7
years of development and at the final predicted
configuration. Less resistant banks evolve

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Predicted final upper-bank retreat for three bank types located in Oeffelt, the Meuse River. The soil critical shear
stress for bank types 1 (a), 2 (b) and (c) 3, are c = 8,12 and 18 Pa, respectively. The profiles measured in 2017 correspond to
km 153.975, 153.100, and 154.025.
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Figure 1. The Mara Wetland expansion in the last 100 years has occurred due to increasing sediment input fromupstream which
has been trapped in the floodplain. River avulsions due to sediment and logs clogging has shifting the main river course toward
south, inundating new areas that were previously savannah lands.

management of the future infrastructure is key
to preserve the ecosystem health of the river
and the wetland. This work provides a
quantitative description of the past and current
situations forming the basis for the identification
of the causes of wetland expansion and retreat.

Introduction
Land conversion to crops, grazing fields and
urban areas, water abstraction and sediment
captured in reservoirs are among the most
relevant causes of the 60-70 % of inland
wetlands global surface loss in the last 100
years (Davidson 2014). However, some
wetlands are found to increase in size. This is
the case for the Mara Wetland in Tanzania (Mati
et al. 2008; Bregoli et al. 2019). We have
considered this site as a key study to
understand the causes and mechanism of
wetland expansion. Additionally, upstream of
the study site, a dam is planned to be
constructed primarily for irrigation and drinking
water supply and secondarily for hydropower. It
is thus important to identify the mechanisms that
are responsible for the functioning of this
specific wetland to take them into account
during future dam operation. The Mara Wetland
is a unique natural resource in a semi-arid area
(McClain et al. 2014). Therefore, proper

Method
The Mara Wetland, mainly consisting in a
papyrus swamp, is located at the mouth of the
River Mara which discharges into the Lake
Victoria in Tanzania (Fig. 1). The area receives
two wet seasons with precipitation peaks in
November to December and March to May. In
the lower Mara River, rainfall, water surface
elevation and discharges is measured at a few
monitoring stations (McClain et al. 2014). To
obtain further detailed data, we visited the Mara
wetland in two occasions: a dry period (October
2017) and a wet period (May 2018). Access to
the study sites was limited due to the
remoteness, poor road conditions and poor
navigability of the wetland.
During the field work we measured water and
sediment discharges and bed load and we
surveyed the wetland, the river and the
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floodplains with an unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) combined with GPS RTK and sonar
operated from a boat at several locations
(Bregoli et al. 2019). We obtained high
resolution orthophoto mosaics and digital
elevation models by applying structure-frommotion photogrammetry processing to the
images taken by the UAV. We gathered
historical maps from 1891 to nowadays, satellite
images from 1975 onwards (Landsat and
Sentinel) and we interviewed locals. We used
the gathered data to reconstruct the wetland
evolution in the last 100 years and to setup a 2D
hydrodynamic numerical model, which we
implemented in Delft3D Flexible Mesh
(www.deltares.nl) including vegetation effects
on hydrodynamic and suspended sediment fate.
The model was calibrated on field data. Several
scenarios of vegetation cover have been
considered in order to observe the effect of
deforestation and conversion from swamp to
arable lands.

morphodynamic that could be derived from our
hydrodynamic model.
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Results and conclusions
The analysis of the historical maps, satellite
images (Bregoli et al. 2019) and sediment cores
(Dutton et al. 2019) shows that major river
avulsions and sedimentation increased the
wetland area by 3.6 times in the last century
(Fig. 1). This result has been supported by
interview with local inhabitants. Causes are
hydrological fluctuations and strong increasing
of deforestation, grazing and farming in the
whole river basin.
The morphodynamic model shows that
sediments are trapped in the upstream part of
the wetland as well as in intermediate sinks
zones (Fig. 2). The model also shows that
vegetation plays a primary role in sediment
trapping and, if a conversion from wetland to
arable land is actuated, the trapping efficiency
of the wetland system decreases by a half (Fig.
2). This trapping efficiency drop means (e.g.)
less nutrients available for the wetland
ecosystem functioning, a lower natural water
depuration capacity and a deterioration of the
water quality being released to the Lake
Victoria. Ultimately this study adds a piece of
knowledge for wetland conservation, ecohydrology and water management.

Figure 2. Erosion – sedimentation model results for two
selected scenarios of vegetation cover: scenario 1
corresponds to current vegetation distribution; scenario 2
corresponds to a partial land conversion from wetland into
arable land.
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Outlook
The future dam operations, sediment trapping
and water abstraction can considerably alter the
wetland dynamics. The wetland expansion can
be reverted in wetland shrinking and the
ecosystem can be jeopardized. Its imminent
construction should therefore be accompanied
by an in-depth study of river and wetland
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Introduction

Methods

Dunes are periodic sediment structures in fluvial
environments dominated by coarse silt, sand or
gravel. The presence of dunes controls sediment
transport and flow resistance, and therefore, their
morphodynamic evolution is important in river
engineering and management problems. At the
scale of individual dunes, growth has been linked
to the streamwise position of sediment transport
maximum relative to the topographic maximum
(referred to as the spatial lag). Dunes grow when
the maximum sediment transport is upstream of
the crest, leading to deposition on dune stoss and
crest (Fredsøe, 1982; Naqshband et al., 2017). In
addition to this spatial lag, at the scale of dune
field, dunes grow by merging of smaller, faster
migrating bedforms, and slow downstream
stretching of bedform fields (Venditti et al., 2005).
This adaptation involves
redistribution
of
sediment over and among dunes which is not
captured by mean geometric parameters such as
dune height and length (Reesink et al., 2018).
Significant advances have been made in
quantification of turbulent flow field over dunes
through detailed measurements and numerical,
yet, we have limited knowledge of sediment
transport processes that control how dunes grow
and change shape as they migrate. In particular,
there is no mechanistic explanation of how
changes in a turbulent flow field and the
corresponding changes in sediment transport
gradients along the dune bed result in dune
growth and adaptation. Consequently, assessing
the underlying physical mechanisms associated
with sediment transport formulations
and
simulated dune evolution by a variety of
morphodynamic models remains challenging.
Here, by deploying a novel acoustic instrument
(Acoustic Concentration and Velocity Profiler
ACVP, see Hurther et al., 2011 for more details)
in a shallow laboratory flume setting, we aim to
quantify the exact sediment transport distribution
during the dune growth phase towards a dynamic
equilibrium.

Experiments were conducted in a tilting
flume with recirculation facilities for both
water and sediment in the Kraijenhoff van
de Leur laboratory for Water and Sediment
dynamics, Wageningen University. The
flume measures 1.20 m x 0.50 m x 14.4 m
internally (width x height x length). At the
upstream end of the flume, where sedimentrich water re-enters, a diffuser is placed to
distribute the inflow over the full width of the
flume, followed by a stacked pile of PVC
tubes that serves as a flow laminator,
suppressing turbulence. A fine sediment
filter was installed at the downstream end of
the flume preventing loss of sediment
particles over the flume edge and
guaranteeing full recirculation of bed
material.
Flow discharge, initial flow depth and flume
slope were imposed in all experiments,
whereas the water surface slope and
transport conditions adjusted to these initial
conditions
by
reaching
a
dynamic
equilibrium. Water levels were monitored at
four points along the centreline of the flume
using stilling wells, with each stilling well
containing a magnetostrictive linear position
sensor. The bed topography was measured
continuously with a line laser scanner where
bed elevation is derived from the reflection
of light projected on the flume bed using a
line laser and a 3-D camera. This allows for
bed
elevation
measurements
without
interacting with the flow. Three evenly
distributed transects from the centre of the
flume towards both sidewalls were selected
to monitor dune morphology (dune height Δ,
length λ and slipface angle β).
Instantaneous and collocated profiles of
flow velocity and sediment concentration
were measured during the dune growth
phase using the ACVP. The carriage with
the ACVP was located at a fixed position
along the effective measuring section of the
flume (5 m from the upstream end), and the
dunes migrated underneath the carriage.
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Results and discussion

particular, we have no knowledge of how
dune slipface angles – crucial in setting flow
separation behind dune crests – are related
to sediment transport gradients along
migrating dunes. Future research should
focus on quantification of sediment transport
distribution under a wide range of flow and
sediment transport conditions.

Measured sediment transport rates during the
dune growth phase decreases with increasing
dune height and length (Figure 1). As dune height
grows, the dune slipface angle increases (not
shown here) and exceeds the onset angle for flow
separation of 11 (Lefebvre and Winter, 2016).
This generates a significant amount of turbulence
behind dune crests, and hence, flow resistance is
increased by form roughness, and sediment
transport capacity of the flow is reduced.
Sediment transport becomes negative at the
dune trough once flow separation is fully
developed (Figure 1, dune a). A negative spatial
lag between dune crest and maximum sediment
transport rate is observed indicating dune growth
by deposition of sediment on dune stoss and
crest (Figure 1, dune b). Dunes indicated by c
and d in Figure 1 do not show a significant spatial
lag between their crests and (local) maximum
sediment transport rates. In fact, for dune c, the
location of maximum sediment
transport
coincides with dune crest, which means that dune
c is expected to migrate in the direction of mean
flow without growth or diminution if the dune bed
is fully 2-dimensional (Naqshband et al., 2017).
Subsequent bedscans revealed that dune c and d
merged together in a larger dune as the smaller
dune c migrated faster.
Although we have highlighted different processes
of dune growth by quantifying the exact nature of
sediment transport distribution along dunes, our
knowledge of both the mechanisms of such dune
adaptations, and the hydraulic variables that
control these processes, remains limited. In
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Figure 1. Sediment transport distribution during the dune growth phase, the black solid line is dune bed with white circles
indicating location of dune crests. Orange solid line is the depth-averaged sediment flux in the streamwise direction ( sediment
transport) with red circles representing location of maximum sediment transport rate per dune. Flow is from left to right.
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